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METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING DATA ON A
GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to gaming machines and, more

5 particularly, to a method of transferring data from a gaming establishmentto a player

at a remote site via a global computer network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Gaming machines, such as slot machines, video poker machines and the like,

have been a comerstone of the gaming industry for several years. Generally, the

10 popularity of such machines with players is dependent on the likelihood (or perceived

likelihood) of winning money andthe intrinsic entertainment value of the machine

relative to other available gaming options. Shrewd operators consequently strive to

employ the most entertaining and exciting machines available because such machines

attract frequent play and hence increase profitability to the operator. Accordingly, in

15 the competitive gaming machine industry, there is a continuing need for gaming

machine manufacturers to produce different methods to attract frequent play by

enhancing the entertainment value and excitement associated with the game.

Many game players want to be able to play gaming machines much more

 
frequently then they are currently able to do. Such players are often limited because

20 ~—of the requisite travel required to attend casinos or other legal gaming establishments

located in select portions of the United States. The involvedness, cost and

inconvenience of a player being forced to travel to a gaming establishment severely

limits the amount of gambling excursions that a player can assume. Furthermore,

since these excursions are infrequent, a gaming player is often forced to spend as

25 much time gambling as possible during the excursion because such a player may not

have the means to return to the gaming establishment for several months or years.

There is continuing need for a gaming player to be able to gamble more frequently or

for a shorter period time than is currently available and to be able to do so from a

location remote to the gaming establishment.
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The present invention is directed to satisfying these needs. The foregoing and

other advantages of the invention will become apparent upon reading the following

detailed description.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

5 A remote gaming method comprising a player accessing, via a remote

terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected to the remote

terminal. The player is able to provide via the remote terminal, personal identification

information to the gaming site and select, via the remote terminal, a game of chance

located at a gaming establishment for remote play. The remote terminal is located

10 outside the gaming establishment. The playerplaces, via the remote terminal, a wager

for playing the selected game and receives randomly generated text or graphical

outcome data at the remote terminal for the selected game. The outcome data being

generated by either a gaming server or a gaming machineat the gaming establishment

and is subsequently relayed to the gamingsite. 
15 DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific embodiments have been shown by way of example and will be 
described in detail herein. However, it should be understood that the invention is not

intended to be limited to the particular forms disclosed. Rather, the invention is to

20 cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope of the invention as defined by the appendedclaims.

The present invention comprises a method by which data can be transferred

from a gaming establishment to a gaming player disposed in a remote location from

the gaming establishment. Generally, a player accesses the host gaming

25 establishment by use of a global computer network. The host gaming establishment

engages in gambling-type activities (e.g., a slot machine play) and reports the

outcomesto the remote player.

During the 1990’s, global computer networks, such as the World Wide Web

accessed through the Internet, became increasingly popular outlets. It is contemplated

30~~in accordance with the present invention that other types of global computer networks

are available. The Internet is a global communications network built on worldwide
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data and telephone networks. Computers connected to the Internet can exchange

information with any other connected computer. The backbone of the Internet is

founded on various sets of major telephone conduits and switches that exist across the

world. These communications conduits are designed to move large volumes of data

5 traffic at extremely high rates of speed.

Each of the major conduits referred to above terminates at a router, which is a

large, fast switch that sorts the large volumes of data. Each router is connected to

additional, local routing devices. Local routing devices, called “points of presence”

provide local Internet access. For example, an Internet termination router located in

10. Chicago may have point of presence routers connected in, for example, Milwaukee

and Indianapolis. A router is able to connect as many point of presence routers as the

capacity of the switching systems and the Internet will permit.

In addition to point of presence routers, commercial Internet exchanges and

global Internet exchanges also connect to the routers. These exchanges transfer data 
15 between Internet service providers, both nationally and internationally. When data

originates on one U.S. Internet service provider with a destination on another US.

long distance provider, the data is first routed to the commercial Internet exchange

where it makes the transfer between providers. 
Personal computers typically connect to a local point of presence router

20 +through a local Internet carrier. A local Internet carrier obtains a direct line to the

point of presence router and provides a modem or other connection by which a

personal computer user achieves Internet access. When the personal computer

connects to the modem ofthe local Internet carrier, the local Internet carrier switches

the home computer to the point of presence router, which in turn connects the

25 personal computer to the Internet.

Another method of connecting computers to the Internet is by direct

connection through a local area network (LAN) to the point of presence. Multiple

personal computers can be connected to a single LAN, which connects to the point of

presence through a leased data line. The computers connected to the LAN receive

30=and transmit data to the point of the presence through the LAN.

Attached to most LANs are a variety of different servers including the File

Server and the Hypertext Transport Protocol (“HTTP”) server. The File Server
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connects to the LAN and contains the common data files used by the personal

computers, the LAN and other servers. An HTTP serveris a particular type of server

that processes incoming and outgoing data written according to a certain Internet

communication protocol, called hypertext transport protocol.

5 As described above,the Internet is able to interconnect every computer on the

Internet with every other computer on the Internet. An Internet site typically includes

certain data files (called “web pages” that are a part of the World Wide Web)in its

File Server. The Internet site HTTP server makes those pages available to other

computers on the Internet. An HTTP Server that makes World Wide Web pages

10 available on the Internet usually includes a so-called “home page,”the starting point

for outside users to navigate through the underlying World Wide Web pages serviced

by the HTTP Server. These World Wide Web pages are written in a special World

Wide Web language called Hypertext Markup Language (“HTML”). When a

personal computer user wants to view a home page, it can do so by requesting that 
15 data over the Internet. In response, the requisite LAN retrieves the web page data

from its File Server and instructs its HTTP Server to transmit the data, addressed via

the Internet, to the personal computer that requested the information. The data

generally travels from the local leased link to the point of presence router near the

location of the LAN, through the Internet, through the point of presence router near
 

20 the requesting personal computer, through the local Internet carrier, and into the

modem ofthe requesting personal computer.

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (“TCP/IP”) controls

transmission of data on the Internet to provide World Wide Web communication to

users. To insure that data is sent to and received by the appropriate receiver on the

25 Internet, every device communicating on the Internet is assigned a unique address

called an Internet Protocol (“IP”) address. Elements of the IP address identify the

location in the network that a device is connected. Other parts of the IP address

identify the specific device. The IP address number has a three-digit element that

identifies the state of the resident and an additional seven digits, three of which

30.~—identify the local exchange of the resident and four digits that specifically identify the

home of the resident. The IP address is presently a thirty-two bit binary address,

readily processed by computers, but cumbersome for use by human users.
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Consequently, the majority of IP addresses are assigned mnemonics to make them

more “user friendly.” The mnemonic consists of two parts: a host name and a domain

name. It is this representation of the IP address that is commonly used by Internet

users to access Web sites. Conventionally within the World Wide Web, the

5 mnemonic “WWW”is used to represent the host name. The remaining portion of the

mnemonic represents the domain or network where the host resides. For example,

www.uspte.gov, identifies a host named “www” in the domain (network)

“uspto.gov”.

The standard protocol used by Internet components to address each other and

10 usually is used as a Uniform Resource Locator (“URL”). This terminology appears as

the opening element in the web site address. For example, http://www.uspto.gov, the

Uniform Resource Locator indicates that the request is for “http” formatted data, (i.e.,

a web page as opposed to, for example, an electronic mail message). The home page

for the data resides on the “www” HTTP server on the “uspto.gov” LAN (or domain). 
15 The nameof the file (to be found most likely in the file server supported by the

uspto.gov LAN)is “homepage.html.”

Once a user has received an “HTML” formatted file corresponding to a web

page, the text of the displayed file may prompt the user to request additional

information contained in different web page files. The prompts are referred to as 
20 “hypertext” and usually show up on a home page(or other web page) in a different

color than normal text, thus distinguishing them as hypertext links. Hypertext links in

a document allow a reader to jump from one object to another object within the

document and to objects outside of the document. Hyperlinks between documents

create an informational space with no formal pathways. Hyperlinks may include any

25 kind of hypertext or other hypermedia link connecting one HTML page to another

HTML pagein the currently displayed web site or in some external web site. HTML

is the computer language used to “compose” and represent information on a web

page. By clicking a mouse on the hypertext, the user is automatically “transported”

from a current web page to a new web pagelinked to that hypertext.

30 For example, the master list server sends the request to a Domain Name Server

(“DNS”) responsible for handling calls to this address. If the DNS recognizes the

call, then an affirmation is sent to the master list server that directs the call to the
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server storing the particular home page. When the hypertext is selected, the browser

requests a connection to the HTTPserver hosting thefile andit also requests from the
HTTPserverthefile identified by the URL address. If the HTTP server accepts the

connection requested by the browser, the HTTP server proceeds to transmit the

5 requested file back to the browser. Once the browser receives the requestedfile, it
delivers or presents the contentofthe file to the requesting user.

Oneof the most popular mediums for browsing the Internet is the World Wide
Web. The World Wide Webis a client/server application that helps the user access

various HTML pages available at various Internet sites. Its function is to display
10 documents and to make links between items of information available. The user then

chooses which links to follow as the user pursues a course through various World

Wide Web pages. An Internet World Wide Website refers to an entity connected to
the Internet that supports World Wide Web communications and/or World Wide Web

files. A typical web site will include an HTTP server and one or more HTML pages 
15 (sometimesreferred to as World Wide Web pages).

A website is usually configured to include a home page and a plurality of

HTMLpages that may each contain one or more hyperlinks. As a user clicks on one
hyperlink in the home page, the useris transported to another HTMLpage. Further
pages may have, for example, a hyperlink that returns the user to the home page or a 

20 hyperlink that forwards the user to a subsequent page.

A player can access a global computer network such as the Internet from a

personal computer. It is contemplated in accordance with the present invention that
other devices, such as a mobile telephone or pager can also access the Internet and
allow information transfer as will be described with reference to a personal computer.

25 The remainderofthis application will refer to, for simplicity, a personal computer by

which a player transmits and receives information regarding information transfer.
As shownin FIG. 1, a personal computerpreferably contains a microprocessor

110 that executes instructions from its Read Only Memory (ROM) and during such

execution, the microprocessor 110 temporarily stores and accesses information from
30 the Random Access Memory (RAM). The microprocessor 110 is also attached to a

remote video display driver and remote monitor 116. The remote monitor 116

displays outcome data of one or more slot machines 160, 161, 162 that has been
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received from a casino server 140 via the Internet 120. Also connected to the

microprocessor 110 of the personal computer is a mouse 112, keyboard 114 and/or

other accessories that a player may use to input information such as play preferences.

Assuming that the player has accessed a casino web site 130 that allows interactive

5 information transfer, the information entered by the player is available to a casino

server 140 and one or moreslot machines 160, 161, 162 therein.

The remote personal computer and microprocessor 110, as displayed in FIG.

1, is communicatively connected to the casino server 140 and attached data storage

unit 150 via the casino web site 130. The casino web site 130 is a remote wagering

10 network controlled by the casino server 140. It is contemplated in accordance with

the present invention that the web site 130 may be owned and operated by agencies or

organizations separate from the casino; however,it is preferable that the casino server

140 and the casino web site 130 are in constant communication to allow players

access to the outcome information emanating from the slot machines 160, 161, 162

15 within the casino. 
Atleast one slot machine 160 within the casino communicates outcome data to

the casino server 140 for transfer to the casino web site 130 and to the player.

Outcome data shall be understood to include information including, but not limited to,

all game-related activity such as the position of the reels of a slot machine 160, an 
nal 20 indication of whether the player has won orlost and the corresponding amount won or

lost. This data is passed from the individual slot machine 160 to the casino server 140

and subsequently to the casino web site 130 and player.

Each slot machine 160 has unique identifying characteristics that allow the

casino server 140 to distinguish the outcome data as being sent from a particular

25 machine and to store and transmit that data with reference to that particular machine.

The casino, via its web site 130, asks the player the type of game from which the

player wishes to receive information. For example, the player may choose to be

connected to a gaming machine such as a video or mechanical slot machine, video

blackjack machine, video poker machine, video roulette machine, video keno machine

30.=or a video bingo machine. The slot machines 160, 161, 162 in FIG. 1 may be

replaced with any of these other types of gaming machines. After receiving
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information from the player regarding the type of game desired to be played, the

casino website 130 transmits this information to the casino server 140 at the casino.

The slot machine 160 generally possesses myriad random gaming events in

which a player has the opportunity to place a wager on the outcome of the random

5 event. Each slot machine 160 includes a microprocessor, clock, and an operating

system. The microprocessor executes the instructions for playing the slot machine

160 and includes a random number generator. Random Access Memory (RAM)

temporarily stores information passed on to it by the microprocessor.

The slot machine 160 is initiated by inserting a coin or coins, using electronic

10 credit or by other methods commonly knownin the art. The game begins in response

to the player activating a starting device (e.g., by pulling a lever or pushing a button).

This activation causes the microprocessor within the slot machine 160 to set the reels

in motion and the random number generator randomly selects a number that

corresponds to a given outcome. The microprocessor stops the reels to display the

15 symbols corresponding to the selected random number outcome. If the slot machine
 

160 is of the video type, simulated reels are rotated and stopped to place symbols on

the reels in visual association with a video display area. 
In response to the activation of the slot machine 160, the microprocessor’s

random number generator generates a random numberthat corresponds to a given 
20 outcome. In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, a remote

player, via the Internet 120 or other global computer network, places a wager on the

outcome of this random numbergeneration. The casino then transmits the outcome of

the random number generation in either a predetermined format or a format selected

by the player.

25 The casino server 140 also has a microprocessor, a clock and an operating

system associated therewith. The microprocessor of the server executes instruction of

a program stored in read-only memory (ROM) and the microprocessor temporarily

stores information in RAM. In order to communicate with the remote slot machine

160, each slot machine 160 is connected to the casino server 140, The server includes

30 one or more communications ports to connect with each slot machine 160 andalso to

the network in order to transmit data to the casino’s web site 130 and eventually to the

player. Furthermore, the microprocessor of the casino server 140 is united to a data
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storage unit 150 comprising a transaction processor 156, a casino player database

155, a session database 154, remote wagering database 152 and a gaming machine
database 153.

In general, the transaction processor 156 manages the contents of the data
5 storage unit. The casino player database 155 includes multiple records having

multiple fields of information related to the identification of each player. Thefields
within each record include, for example, name, social security number, player

identification number, address, telephone number(s), credit card type, number and

expiration date, credit balance and other requisite information.

10 The session database 154 comprises multiple records, each record relating to a

remote play session. Onefield in each such record contains the player identification

number and other fields include the type of slot machine 160 and its identification

numberto be accessed, the outcome(s), the bet per game,reel positions and payout. It

is contemplated in accordance with the present invention that a remote player may

15 choose multiple slot machines 160, 161, 162 for remote information transfer. 
The remote wagering database 152 includes multiple records, each of which

correspondsto a different slot machine 160. Each record comprisesfields including

the terminal location, the player identification for players using the machine, start and

endtimes for each player and gaming machine type. The information recordedin this 
20 database 152 is used to determine the amount of time that each slot machine 160 is

used.

The gaming machine database 153 also contains information regarding each

gaming machine. Each slot machine is, as noted above, associated with particular

identifying information and this information is stored in onefield of the slot machine
25 database 153. Other fields include machine type, machine denomination, maximum

coins allowed, outcome data, and for reel games, reel position and payout. This

database 153 allows the casino server 140 to easily search and discover the different

machines that possess different types of games.

The general operation of the system according to one embodiment of the

30 present invention is discussed in connection with FIGS. 2a, 2b. After accessing the

Internet 120, at step 205 of FIG. 2a, the player can simply request transfer to a

casino’s URL address or web site 130, in step 210, in the manner described above.

10CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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After gaining access to this address/site, a player will, in order to be able to receive

information directed from a casino, need to register, as shown at step 215 of FIG. 2a,

with the web site 130. One preferred methodof obtaining identification from a player

is to create a user identification (“User ID”) number or name and password as

5 commonly performed on many websites. In order to create such a User ID, the web

site 130 will preferably require the input of many pieces of information from a

registering participant, such as name, address, telephone number, preferred game or

games, preferred bet per game, credit card number, type ofcredit card, expiration date

and other pertinent information. After receiving this information, the casino website

10 130 notifies the casino server 140 of the player’s desire to obtain a transfer of

information. The casino server 140 processes the information, stores the relevant

identification information within the casino player database 155 and assigns a User ID

and password to the new player. The User ID and password serve as an identification

tag for a player to allow the player to easily and repeatedly enter and receive

15 information associated with the casino web site 130 of the present invention. Once
 

the User ID and password are accepted by the Web Administrator, the player is able

to access the games.

Specifically, after accessing the casino web site 130 (or another authorized site

designated to handle logging into a casino or gaming establishment), a player can 
20 enter or “log in”to, at step 220, the gaming area by providing, for example, the User

ID and password, as described above. After receiving this information, the casino

web site 130 will process the information, store the relevant identification information

within the casino player database 155 and assign a User ID and password to the new

player.

25 The User ID and passwordserve as an identification tag for a player to allow

the player to easily and repeatedly enter and receive information associated with the

web site 130. Once the User ID and password are accepted, the player is given an

option of the type of gameto play, the amount to wager, etc. The player will indicate

the preferred options using one or more selection buttons, mouse 112 inputs and/or

30 keyboard 114 inputs. The player must also provide a means to pay for the
information to be transferred from the casino to the player via the Internet 120. One

preferred method that a player can ensure payment for the information transfer is to
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arrange an account with the casino or other organization that maintains control over

the web site 130. A player wishing to arrange such an account can deposit funds with

the casino in person or arrange for a line of credit in the casino account. Each time a

player participates in a game by asking for an information transfer, the casino will

5 deduct from the casino account the amount of the fee for the game or portion of a

game that is played. Payouts for winning outcomes can be added to the casino

account. It is also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that the

session database 154 and remote wagering database 152 can “remember” the amount

wagered, lost, and won for a player during a particular gaming session and only

10 removeor add to a casino account, depending on the random outcomes, at the end of a

gaming session.

AS an initial step in the operation of the present embodiment, the remote

player may add fundsto the player’s credit balance. Funds are supplied to the player

account via a credit card that the player has previously submitted to the casino. It is

15 also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that a player can enter a

credit card number via input means such as a mouse 112 and/or a keyboard 114 each

time that the player begins an information retrieval session.

The casino web site 130 transmits the player identifying information at step

225 of FIG. 2a to the casino server 140. The casino server 140 accesses the record in

 
20 the casino player database 155, at step 230, containing the received player

identification information. The server proceeds to access the credit availability and

credit information of the player. The microprocessor of the server 140 authenticates

the player identification number, which involves searching the casino player database

155 for the record having the received player identification numbers. If no record

25 exists in the casino player database 155 having the particular player identification

number, than the remote player is rejected and play is disallowed. If the casino player
database 155 identifies a record containing the player identification number, the

remote player is accepted for remoteplay.

Once the credit and payment information is accessed, the player is then

30—notified, at step 235 of FIG. 2b, to initiate remote play. Preferably, the remote

monitor 116 displays a prompting message requesting that the remote player input the
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play preferences. Specifically, the casino server 140 transmits a signal to the casino

web site 130 that displays, on the remote monitor 116, the prompting message.

In order to respond to the prompting message and place a specific wager on

the outcome of the random number generation, the player communicates, at step 240,

5 one or more preferences to the casino regarding the slot machine 160 event. The

remote player proceeds to enter play preferences via a mouse 112 input, a keyboard

114 input, a touch pen input, a touch screen input or other input means commonly

knownin the art. For example, the player may determine the amount of wager wished

to be placed on a random event or the type of reward that player wishes to receive, if

10 any. It is also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that the player

may decide, via the Internet 120, what types of bonus prizes are desired and/or the

different types of options to pursue if or when a bonus roundis initiated.

The play preferences and other identifying information are then transmitted

from the casino web site 130 and to the casino server 140 for inclusion in the

15 appropriate field of the player’s record in the session database 154, as shown at step

245 of FIG. 2b. Having received the play preferences, the casino server 140 accesses

the record in the remote wagering database 152 and proceeds to enter the player

identification into the appropriate field of that record.

After creating a record in the remote wagering database 152, the casino server

 
20 140 searches the slot machinedatabase 153 for a slot machine(s) that matches (or

most nearly matches) the play preferences, at step 250, inputted by the player. The

casino then selects that machine(s) for use. The casino server 140 may select slot

machines that are currently in use by live players (players physically present at the

slot machines) of those that are not in use by live players. The selected slot

25  machine(s) randomly generates outcome data for transmission to the casino server

140. When generating the outcome data for a remote player, the slot machine does

not visually display the outcome data or the generation of the outcome data ontheslot

machine itself. Such visual presentations by the slot machine itself are reserved for

live players physically present at the slot machine.

30 The casino server 140 receives the outcome data from the selected slot

machines. Where the outcome data includesthe visual representation of the outcome,

i.e. reel positions, the reel positions may be received by the casino server 140.
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Furthermore, so that the casino server 140 can identify which of the received outcome

data corresponds to which slot machine, the slot machine transmits the outcomedata,

at step 255, along with its machine identification number. In alternate embodiments,

other machine identifying information may be transmitted with the outcomedata.

5 The casino server 140 proceeds to transmit, at step 260, the outcomedata for

those selected slot machinesto the casino web site 130 and then to the player. In the

present embodiment, the remote monitor 116 displays the outcome, such as the reel

positions (or card values for video poker machines) as well as the payout information,

if any. Furthermore, the remote monitor 116 may simulate play of the selected slot

10 machine based upon the received outcome data by generating a graphical display of
spinning reels in the same manner as a conventional slot machine. In alternate

embodiments employing gaming devices other than slot machines, the remote monitor

116 similarly may simulate play, such as the graphical dealing of cards or spinning of
a roulette wheel.

15 The casino server 140 updates the remote player's credit balance field that is

also displayed on the remote monitor 116. After the server updatesthe player's credit

balance field at the casino server 140, the casino server 140 determines whether the

player has sufficient funds remaining to allow continued play. After this

determination, the casino server 140 relays information through the casino web site

20 130 to the player and inquires if further play is desired, at step 265 of FIG. 2b. If

 
sufficient funds remain, the remote monitor 116 displays a request by asking the

player if continued play is desired and, if so, returns to step 235 and asks for play

preferences. If the credit balance contains insufficient funds, the server directs the

remote monitor 116 to display a message indicating a lack of funds. In response, the

25 player may discontinue remote play or the player may deposit additional funds or

authorize further credit for continued play, as described above. If play is discontinued
for either of the above reasons, the player “cashes out” at step 270 and terminate the

play session.

The steps for cashing out when remote play is completed are as follows. After

30 indicating that the player no longer wishes to play or does not have further funds to

continue playing, the casino web site 130 transmits the player identification numberto

the casino server 140. The casino server 140 receives the player identification
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number and proceeds to access the record in the casino player database 155

correspondingto that player identification number. The casino server 140 proceeds to

transmit the value stored in the credit balance field to the credit card.

In one embodiment, the slot machine communicates only the payout

5 information to the casino server 140, which in turn generates a visual representation

of an outcomerepresentative of that payout information. For example, outcome data

of plus ten coins for one particular type of machine may be represented by a generated

visual display on the remote monitor 116. The casino server 140 generates the

accurate visual representation of the outcome by accessing the slot machine database

10 153 and, based upon the machine identification information transmitted with the

payout, the record for that slot machine. A payout structure for that particular slot

machine is maintained within the record in the appropriate field. The payout

structure, like the payout table in the slot machine, correlates the payout recetved

from the slot machine to a possible set of reel positions.

15 For example, when the reels of a slot machine reveal “cherry-cherry-cherry,”

the slot machine may have determined that the player should receive a payout of ten

coins. The slot machine then communicates to the casino server 140 that the game

outcome revealed that the player should receive a payout of ten coins. The casino

server 140, by accessing the payout structure, correlates the payout of ten coms back

 
20 into a set of reel positions and generates a visual representation of the outcome of the

slot machine for transmission to the remote monitor 116 for display to the player.

Because several reel positions may correspond to the same payout, the casino server

140 may generate reel positions different than the outcome that was visually displayed

on the slot machine.

25 In another embodiment, no live outcomedata is received from a slot machine.

Instead, the casino server 140 selects historical outcome data previously stored in a

field of the slot machine database 153. As when live outcomedata is used, the casino

server 140 selects the historical outcome data based upon the play preferences. As

will be apparent to one skilled in the art, use of historical outcome data is particularly

30 advantageous to slot machine and casino owners. Each portion of outcome data

received by the casino server 140 has inherent value. This value stems, at least in

part, from the resources required to generate the outcome data, such as capital
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investment in each slot machine, electricity to operate the slot machine, and wear on

the slot machine from each play. Thus, by storing the outcome data in the historical

outcome datafield, the system is able to reuse outcome data.

In alternative embodiments, the historical outcome data includes the historical

5 outcome ofat least one play of a gaming device, the historical payout of at least one

play of a gaming device, or both the historical outcomeandhistorical payout. Where

the historical outcome data includes both historical outcome and historical payout

information, the casino server merely retrieves the historical outcome data and the

system proceeds, as described above, based upon this information. Where the

10 historical outcome data is just historical outcomes, the casino server 140 determines

the historical payout information by accessing the payout structure.

Where the historical outcome data includes only historical payout information,

the casino server 140 mayfirst generate a visual representation of the corresponding

historical outcome. As with a live outcome, the casino server 140 generates a visual

15 representation of the historical outcome by accessing the payout structure and, based

upon the known historical payout, generating the visual representation data for
transmission to the player. The system proceeds based uponthehistorical payout and

the generated visual representation data.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention, the gaming player enters

 
20 credit card information into appropriate locations on the casino’s web site 130. To

accept wagers, the operator of the web site 130 establishes an account commonly

referred to as a Merchant Account. The Merchant Account enables Internet

businesses to engage in credit card transactions. Similar to traditional storefront

businesses, a contractual agreement is made between a commercial bank and the web

25 site business. This agreement allows the web site 130 to accept major credit cards

(.e., Visa, Master Card, Diner’s Club, American Express, etc.). To ensure the privacy

of the credit card user, the web site 130 of the present invention employs security

software designed specifically to safeguard and protect users that engage in credit

card transactions via the World Wide Web. Further, if a credit card is used

30 inappropriately on the web site 130 of the present invention, the appropriate credit

card owner (and/or credit card) is reimbursed for the losses incurred relating to
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charges on the site. To avoid credit card fraud, specific measures commonly known

in the art are taken to protect the credit card user.

A player deciding to participate in the information transfer is asked to fill out a

series of items to verify his or her credit card information. The playerfills in items,

5 for example, that ask for the player’s name, credit card number, type of credit card,

credit card number, credit card expiration date, address, telephone number and other

pertinent information. Once the information has been transmitted and verified, the

player is able to participate in the information transfer and the Merchant Account

software enables the player’s charges to be deposited from the credit card account into

10 the business checking account of the Administrator of the Website 130.

When an outcomeis returned to the player, the casino web site 130 inquires if

the player would like to continue playing, “cash out” any winnings, or perhaps

participate in a bonus gameif such is offered by the game. It is noted in accordance

with the present invention that the types of slot machines are widely varied and many

15 options that are not discussed here can nonetheless be transferred to the player via the

Internet 120 in order to provide more entertainmentto the player.

Preferably, the Merchant Account will allow a transaction with a player’s

credit card only at the end of a gaming session. It is impractical and costly for the

Merchant Account to conduct a transaction each time the player participates in the

 
20 information transfer and each time the player receives a payoff from the information

transfer outcome.

It is also contemplated in accordance with a further embodimentofthe present

invention that the casino server 140 itself (or an auxiliary server coupled to the casino

server 140) can generate random numbers and corresponding outcomes to be

25‘ transmitted to a player via a global computer network. In other words, the game

software for the slot machine 160 or other type of gaming machine would reside in

the casino server 140. Also, the server 140 and casino website 130 may be associated

with a gaming establishment other than a casino.

Each of these embodiments and obvious variations thereof is contemplated as

30 falling within the spirit and scope of the claimed invention, which is set forth in the

following claims:
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WuartIs CLAIMEDIs:

1, A method for transferring gaming data to a remote terminal located outside a

gaming establishment comprising:

receiving at said remote terminal information from a gaming site on a global

5 computer network identifying a plurality of gaming machines at said gaming

establishment;

transmitting data from said remote terminal selecting at least one of said gaming

machines for remote information transfer;

receiving at said remote terminal a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a

10 play of said at least one of said gaming machines; and

generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein said selected gaming machine comprising a

slot machine and wherein said outcome includesa reel position.
 

15

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of gaming machines for

remote play. 
 

204. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

5. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving a gaming machine type.

25

6. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving player preferences.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a

30 video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.
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8. The method of claim 1 wherein said outcome comprises information

identifying the value of said payout; and

further comprising the step of using said payout information to simulate a

display of said outcomeat said remote location.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a slot

machine and wherein said outcome comprises information identifying a reel position

of said gaming machine; and

further comprising the step of using said outcome information to display said

10 reel position at said remote location.

10. The method of claim | and further including the steps of receiving a player

identifier; and

transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player. 15

11. A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine located

within a gaming establishment, the remote computer being located outside said

gaming establishment, said remote computer comprising:

a microprocessor;

20 memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for

controlling said microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within

said gaming establishment,

25 transmit data selecting at least one of said plurality of local gaming machines

for remote play,

receive a text or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of said selected

gaming machines, and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

30

12. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcome includesa reel position.
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13. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

gaming machines for remote play.

14. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

15. The remote computer of claim 14 wherein said operation of receiving

10 information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

16. The remote computer of claim 14 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving player preferences.

15 17, The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

18. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said outcome comprises data

identifying the value of said payout; and

 
20 further comprising the operation of using said payout data to simulate a

display of said outcomeat said remote location.

19. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said outcome comprises

information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and

25 further comprising the operation of using said outcome data to display said

reel position at said remote location.

20. The remote computer of claims 11 further including the operations of:

receiving a player identifier; and

30 transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.
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21. A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said remote

computer comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming

machines each engagedin play within said gaming establishment,

5 means for transmitting data from selecting at least a one of said plurality of

local gaming machinesfor information transfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a play of said

selected local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
10

22. A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer network

comprising:

receiving player identification information from outside of a gaming

establishment; 
15 analyzing said player identification information,

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiving and analyzing said input;

generating a random numberwithin said gaming establishment;

interpreting said random numberto determine a text or graphical outcome; and 
20 transmitting said outcome to a player through said global computer network.

23. The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming machine located within said gaming establishment.

25=24. The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming establishment server.

25. The method of Claim 22, wherein said global computer network is the

Internet.

30

26. A method of receiving transferred data via a global computer network,

comprising:

21
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accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment,

inputting identification information into said global computer network;

gaining accessto a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random numberbeing

5 generated from within said gaming establishment; and
receiving a text or graphical outcome of said random number generation via

said global computer network.

27. The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network is the

10 Internet.

28. The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming machine within said gaming establishment.

1§ 29. The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis 
accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

30. The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished via

said global computer network. 
20

31. The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished

through the Internet.

32. An interactive site on a global computer network comprising:

25 a page including one or more gamechoicesto allow a playerto participate in a
remote random event;

data means to input data;

outcome means to receive text or graphical outcomes of a remote random

event; and

30 notification means to notify said player of said outcomes.
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33. The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said page is an Internet-based

World Wide Web page.

34, The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote random event

5 occurs in a slot machine.

35. Aremote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network

connected to said remote terminal;

10 providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said

gamingsite;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance located at a gaming

establishment for remote play, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming

establishment;

15 placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal 
for said selected game, said outcome data being generated by one of a gaming server

and a gaming machineat said gaming establishment and relayed to said gamingsite. 
2036. A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote terminal, and a

gaming site on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming

establishment, said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the

method comprising:

25 receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game

selection information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite

via said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of said gaming server and a gaming

30 machine communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a game selected according to said game selection information, said

gaming machine being located at said gaming establishment;

23CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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receiving saidadata at said gaming server; and
transmitting‘said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for

display to said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.
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ABSTRACT

A remote gaming method comprising a player accessing, via a remote

terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected to the remote

terminal. The playeris able to provide via the remote terminal, personal identification

information to the gaming site and select, via the remote terminal, a game of chance

5 located at a gaming establishment for remote play. The remote terminal is located

outside the gaming establishment. The player places, via the remote terminal, a wager

for playing the selected game and receives randomly generated text or graphical

outcome data at the remote terminal for the selected game. The outcome data being

generated by either a gaming server or a gaming machineat the gaming establishment

10 and is subsequently relayed to the gamingsite.

 

25
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DOCKETNO.: 47079-00077

RULES63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R. 1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below namedinventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; and

I believethat I am the original, first and sole inventor of the subject matter which is claimed
and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: Method ofTransferring Gaming Data
on a Global Computer Network,the specification of which: (mark only one)

 

xX a) is attached hereto.
_ (b) wasfiled on _ as Application Serial No. __ and was amended on Gf

applicable)
_ (c) wasfiled as PCT International ApplicationNo. PCT/ on__ and was

amended on (if applicable).
__ (d) was filedon____ as Application Serial No. __ and was issued a Notice of

Allowance on.

_ (e)  wasfiledon and bearing attorney docket number

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified
specification, includingthe claims as amended by any amendmentreferred to aboveor as allowed as
indicated above.

 
I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to the

patentability ofthis application as defined in 37 CFR ' 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP)
application, insofar as the subject matter ofeach ofthe claimsofthis application is not disclosed in
the prior United States application in the mannerprovided bythefirst paragraph of35 U.S.C. ' 112,
I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR ' 1.56 which becameavailable between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date ofthis
application.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. ' 119/365 of any foreign
application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any
foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate filed by me or my assignee disclosing the
subject matter claimedin this application and havinga filing date (1) before that ofthe application
on which mypriority is claimed or, (2) if no priority is claimed, before the filing date of this
application:
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in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, to appoint any individuals
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such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.
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METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING DATA ON A

woe . GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK
: et Nu

- FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to gaming machines and, more

5 particularly, to a method oftransferring data from a gaming establishmentto a player

at a remote site via a global computer network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Gaming machines, such as slot machines, video poker machines and thelike,

have been a cornerstone of the gaming industry for several years. Generally, the

10 popularity of such machines with players is dependent on the likelihood (or perceived

likelihood) of winning money and the intrinsic entertainment value of the machine

relative to other available gaming options. Shrewd operators consequently strive to

employ the most entertaining and exciting machines available because such machines

attract frequent play and henceincrease profitability to the operator. Accordingly, in

15 the competitive gaming machine industry, there is a continuing need for gaming

machine manufacturers to produce different methods to attract frequent play by

enhancing the entertainment value and excitement associated with the game.

Many game players want to be able to play gaming machines much more

 
frequently then they are currently able to do. Such players are often limited because

20 of the requisite travel required to attend casinos or other legal gaming establishments

located in select portions of the United States. The involvedness, cost and

inconvenience of a player being forced to travel to a gaming establishment severely

limits the amount of gambling excursions that a player can assume. Furthermore,
since these excursions are infrequent, a gaming player is often forced to spend as

25 much time gambling as possible during the excursion because such a player may not

have the means to return to the gaming establishment for several months or years.

There is continuing need for a gaming player to be able to gamble more frequently or

for a shorter period time than is currently available and to be able to do so from a

location remote to the gaming establishment.

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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The present invention is directed to satisfying these needs. The foregoing and

other advantages of the invention will become apparent upon reading the following

detailed description.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

5 A remote gaming method comprising a player accessing, via a remote

terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected to the remote

terminal. The playeris able to provide via the remote terminal, personal identification

information to the gaming site-and select, via the remote terminal, a game of chance
located at a gaming establishment for remote play. The remote terminal is located

10 outside the gaming establishment. The player places, via the remote terminal, a wager

for playing the selected game and receives randomly generated text or graphical

outcome data at the remote terminal for the selected game. The outcome data being

generated by either a gaming server or a gaming machine at the gaming establishment

and is subsequently relayed to the gamingsite.

; 15 DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific embodiments have been shown by way of example and will be

 
described in detail herein. However, it should be understood that the invention is not

intended to be limited to the particular forms disclosed. Rather, the invention is to

20 ~—cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

The present invention comprises a method by which data can be transferred

from a gamingestablishment to a gaming player disposed in a remote location from

the gaming establishment. Generally, a player accesses the host gaming

25 establishment by use of a global computer network: The host gaming establishment

engages in gambling-type activities (e.g., a slot machine play) and reports the

outcomesto the remote player.

During the 1990’s, global computer networks, such as the World Wide Web

accessed through the Internet, became increasingly popular outlets. It is contemplated

30 in accordancewith the present invention that other types of global computer networks

are available. The Internet is a global communications network built on worldwide

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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data and telephone networks. Computers connected to the Internet can exchange

information with any other connected computer. The backbone of the Internet is

founded on various sets of major telephone conduits and switches that exist across the

world. These communicationsconduits are designed to move large volumesof data

5 traffic at extremely high rates of speed.

Each of the major conduits referred to above terminates at a router, which is a

large, fast switch that sorts the large volumes of data. Each router is connected to

additional, local routing devices. Local routing devices, called ‘points of presence”

provide local Internet access. For example, an Internet termination router located in

10 Chicago may have point of presence routers connected in, for example, Milwaukee

and Indianapolis. A router is able to connect as many point of presence routers as the

capacity of the switching systems and the Internet will permit.

In addition to point of presence routers, commercial Internet exchanges and

global Internet exchangesalso.connect to the routers. These exchangestransfer data 
15 between Internet service providers, both nationally and internationally. When data

originates on one U.S. Internet service provider with a destination on another U.S.

long distance provider, the data is first routed to the commercial Internet exchange

where it makesthe transfer between providers. 
Personal computers typically connect to a local point of presence router

20 through a local Internet carrier. A local Internet carrier obtains a direct line to the

point of presence router and provides a modem or other connection by which a

personal computer user achieves Internet access. When the personal computer

connects to the modem ofthe local Internet carrier, the local Internet carrier switches

the home computer to the point of presence router, which in turn connects the

25 personal computerto the Internet.
Another method of connecting computers to the Internet is by direct

connection through a local area network (LAN) to the point of presence. Multiple

personal computers can be connected to a single LAN, which connects to the point of

presence through a leased data line. The computers connected to the LAN receive

30 andtransmit data to the point of the presence through the LAN.

Attached to most LANsare a variety of different servers including the File

Server and the Hypertext Transport Protocol (‘HTTP”) server. The File Server

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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connects to the LAN and contains the common data files used by the personal

computers, the LAN and other servers. An HTTPserveris a particular type of server

that processes incoming and outgoing data written according to a certain Internet

communication protocol, called hypertext transport protocol.

5 As described above, the Internet is able to interconnect every computer on the

Internet with every other computer on the Internet. An Internet site typically includes

certain data files (called ‘“‘web pages” that are a part of the World Wide Web)in its

File Server. The Internet site HTTP server makes those pages available to other

computers on the Internet. An HTTP Server that makes World Wide Web pages

10 available on the Internet usually includes a so-called “home page,” the starting point

for outside users to navigate through the underlying World Wide Web pagesserviced

by the HTTP Server. These World Wide Web pages are written in a special World

Wide Web language called Hypertext Markup Language (“HTML”). When a

personal computer user wants to view a home page, it can do so by requesting that

15 data over the Internet. In response, the requisite LAN retrieves the web page data

from its File Server andinstructs its HTTP Server to transmit the data, addressed via .

the Internet, to the personal computer that requested the information. The data

generally travels from the local leased link to the point of presence router near the
 

location of the LAN,through the Internet, through the point of presence router near
20 the requesting personal computer, through the local Internet carrier, and into the

modem ofthe requesting personal computer.

j Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (“TCP/IP”) contfols\ bl transmission of data on the Internet to provide World Wide Web conimunication to
users. To insure that data is sent to and received by the appropriate receiver on the

25 Internet, every device communicating on the intesnet is assigned a unique address
called an Internet Protocol (“IP’’) address. Elements of the IP address identify the

location in the network that a devises connected. Other parts of the IP address
identify the specific device. Flie IP address number has a three-digit element that

identifies the state of,

30~—identify the loc

€ resident and an additional seven digits, three of which 
 xchange of the resident and four digits that specifically identify the

home of thé resident. The IP address is presently a thirty-two bit binary address,

readify processed by computers, but cumbersome for use by human users.

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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Consequently, the majority of IP addresses are assignéd mnemonics to make them

more “user friendly.” The mnemonic consists-of’@vo parts: a host name and a domain
name. It is this representation of theIP address that is commonly used by Internet

users to access Web sitesConventionally within the World Wide Web, the
5 mnemonic “WWW”is used to represent the host name. The remaining portion of the

mnemonic repessenis the domain or network where the host resides. For example,
www.uspto-gov, identifies a host named “www” in the domain (network)
6. >
uspt6.gov”’.

The standard protocol used by Internet components to address each other and

10_usually is used as a Uniform Resource Locator (“URL”). This terminology appears as

ad the opening element in the web site address. For example, http://www.uspto.gov, the

Uniform Resource Locator indicates that the request is for “http” formatted data,(i.c.,

a web page as opposedto, for example, an electronic mail message). The home page

for the data resides on the “www” HTTPserver on the “uspto.gov” LAN (or domain).

15 The nameof the file (to be found most likely in the file server supported by the

uspto.gov LAN)is “homepage.html.”

Once a user has received an “HTML”formatted file corresponding to a web

page, the text of the displayed file may prompt the user to request additional 
information contained in different web page files. The prompts are referred to as

20 “hypertext” and usually show up on a home page (or other web page) in a different

color than normaltext, thus distinguishing them as hypertext links. Hypertext links in

a document allow a reader to jump from’ one object to another object within the

document and to objects outside of the document. Hyperlinks between documents

create an informational space with no formal pathways. Hyperlinks may include any

25 kind of hypertext or other hypermedia link connecting one HTMLpage to another
HTMLpagein the currently displayed web site or in some external web site. HTML

is the computer language used to “compose” and represent information on a web

page. By clicking a mouse on the hypertext, the user is automatically “transported”

from a current web page to a new webpagelinked to that hypertext.

30 For example, the masterlist server sends the request to a Domain Name Server

(“DNS”) responsible for handling calls to this address. If the DNS recognizes the

call, then an affirmation is sent to the master list server that directs the call to the

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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server storing the particular home page. Whenthe hypertext is selected, the browser

requests a connection to the HTTP server hosting the file and it also requests from the

HTTPserverthe file identified by the URL address. If the HTTP server accepts the

connection requested by the browser, the HTTP server proceeds to transmit the

5 requested file back to the browser. Once the browser receives the requested file, it

delivers or presents the contentof the file to the requesting user.

One of the most popular mediums for browsing the Internet is the World Wide

Web. The World Wide Webis a client/server application that helps the user access

various HTMLpages available at various Internet sites. Its function is to display

10 documents and to make links between items of information available. The user then

chooses which links to follow as the user pursues a course through various World

Wide Web pages. An Internet World Wide Website refers to an entity connected to

the Internet that supports World Wide Web communications and/or World Wide Web

files. A typical web site will include an HTTP server and one or more HTMLpages

15 (sometimes referred to as World Wide Webpages).

A website is usually configured to include a home page and a plurality of
 

HTMLpagesthat may each contain one or more hyperlinks. As a user clicks on one

hyperlink in the homepage, the user is transported to another HTML page. Further

pages may have, for example, a hyperlink that returns the user to the home page or a 
20_—hyperlink that forwards the user to a subsequent page.

A player can access a global computer network such as the Internet from a

personal computer. It is contemplated in accordance with the present invention that

other devices, such as a mobile telephone or pager can also access the Internet and

allow information transfer as will be described with reference to a personal computer.

25 The remainderofthis application will refer to, for simplicity, a personal computer by

which a player transmits and receives information regarding information transfer.

As shown in FIG.1, a personal computer preferably contains a microprocessor

110 that executes instructions from its Read Only Memory (ROM)and during such

execution, the microprocessor 110 temporarily stores and accesses information from

30 the Random Access Memory (RAM). The microprocessor 110 is also attached to a

remote video display driver and remote monitor 116. The remote monitor 116

displays outcome data of one or more slot machines 160, 161, 162 that has been

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077
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received from a casino server 140 via the Inteet 120. Also connected to the

microprocessor 110 of the personal computer is a mouse 112, keyboard 114 and/or

other accessories that a player may use to input information such as play preferences.

Assuming that the player has accessed a casino website 130 that allows interactive

5 information transfer, the information entered by the player is available to a casino

server 140 and one or moreslot machines 160, 161, 162 therein.

The remote personal computer and microprocessor 110, as displayed in FIG.

1, is communicatively connected to the casino server 140 and attached data storage

unit 150 via the casino web site 130. The casino web site 130 is a remote wagering

10 network controlled by the casino server 140. It is contemplated in accordance with

the present invention that the web site 130 may be owned and operated by agencies or

organizations separate from the casino; however,it is preferable that the casino server

140 and the casino web site 130 are in constant communication to allow players

access to the outcome information emanating from the slot machines 160, 161, 162

15 within the casino.

Atleast one slot machine 160 within the casino communicates outcome data to

the casino server 140 for transfer to the casino web site 130 and to the player.

Outcomedata shall be understoodto include information including, but not limited to,

all game-related activity such as the position of the reels of a slot machine 160, an

 
20 indication of whether the player has won orlost and the corresponding amount won or

lost. This data is passed from the individual slot machine 160 to the casino server 140

and subsequently to the casino website 130 and player. ,

Each slot machine 160 has unique identifying characteristics that allow the

casino server 140 to distinguish the outcome data as being sent from a particular

25 machineandto store and transmit that data with reference to that particular machine.

The casino, via its web site 130, asks the player the type of game from which the

player wishes to receive information. For example, the player may choose to be

connected to a gaming machine such as a video or mechanical slot machine, video

blackjack machine, video poker machine, video roulette machine, video keno machine

30 or a video bingo machine. The slot machines 160, 161, 162 in FIG. 1 may be

replaced with any of these other types of gaming machines. After receiving

CHICAGO137574v1 47079-00077
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information from the player regarding the type of game desired to be played, the

casino website 130 transmits this information to the casino server 140 at the casino.

The slot machine 160 generally possesses myriad random gaming events in

which a player has the opportunity to place a wager on the outcome of the random

5 event. Each slot machine 160 includes a microprocessor, clock, and an operating

system. The microprocessor executes the instructions for playing the slot machine

160 and includes a random number generator. Random Access Memory (RAM)

temporarily stores information passed on to it by the microprocessor.

The slot machine 160 is initiated by inserting a coin or coins, using electronic

10 credit or by other methods commonly known in the art. The game begins in response

to the player activating a starting device (e.g., by pulling a lever or pushing a button).

This activation causes the microprocessor within the slot machine 160 to set the reels

in motion and the random number generator randomly selects a number that

corresponds to a given outcome. The microprocessor stops the reels to display the

15 symbols corresponding to the selected random number outcome. If the slot machine

160 is of the video type, simulated reels are rotated and stopped to place symbols on

the reels in visual association with a video display area.

In response to the activation of the slot machine 160, the microprocessor’s

random number generator generates a random numberthat corresponds to a given

 
20 outcome. In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, a remote

player, via the Internet 120 or other global computer network, places a wager on the

outcome ofthis random numbergeneration. The casino then transmits the outcome of

the random numbergeneration in either a predetermined format or a format selected

by the player.

25 The casino server 140 also has a microprocessor, a clock and an operating

system associated therewith. The microprocessor of the server executes instruction of

a program stored in read-only memory (ROM) and the microprocessor temporarily

stores information in RAM.In order to communicate with the remote slot machine

160, each slot machine 160 is connected to the casino server 140. The server includes

30 one or more communications ports to connect with each slot machine 160 and also to

the network in orderto transmit data to the casino’s website 130 and eventually to the

player. Furthermore, the microprocessor of the casino server 140 is united to a data

CHICAGO 137574v1i 47079-00077
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storage unit 150 comprising a transaction processor 156, a casino player database

155, a session database 154, remote wagering database 152 and a gaming machine

database 153.

In general, the transaction processor 156 manages the contents of the data
5 storage unit. The casino player database 155 includes multiple records having

multiple fields of information related to the identification of each player. The fields

within each record include, for example, name, social security number, player

identification number, address, telephone number(s), credit card type, number and

expiration date, credit balance and other requisite information.

10 The session database 154 comprises multiple records, each record relating to a

remote play session. One field in each such record contains the player identification

number and other fields include the type of slot machine 160 andits identification

numberto be accessed, the outcome(s), the bet per game, reel positions and payout. It

is contemplated in accordance with the present invention that a remote player may

15 choose multiple slot machines 160, 161, 162 for remote information transfer.

The remote wagering database 152 includes multiple records, each of which

corresponds to a different slot machine 160. Each record comprises fields including

the terminal location, the player identification for players using the machine, start and

end times for each player and gaming machine type. The information recorded in this

 
20 database 152 is used to determine the amount of time that each slot machine 160 is

used.

The gaming machine database 153 also contains information regarding each

gaming machine. Each slot machine is, as noted above, associated with particular

identifying information and this information is stored in one field of the slot machine

25 database 153. Other fields include machine type, machine denomination, maximum

coins allowed, outcome data, and for reel games, reel position and payout. This

database 153 allows the casino server 140 to easily search and discover the different

machinesthat possess different types of games.

The general operation of the system according to one embodiment of the

30_present invention is discussed in connection with FIGS. 2a, 2b. After accessing the

Internet 120, at step 205 of FIG. 2a, the player can simply request transfer to a

casino’s URL address or web site 130, in step 210, in the manner described above.

CHICAGO 137574v1 47079-00077 10
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After gaining access to this address/site, a player will, in order to be able to receive

information directed from a casino, need to register, as shown at step 215 of FIG. 2a,

with the web site 130. One preferred method of obtaining identification from a player

is to create a user identification (“User ID”) number or name and password as

5 commonly performed on many websites. In order to create such a User ID, the web

site 130 will preferably require the input of many pieces of information from a

registering participant, such as name, address, telephone number, preferred game or

games, preferred bet per game, credit card number, type of credit card, expiration date

and other pertinent information. After receiving this information, the casino website

10 130 notifies the casino server 140 of the player’s desire to obtain a transfer of

information. The casino server 140 processes the information, stores the relevant

identification information within the casino player database 155 and assigns a User ID

and password to the new player. The User ID and password serveas an identification

tag for a player to allow the player to easily and repeatedly enter and receive

15 information associated with the casino web site 130 of the present invention. Once

the User ID and password are accepted by the Web Administrator, the player is able

to access the games.

Specifically, after accessing the casino web site 130 (or another authorized site

designated to handle logging into a casino or gaming establishment), a player can

 
20 enter or “log in” to, at step 220, the gaming area by providing, for example, the User

ID and password, as described above. After receiving this information, the casino

website 130 will process the information, store the relevant identification information

within the casino player database 155 and assign a User ID and password to the new

player.

25 The User ID and passwordserve as an identification tag for a player to allow

the player to easily and repeatedly enter and receive information associated with the

web site 130. Once the User ID and password are accepted, the player is given an

option of the type of gameto play, the amount to wager, etc. The player will indicate

the preferred options using one or more selection buttons, mouse 112 inputs and/or

30 keyboard 114 inputs. The player must also provide a means to pay for the

information to be transferred from the casino to the player via the Internet 120. One
preferred method that a player can ensure payment for the information transfer is to
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arrange an account with the casino or other organization that maintains control over

the web site 130. A player wishing to arrange such an accountcan deposit funds with

the casino in person or arrange for a line of credit in the casino account. Each time a

player participates in a game by asking for an information transfer, the casino will

5 deduct from the casino account the amount of the fee for the game or portion of a

game that is played. Payouts for winning outcomes can be added to the casino

account. It is also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that the

session database 154 and remote wagering database 152 can “remember” the amount

wagered, lost, and won for a player during a particular gaming session and only

10 removeor add to a casino account, depending on the random outcomes,at the end ofa

gaming session.

As an initial step in the operation of the present embodiment, the remote

player may add funds to the player’s credit balance. Funds are supplied to the player

accountvia a credit card that the player has previously submitted to the casino. It is

15 also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that a player can enter a
 

credit card numbervia input means such as a mouse 112 and/or a keyboard 114 each

time that the player begins an informationretrieval session.

The casino website 130 transmits the player identifying information at step

225 of FIG. 2a to the casino server 140. The casino server 140 accesses the record in 
20 the casino player database 155, at step 230, containing the received player

identification information. The server proceeds to access the credit availability and

credit information of the player. The microprocessor of the server 140 authenticates

the player identification number, which involves searching the casino player database

155 for the record having the received player identification numbers. If no record

25 exists in the casino player database 155 having the particular player identification

number, than the remote player is rejected and play is disallowed. If the casino player
database 155 identifies a record containing the player identification number, the

remote player is accepted for remote play.

Once the credit and payment information is accessed, the player is then

30~=—notified, at step 235 of FIG. 2b, to initiate remote play. Preferably, the remote

monitor 116 displays a prompting message requesting that the remote player input the
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play preferences. Specifically, the casino server 140 transmits a signal to the casino

website 130 that displays, on the remote monitor 116, the prompting message.

In order to respond to the prompting message and place a specific wager on

the outcome of the random number generation, the player communicates, at step 240,

5 one or more preferences to the casino regarding the slot machine 160 event. The

remote player proceeds to enter play preferences via a mouse 112 input, a keyboard

114 input, a touch pen input, a touch screen input or other input means commonly

known in the art. For example, the player may determine the amount of wager wished

to be placed on a random event or the type of reward that player wishesto receive, if

10 any. It is also contemplated in accordance with the present invention that the player

may decide, via the Internet 120, what types of bonus prizes are desired and/or the .

different types of options to pursue if or when a bonusroundisinitiated.

The play preferences and other identifying information are then transmitted

from the casino web site 130 and to the casino server 140 for inclusion in the

15 appropriate field of the player’s record in the session database 154, as shown at step 
245 of FIG. 2b. Having received the play preferences, the casino server 140 accesses

the record in the remote wagering database 152 and proceeds to enter the player

identification into the appropriate field of that record.

After creating a record in the remote wagering database 152, the casino server 
20 140 searches the slot machinedatabase 153 for a slot machine(s) that matches (or

most nearly matches) the play preferences, at step 250, inputted by the player. The

casino then selects that machine(s) for use. The casino server 140 mayselect slot

machines that are currently in use by live players (players physically present at the

slot machines) of those that are not in use by live players. The selected slot

25  machine(s) randomly generates outcome data for transmission to the casino server

140. When generating the outcomedata for a remote player, the slot machine does

notvisually display the outcomedata or the generation of the outcomedata ontheslot

machineitself. Such visual presentations by the slot machine itself are reserved for

live players physically presentat the slot machine.

30 The casino server 140 receives the outcome data from the selected slot

machines. Where the outcome data includesthe visual representation of the outcome,

Le. reel positions, the reel positions may be received by the casino server 140.
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Furthermore, so that the casino server 140 can identify whichofthe received outcome

data correspondsto which slot machine, the slot machine transmits the outcome data,

at step 255, along with its machine identification number. In alternate embodiments,

other machineidentifying information maybe transmitted with the outcomedata.

5 The casino server 140 proceeds to transmit, at step 260, the outcome data for

those selected slot machines to the casino website 130 and then to the player. In the

present embodiment, the remote monitor 116 displays the outcome, such asthe reel

positions (or card values for video poker machines) as well as the payout information,

if any. Furthermore, the remote monitor 116 may simulate play of the selected slot

10 machine based upon the received outcome data by generating a graphical display of

spinning reels in the same manner as a conventional slot machine. In alternate

embodiments employing gaming devices other than slot machines, the remote monitor

116 similarly may simulate play, such as the graphical dealing of cards or spinning of

a roulette wheel.

15 The casino server 140 updates the remote player's credit balance field that is

also displayed on the remote monitor 116. After the server updates the player's credit

balance field at the casino server 140, the casino server 140 determines whether the

player has sufficient funds remaining to allow continued play. After this

determination, the casino server 140 relays information through the casino website

 
20 130 to the player and inquires if further play is desired, at step 265 of FIG. 2b. If

sufficient funds remain, the remote monitor 116 displays a request by asking the

player if continued play is desired and, if so, returns to step 235 and asks for play

preferences. If the credit balance contains insufficient funds, the server directs the

remote monitor 116 to display a message indicating a lack of funds. In response, the

25 player may discontinue remote play or the player may deposit additional funds or

authorize further credit for continuedplay, as described above. If play is discontinued

for either of the above reasons, the player “cashes out” at step 270 and terminate the

play session.

The steps for cashing out when remote play is completed are as follows. After

30 indicating that the player no longer wishes to play or does not have further funds to

continue playing, the casino web site 130 transmits the player identification number to

the casino server 140. The casino server 140 receives the player identification
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number and proceeds to access the record in the casino player database 155

correspondingto that player identification number. The casino server 140 proceeds to

transmit the value stored in the credit balance field to the credit card.

In one embodiment, the slot machine communicates only the payout

5 information to the casino server 140, which in turn generates a visual representation

of an outcome representative of that payout information. For example, outcome data

ofplus ten coins for one particular type of machine may be represented by a generated

visual display on the remote monitor 116. The casino server 140 generates the

accurate visual representation of the outcome by accessing the slot machine database

10 153 and, based upon the machine identification information transmitted with the

payout, the record for that slot machine. A payout structure for that particular slot

machine is maintained within the record in the appropriate field. The payout

structure, like the payout table in the slot machine, correlates the payout received

from the slot machineto a possible set of reel positions. 
15 For example, when the reels of a slot machine reveal "cherry-cherry-cherry,"

the slot machine may have determined that the player should receive a payout of ten

coins. The slot machine then communicates to the casino server 140 that the game

outcome revealed that the player should receive a payout of ten coins. The casino

server 140, by accessing the payout structure, correlates the payout of ten coins back 
20 into aset of reel positions and generates a visual representation of the outcome of the

slot machine for transmissionto the remote monitor 116 for display to the player.

Because several reel positions may correspond to the same payout, the casino server

140 maygenerate reel positions different than the outcomethat wasvisually displayed

on the slot machine.

25 In another embodiment, no live outcomedata is received from a slot machine.

Instead, the casino server 140 selects historical outcome data previously stored in a

field of the slot machine database 153. As when live outcomedata is used, the casino

server 140 selects the historical outcome data based upon the play preferences. As

will be apparent to one skilled in the art, use of historical outcome data is particularly

30 advantageous to slot machine and casino owners. Each portion of outcome data

received by the casino server 140 has inherent value. This value stems, at least in
part, from the resources required to generate the outcome data, such as capital
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investmentin each slot machine,electricity to operate the slot machine, and wear on

the slot machine from each play. Thus, by storing the outcomedata in the historical

outcome datafield, the system is able to reuse outcomedata.

In alternative embodiments, the historical outcomedata includes the historical

5 outcomeofat least one play of a gaming device, the historical payout of at least one

play of a gaming device, or both the historical outcome and historical payout. Where

the historical outcome data includes both historical outcome and historical payout

information, the casino server merely retrieves the historical outcome data and the

system proceeds, as described above, based upon this information. Where the

10 historical outcome data is just historical outcomes, the casino server 140 determines

the historical payout information by accessing the payoutstructure.

Wherethe historical outcome data includesonly historical payout information,

the casino server 140 may first generate a visual representation of the corresponding

historical outcome. As with a live outcome, the casino server 140 generates a visual

15 representation of the historical outcome by accessing the payoutstructure and, based

upon the known historical payout, generating the visual representation data for
transmission to the player. The system proceeds based uponthe historical payout and

the generated visual representation data.

In yet another embodimentof the present invention, the gaming player enters

 
20 credit card information into appropriate locations on the casino’s web site 130. To

accept wagers, the operator of the web site 130 establishes an account commonly

referred to as a Merchant Account. The Merchant Account enables Internet

businesses to engage in credit card transactions. Similar to traditional storefront

businesses, a contractual agreement is made between a commercial bank and the web
25 site business. This agreement allows the web site 130 to accept major credit cards

(i.e., Visa, Master Card, Diner’s Club, American Express,etc.). To ensure the privacy

of the credit card user, the web site 130 of the present invention employs security

software designed specifically to safeguard and protect users that engage in credit
card transactions via the World Wide Web. Further, if a credit card is used

30 inappropriately on the web site 130 of the present invention, the appropriate credit

card owner (and/or credit card) is reimbursed for the losses incurred relating to
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charges on the site. To avoid credit card fraud, specific measures commonly known

in the art are taken to protect the credit card user.

A player deciding to participate in the information transfer is askedto fill out a

series of items to verify his or her credit card information. The player fills in items,

5 for example, that ask for the player’s name, credit card number, type of credit card,

credit card number, credit card expiration date, address, telephone number and other

pertinent information. Once the information has been transmitted and verified, the

player is able to participate in the information transfer and the Merchant Account

software enables the player’s charges to be deposited from the credit card accountinto

10 ‘the business checking account of the Administrator of the Website 130.

When an outcomeis returned to the player, the casino website 130 inquires if

the player would like to continue playing, “cash out” any winnings, or perhaps

participate in a bonus gameif such is offered by the game. It is noted in accordance

with the present invention that the types of slot machines are widely varied and many 
15_options that are not discussed here can nonetheless be transferred to the player via the

Internet 120 in order to provide more entertainmentto the player.

Preferably, the Merchant Account will allow a transaction with a player’s

credit card only at the end of a gaming session. It is impractical and costly for the

Merchant Account to conduct a transaction each time the player participates in the 
20 information transfer and each time the player receives a payoff from the information

transfer outcome.

It is also contemplated in accordance with a further embodiment of the present

invention that the casino server 140 itself (or an auxiliary server coupled to the casino

server 140) can generate random numbers and corresponding outcomes to be

25 transmitted to a player via a global computer network. In other words, the game

software for the slot machine 160 or other type of gaming machine would reside in

the casino server 140. Also, the server 140 and casino web site 130 maybe associated

with a gaming establishmentother than a casino.

Each of these embodiments and obvious variations thereof is contemplated as

30~—falling within the spirit and scope of the claimed invention, which is set forth in the

following claims:
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WuatIs CLAIMEDIs: Lo
l. A methodfor transferring gaming data to a remote terminal located outsidé a

gaming establishment comprising:

receiving at said remote terminal information from a gamingsite,6n a global

5 computer network identifying a plurality of gaming machines at said gaming

establishment;

transmitting data from said remote terminal selecting at least one of said gaming

machines for remote information transfer;

receiving at said remote terminal a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a

 10 play of said at least one of said gaming

generating a payout if said otitcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

2. The method of Claim/1, wherein said ha gaming machine comprising a
15  slot machine and wherein[ outcome include§ a reel position.

\
3. The method of Claim

WA
1/ wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving information selécting at least’two of said plurality of gaming machines for

 

 
 

remote play.

 
 20 «4. The method/of claim ee said step~of receiving information includes

receiving a gaming machine\identi

5. The“method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes

receiving a gaming machine type.

25

 
 

The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes

ceiving player preferences.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a

video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.
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8. The method of claim 1 wherein said outcome comprises information 
 
 

 
 
 

identifying the value of said payout; and

further comprising the step of using said payout information to sjmulate a

display of said outcomeat said remote location.

9. The methodof claim 1 wherein said selected gaming maching€ comprisesa slot

machine and wherein said outcome comprises information identifying a reel position

of said gaming machine; and

further comprising the step of using said outcome,informationto display said

10__reel position at said remote location.

10. The method of claim | and further inclyding the steps of receiving a player

 identifier; and

transmitting said playerideritifier forjdentification of said player. 
 

15

11. A remote computer/for the remote play of a local gaming machine located

within a gaming establishment, the remote computer being located outside said

gamingestablishment, Sid remote
a microprocesdor

20 memory conhected to said microprocessor and including instructions for
controlling said mictoprodessor; and

said microplocedsor being operative with said instryctions in said memory to:

receive informationyjidentilying a plurality of local gayfing machines located within
said gaming establishment,25 transmit iA selecting at least-dne ofsdid plurality of local gaming machines
for remote play,

recely a texto phical outcome resulting from a local play of said selected
gaming machines, and

gererate a payout ifsaid outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

30  
 12. he remote computer of claim 11 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.
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13. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plxfrality of

gaming machines for remote play.

14. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

15. The remote computer of claim 14 wherein gsdid operation of receiving

10 information includes receiving a gaming machine type

16. The remote computer of claim 14 efein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving player prefereyices, 
15 (17. The remote computer of Clai €rein sal lected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machin¢ inefudi a display for displaying a poker hand.

18. The remote computer/of claim 11 wherein said out¢ome comprises data

identifying the value of said/payout; and 

 
 

 
 

 

 
20 further comprising /the operation of using said payout data to simulate a

display of said outcom¢ at said remote location.

 
25 further/comprisin

reel position/at said remote location.

20. The remote computer df claims 11 further including the operations of:

receiving a player identifier; and

30 transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.
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21. A remote computer locatedys e MGAsidtemo 
 

 
 

computer comprising:

means for receiving informatio: fying a plurality of local gaming

machineseach engaged in play within said gaming establishment;

5 means for transmittir data from selecting at least a one of said plurality of
local gaming machines-for information transfér;

means for,réceiving a text outcomeresulting from a play of said

selected local gaming machines;a

cineansfor generating a payoutif said outcome meets predetermined criteria.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

10

. A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer network
cotaprising:

receiving player identification information from outside of a gaming

establishment;

15 alyzing said player identification information;

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiXing and analyzing said input;

generating a random number within said gaming establishment,

interpretihg said random numberto determinea text or graphical outcome; and

20 transmitting\said outcometo a player through said global computer network.

23 The method o 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a ing machine located within said gaming establishment.

25 24. The method of Claim\22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming eStablishmentserver.

25. The method of Claim 22, erein said global computer network is the

Internet.

30

26. A method of receiving transferred Wata via a global computer network,

comprising:
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accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment; 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

inputting identification information into said global computer network;

gaining access to a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random number being

5 generated from within said gaming establishment; and

recelying a text or graphical outcome of said random numbergeneration via

said global computer network.

27. The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network is the

10 Internet.

28. The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming, machine within said gaming establishment.

iS _29. The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis
 

accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

30. The method of Claitn 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished via

said global computer network 
20

31. The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished

through the Internet.

32. Aninteractive site on a global computer network comprising:

25 a page including one or more\gamechoicesto allow a player to participate in a

remote random event;

data meansto input data;

outcome means to receive text dr graphical outcomes of a remote random

event; and

30 notification meansto notify said player of said outcomes.
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33. The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said page is an Internet-based

World Wille Webpage.

34. Th ctive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote random event

§ occurs in a sldt machine.

35. A remote gaming method comprising:  

 

 

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computerfetwork

connected to said remote terminal;

10 providing, via said remote terminal, personal] identification inférmation to said

gamingsite;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance located at a gaming

establishment for remote play, said remote terminal being/ocated outside said gaming

  
  

 

 

 

establishment;

15 placing, via said remote terminal, a er for playing said selected game; and 
20 =36. A remote gaming methodAising a gayni grver, a remote terminal, and a

establishment, said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the

method comprising:

25 receiving, at gaid gaming server, personal identification information, game

selection informatigh, and wagér information from a player accessing said gamingsite
\

via said remote/terminal, said] remote terminal being connected to said global

computer netw¢grk;

randornly generating outcomedata at one of said gaming server and a gaming

30 machine communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a game selected according to said game selection information, said

gamin

/
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receiving saideo data at/said gaming server; andtransmitting(said outcg
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ABSTRACT

A remote gaming method comprising a player accessing, via a remote
terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected to the remote

terminal. The player is able to provide via the remote terminal, personal identification

information to the gaming site and select, via the remote terminal, a game of chance

5 located at a gaming establishment for remote play. The remote terminal is located

outside the gaming establishment. The player places, via the remote terminal, a wager

for playing the selected game and receives randomly generated text or graphical

outcome data at the remote terminal for the selected game. The outcome data being

generated by either a gaming server or a gaming machine at the gaming establishment

10 and is subsequently relayed to the gamingsite.

 
 

25
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applicable)
_ (c) wasfiled as PCT International Application No. PCT/ on__ and was
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Zachary J. Smolinski, Registration No. 47,100
GARY B. SOLOMON,Reg. No. 44,347
WAYNEO.STACY,Reg. No. 45,125
STEVEZ. SZCZEPANSKI,Reg. No. 27,957
ANDRE M. SZUWALSKI,Reg. No. 35,701
ALAN R.THIELE, Reg. No. 30,694
TAMSEN VALOIR,Reg. No.41,417
RAYMOND VANDYKE,Reg. No. 34,746
BRIAN D. WALKER,Reg. No. 37,751
GERALDT. WELCH,Reg. No.30,332
HAROLD N. WELLS,Reg. No. 26,044
WILLIAM D. WIESE,Reg. No. 45,217

all of the firm of JENKENS & GILCHRIST,a Professional Corporation, 1445 Ross Avenue,
Suite 3200, Dallas, Texas 75202-2799, as my attorneys and/oragents,with full powerofsubstitution
and revocation, to prosecute this application, provisionals thereof, continuations, continuations-in-
part, divisionals, appeals, reissues, substitutions, and extensions thereofandto transact all business
in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, to appoint any individuals
underan associate powerofattorney andto file and prosecute any international patent application
filed thereon before any international authorities, and I hereby authorize them to act and rely on
instructions from and communicate directly with the person/assignee/attorney/firm/organization
who/whichfirst sent this case to them and by whom/which| hereby declare that I have consented
after full disclosure to be represented unless/until I instruct them in writing to the contrary.
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Please addressall correspondenceanddirectall telephonecalls to:

Michael J. Blankstein, Esq.
Jenkens & Gilchrist, P.C.

1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 3200
Dallas, Texas 75202-2799
312/425-3900

312/425-3909 (fax)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and thatall
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements

were made with the knowledgethat willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code, and that
such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.

NAMEDINVENTOR(S)

Shridhar P. Joshi aot 10|43]00
Full Name Inventor's Signature Date 
7636 Kenton Avenue

Skokie, Illinois 60076
sie,

India

Residence(city, state, country) Citizenship
una

 7636 Kenton Avenue

Skokie, Illinois 60076

=e Post Office Address(include zip code)
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PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET 

10/20/2000 MAHNED! 00000005 09608501

OL FCsi01 “" 710.00 OP
02 FC:102 320.00 OP
03 FCs103 288.00 OP

12/19/2000 EEKUBAY1 00000021 100447 09688501

O1 FCsid2 0.00 CH

_ PTO-1556

(5/87)
U.S. GPO: 1959-459-522/19144
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_ pplication or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Effective October 1, 2001

CLAIMS ASFILED - PART |

TOTAL CHARGEABLE CLAIMS3Gminus20-[>
INDEPENDENT CLAIMSFPominsa-[
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* If the difference in colurnn 4 is less than zero, enter “O" in column 2
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AMENDMENTB
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AMENDMENT

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM |_|

 
  

 
 
 

AMENDMENTC
 
 

  
  
   

* If the entry in cotumn1 ts fess than the entry in cotumn 2,write “0° in column 3. TOTAL
* if the “Highest Number Previously Paid For4N THIS SPACEis fess than 20, enter “20.” apnprr. FEE
*«if the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” tN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3.”

The “Highest Number Previously Paid For” (Total or Independent)is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.
 FORM PTO-S75 (Rev. 6/01) Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCPIU S OO 7000 402-1746 599197
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Application or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD

Effective October 1, 2000

CLAIMSASFILED - PART | SMALL ENTITY OTHER THAN
TYPE CJ OR SMALL ENTITY

fromcaneemecamsBynineaf76
INDEPENDENT CLAIMSLZomims3=[|
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT NV

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0” in column 2

CLAIMS AS AMENDED- PARTII OTHER THAN
SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY RATE TIONAL
AMENDMENT FEEAMENDMENTA

TOTAL

OR AODIT. FEE

HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE |TIONAL

AMENDMENT FEE

= —_

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM C]

HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY RATE |JTIONAL

AMENOMENT PAID FOR FEEAMENDMENTC
* If the entry in column 1 ts less than the entry in column2, write “0” in column 3.
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEisless than 20, enter “20.”
***If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3.”

The “Highest Number Previously Paid For” (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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Docket No. 47079-00077

‘

ut
o

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE a,

Applicant(s): Shridhar P. Joshi Group Art Unit: Unknown oS)
)

Serial No.: Unassigned ) Examiner: Unknown
)
)Filed: October 16, 2000

For: Method of Transferring Gaming Data on a Global Computer Network

To the Assistant Commissioner CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY EXPRESS MAIL

for Patents “EXPRESS MAIL" Mailing Label No. EL705449427US
Washington, D.C. 20231

Date of Deposit: October 1 6, 2000
I hereby certify that this paper or fee is being deposited with the U.S.
Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee” service under
37 CFR 1.10 on the date indicated above andis addressed to the Assistant
Commissionerfor Patents, Waghington, D.C. 202 

DearSir:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

In accordance with Applicant's duty under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56 and 1.97, Applicant hereby

submits the attached form PTO-1449 (modified) which lists art cited. The art listed therein,

while of some relevance, is not necessarily considered to teach or suggest any aspect of the

invention described and claimedin the above-identified patent application. This statementis also

not to be construed as a representation that a search has, or has not, been conducted or that no

better art exists. Rather, this statement discloses only the best art of which the Applicantis

aware.

In consideringtheart set forth below,it may be noted by the Examinerthatcertain ofthe

references may contain markings, underlinings or other notations. These markingsor notations

are not to be construed as drawing the Examiner's attention either to selected parts or away from

other parts of the references. Any such markings were either present on the copies of the

CHICAGO 137593 v 1, 47079.00077
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references obtained by Applicant, or were made thereon during the study of the references by the

Applicant and/or his attomeys.

The Examineris respectfully requested to consider each of the cited references, indicate

such consideration by initialing each reference on the enclosed Form PTO-1449 (modified) and

return a copy of the same with the next communication to the Applicant. For the convenience

of the Examiner in considering the references, copies of the cited references are enclosed with

this communication.

 
Jenkens & Gilchrist, P.C.

1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 3200
Dallas, Texas 75202-2799
312/425-8512 (Direct)
312/425-3909 (Fax)

CHICAGO 137593 v 1, 47079.00077
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3H4.

orment OF COMMERCEUNITED STATES

Patent and Trader®k Office C\
ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER :

OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 0A \\W
 

Washington, D.C. 20231

3-A%OLRECEIVED HAR25°2099 OIPE/ucws
CHANGE OF ADDRESS/POWER OF ATTORNEY

FILE LOCATION 37C2 SERIAL NUMBER 09688501 PATENT NUMBER

THE CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER # 30223

THE PRACTITIONERS OF RECORD HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER # 30223

THE FEE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER # 30223

ON 02/19/02 THE ADDRESS OF RECORD FOR CUSTOMER NUMBER 30223 IS:

JENKENS & GILCHRIST, P.C.
225 WEST WASHINGTON
SUITE 2600
CHICAGO IL 60606

AND THE PRACTITIONERS OF RECORD FOR CUSTOMER NUMBER 30223 ARE:

41774 4256834713 38206 3961820087 26044 27187 27786 27957
42571 44192 47100 48311 48655 48733

PTO INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE TAKE THE FOLLOWING ACTION WHEN THE
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER NUMBER:

RECORD, ON THE NEXT AVAILABLE CONTENTS LINE OF THE FILE JACKET,
“ADDRESS CHANGE TO CUSTOMER NUMBER’. LINE THROUGH THE OLD
ADDRESS ON THE FILE JACKET LABEL AND ENTER ONLY THE ‘CUSTOMER
NUMBER’ AS THE NEW ADDRESS. FILE THIS LETTER IN THE FILE JACKET.
WHEN ABOVE CHANGES ARE ONLY TO FEE ADDRESS AND/OR PRACTITIONERS
OF RECORD, FILE LETTER IN THE FILE JACKET.
THIS FILE IS ASSIGNED TO GAU 3713.

PTO-FMD
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UnrrED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnited States Patent and Trademark Office

Address; COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 20231www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

  
09/688,501 10/16/2000 Shridhar P. Joshi 47079-00077 3225

30223 7590 08/30/2002

JENKENS & GILCHRIST,PC
225 WEST WASHINGTON
SUITE 2600 RADA,ALEX P
CHICAGO,IL 60606

3713

DATE MAILED:08/30/2002

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 07-01)
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Application No. yr Applicant(s)

09/688 ,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
Alex P. Rada 3713 P|

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 7 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply betimelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- Ifthe period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days will be consideredtimely.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SiX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).
- Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
Status

1)&J Responsive to communication(s) filed on 25 March 2002 .

2a). ‘This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)LJ_ Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

40] Claim(s) is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)D Claim(s)__ is/are allowed.

6)L] Claim(s)__ is/are rejected.

7)LJ Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8)[X] Claim(s) 1-36 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)(_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)] The drawing(s)filed on___ is/are: a) accepted or b)(_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

1)C] The proposed drawing correction filed on____ is: a)_] approved b)(_] disapproved by the Examiner.

lf approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)L. Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a)_JA! b)] Some*c)(] Noneof:

1. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.01] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.0] Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

14)[_] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) (] The translation of the foreign tanguage provisional application has been received.
15)([] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

Attachment(s)

1) Oo Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) oO interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s).
2) 1 Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) oO Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) 0 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) . 6) oO Other:

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 5
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 2
Art Unit: 3713

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C.121:

I. Claims 1-10, 21, 35, and 36drawn to transferring game data to a remote terminal,

classified in class 463, subclass 43.

II. Claims 11-20, drawn to a remote computerstructure, classified in class 463,

subclass 42.

1. Claims 22-25, drawn to a method for transferring gaming data on a global

computer network,classified in class 463, subclass 29.

IV. Claims 26-31, drawn to a methodof receiving transferred data via a global

computer network,classified in class 709, subclass 200.

V. Claims 32-34, drawn to a web page, classified in class 705, subclass 1.

The inventionsare distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

2. Inventions I and II are related as subcombinations disclosed as usable together in a single

combination. The subcombinationsare distinct from each otherif they are shown to be

separately usable. In the instant case, invention II has separate utility such as personal computer

for playing gamessolely on the personal computer. See MPEP § 806.05(d).

3. InventionsIII and IV are related as combination and subcombination. Inventionsin this

relationshipare distinct if it can be shown that (1) the combination as claimed does not require

the particulars of the subcombination as claimedfor patentability, and (2) that the

subcombination hasutility by itself or in other combinations (MPEP § 806.05(c)). In the instant

case, the combination as claimed does not require the particulars of the subcombination as
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 3
Art Unit: 3713

claimed because invention IV does not need the global network to accessfiles. The

subcombination has separate utility such as a game player playing against another game player

on a peer-to-peer connection.

4. Inventions I and V are related as subcombinations disclosed as usable together in a single

combination. The subcombinationsare distinct from each otherif they are shown to be

separately usable. In the instant case, invention V has separate utility such as accessing different

information not related to games. See MPEP § 806.05(d).

5. Becausethese inventionsare distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a

separate status in the art as shown bytheir different classification, restriction for examination

purposesas indicated is proper.

6. Because these inventionsare distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a

separate status in the art because of their recognized divergent subject matter, restriction for

examination purposesas indicated is proper.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examinershould be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 703-308-7135. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

Alex P. Rada

Examiner

Art Unit 3713

apr

August 28, 2002

SONSSiCA HARRI
aIARY EXAMINER
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ustomer No. PATENT ‘t No. 30223 Chetee

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
In Re Application Of: Atty. Docket No.: 47079-00077 RECEIVED

Shridhar P. Joshi Examiner: Alex P. Rada OCT - 9 2002

Application No.: 09/688,501 c Group Art Unit: 3713 TECHNOLOGY CENTER R3700
: CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Filed: October 16, 2000

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,
postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the
Commissioner for Patents, Attn: Box Non-Fee

For: Method Of Transferring Gaming
Data On A Global Computer

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Network ) Amendment, Washington, D.C. 20231, on September 30,
2002. a

Signature:Grant.RYDispJanet L. Newmaker

 
RESPONSE TO RESTRICTION/ELECTION REQUIREMENT

Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn: Box Non-Fee Amendment

Dear Sir:

This is in response to the Office Action dated August 30, 2002. The shortenedstatutory

period for response is one month from the mailing date, i.e., by September 30, 2002, and this

response is being submitted within that time period. Please enter the following claim

amendments and remarksinto the record for this application.

IN THE CLAIMS:

aPlease sande,claims 54

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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ustomer No. 30223 - PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Application Of: Atty. Docket No.: 47079-00077
RECEIVED

OCT - 9 2002

TECHNOLOGY CENTER R3700

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Shridhar P. Joshi Examiner: Alex P. Rada

Application No.: 09/688,501 Group Art Unit: 3713

 
 
 
   
  

Filed: October 16, 2000

 I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,

postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the
Commissioner for Patents, Attn: Box Non-Fee
Amendment, Washington, D.C. 20231, on September 30,
2002.

Signature: eam ¥. Chr wraer Ro
Jahet L. Newmaker

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

For: Method Of Transferring Gaming
Data On A Global Computer
Network

 

Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn: Box Non-Fee Amendment

Dear Sir:

Transmitted herewith is a “Response To Restriction/Election Requirement” for this

application.

The Applicant is other than a smallentity.

The proceedings herein are for a patent application, and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. §

1.136 apply.

The Applicant believes that no extensionof time is required. This conditional petition is

being made, however, to provide for the possibility that the Applicant has inadvertently

overlooked the need for a petition for extension of time.

CHICAGO 237849v1 47079-00077
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Thefee for claims (37 C.F.R. § 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below.

Small Entity Large Entity

5 a=s|8 M=8 0

$ 280=$ 0

$ 0

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be

    
 
 

 

 
 

  

Claims Highest No.
Remaining Paid For

Multiple Dependent
Claim Presented

 
  
  

  
TOTAL ADDITIONAL FEE  

There is no additional fee for claims.

required, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 10-0447 (47079-00077). A duplicate

copyofthis Transmittal is enclosed for that purpose.

Respectfully submitted,

oA Kh.
Daniel J. Burnh

Reg. No. 39,618
Jenkens & Gilchrist

225 West WashingtonStreet, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60606-3418
(312) 425-3900
Attomey for Applicant

Date: September 30, 2002

CHICAGO 237849v1 47079-00077
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REMARKS

Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 remain in the application for prosecution. Claims 22-34 have

been cancelled. Submitted herewith is a clean set of pending claims. The Applicant confirms

that the inventorship for the remaining claims has not changed.

The Applicant provisionally elects the invention of Group I, which includes claims 1-10,

21, 35 and 36. The Applicant makes this election, however, with traverse. It is the Applicant’s

belief that the claims of Group I should be grouped with the claims of Group II as the two are

directed to closely related subject matter. As noted in MPEP § 806.05, related inventions “may

be” subject to a restriction requirement, and the Applicant respectfully requests the Examiner to

combine the claims of Group I and Group IL.

In essence, the claims of Group HI are directed to an apparatus that performsthe process

of method claim 1 within Group I. The Applicant notes that had he simply changed the term

“computer” in claim 11 to “terminal,” then claim 1 of Group I and claim 11 of Group IE would

have been nearly identical. Further, apparatus claim 11 is nearly identical to apparatus claim 21

in Group I. The functions to be performed by the microprocessor in claim 11 are nearly identical

to the steps of claim 1 or the elements of claim 21.

The claims in these two groups seem to be so closely related that the burden on the

Examiner of combining these two groups is minimal, compared to the burden on the Applicant

for paying for and maintaining two patents on subject matter that is so closely related. The

Applicant recognizes that the Examiner is given much deference in these situations when

rendering a restriction requirement. The Applicant has cancelled claims in Groups II, [V and V

and these claims may be pursued in continuing applications. The Applicant, however,

respectfully requests that the Examiner combine GroupsI and I.

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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Conclusion

The Applicant believes the claims are allowable over the prior art of record and are in

condition for allowance.

If there are any matters which mayberesolvedorclarified through a telephoneinterview,

the Examiner is respectfully requested to contact the Applicant’s undersigned attorney at the

numberindicated.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: September 30, 2002 2A hho.
Daniel J. B |

Reg. No. 39,618
Jenkens & Gilchrist

225 West Washington Street, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60606-3418
(312) 425-3900
Attorney for Applicant

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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fe. RECEIVED

Clean Set Of Pending Claims OCT - 9 2002
U.S. Patent Application No. 09/688,501 TECHNOLOGY CENTER R3700 

1. A method for transferring gaming data to a remote terminal located outside a gaming

establishment comprising:

receiving at said remote terminal information from a gaming site on a global computer

network identifying a plurality of gaming machinesat said gaming establishment;

transmitting data from said remote terminal selecting at least one of said gaming

machines for remote information transfer;

receiving at said remote terminal a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a play of said

at least one of said gaming machines; and

generating a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein said selected gaming machine comprising a slot machine

and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein said step of receiving information includes receiving

information selecting at least two ofsaid plurality of gaming machines for remoteplay.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes receiving a

gaming machineidentifier.

5. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes receiving a

gaming machinetype.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of receiving information includes receiving

player preferences.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a video poker

machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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8. ‘The method of claim 1 wherein said outcome comprises information identifying the value

of said payout; and

further comprising the step of using said payout information to simulate a display of said

outcomeat said remote location.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a slot machine

and wherein said outcome comprises information identifying a reel position of said gaming

machine; and

further comprising the step of using said outcome information to display said reel

position at said remote location.

10. The method of claim 1 and further including the steps of receiving a player identifier; and

transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

11. A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine located within a

gaming establishment, the remote computer being located outside said gaming establishment,

said remote computer comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:
receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gaming establishment,

transmit data selecting at least one of said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play,

receive a text-or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of said selected gaming

machines, and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

2 Clean Set Of Pending Claims
US. Patent Application No. 09/688,501

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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12.|The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said selected gaming machine compnisesa slot

machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

13. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of gaming machines for

remoteplay.

14.|The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

15. |The remote computer of claim 14 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

16. The remote computer of claim 14 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving player preferences.

17. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a

video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

18. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said outcome comprises data identifying the

value of said payout; and

further comprising the operation of using said payout data to simulate a display of said

outcomeat said remote location.

19. The remote computer of claim 11 wherein said outcome comprises information

identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and

further comprising the operation of using said outcome data to display said reel position

at said remote location.

3 Clean Set Of Pending Claims
U.S. Patent Application No. 09/688,501

CHICAGO 236389v! 47079-00077
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20. The remote computer of claims 11 further including the operations of: receiving a player

identifier; and

transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

21. A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said remote computer

comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engagedin play within said gaming establishment;

meansfor transmitting data from selecting at least a one of said plurality of local gaming

machinesfor information transfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

35. Aremote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gamingsite on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance located at a gaming establishment

for remote play, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming

establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by one of a gaming server

and a gaming machineat said gaming establishment and relayed to said gaming

site.

4 Clean Set Of Pending Claims
U.S. Patent Application No. 09/688,501

CHICAGO 236389v1 47079-00077
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36.|Aremote gaming method using a gamingserver, a remote terminal, and a gamingsite on

a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a gaming establishment, said

remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment, said gaming site being

provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of said gaming server and a gaming machine

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a gameselected according to said gameselection information, said

gaming machine beinglocated at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcomedata from said gamingserverto said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminalin text or graphical form.

5 Clean Set Of Pending Claims
U.S. Patent Application No. 09/688,501

CHICAGO 236389vI 47079-00077
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Application No. Applicant(s)

09/688 ,501 ~y JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

«- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions oftime may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- Ifthe period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days will be consideredtimely.
- IfNO periodfor reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
- Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any

eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
Status

1)&] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 07 October 2002.

2a)L). This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)D_ Since this application is in condition for allowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)] Claim(s) 1-21, 35 and 36 is/are pendingin the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)0 Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.

6) Claim(s) 1-21.35 and 36is/are rejected.

7)\L) Claim(s)__is/are objected to.

8)C) Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)C The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)(] The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a) accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11)L] The proposed drawing correction filed on____ is: a)[_] approved b)(_] disapproved by the Examiner.

If approved, corrected drawings are requiredin reply to this Office action.

12)( The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a)_JAll b)[] Some*c)(] Noneof:

1.1] Certified copies of the priarity documents have been received.

2.[] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._
3.1 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

14)L) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) C] Thetranslation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.
15) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

Attachment(s)

 
1) hs Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Oo Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s).
2) CT Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) oO Notice of Informa! Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) 4 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) 2. 6) oO Other:

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 6
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DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1, Applicant's election with traverse of Group I, which includes claims 1-10, 21, 35, and 36

in Paper No. 4 is acknowledged. Thetraversal is on the ground(s) that Group I should be

. grouped with the claims of GroupII as the twoare directed to closely related subject matter. The

claims of GroupII are directed to an apparatus that performs the process of method claim 1

within Group I. The applicant notes that the simple change of the term “computer”in claim 11

to “terminal,” then claims 1 of Group I and claim 11 of Group II would have been nearly

identical and the apparatus of claim 11 is nearly identical to apparatus claim 21 in GroupI,in

which the functions to be performed by the microprocessorin claim 11 are nearly identical to the

steps of claim 1 or the elements of claim 21. This is found to be persuasive and therefore Groups

I and IJ have beenjoined. Theoriginal requirement between the other groupsisstill deemed

proper and is therefore made FINAL.

Specification

2. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: the Brief Description

of the Several Views of the Drawing(s) is missing in the specification. See MPEP § 608.01(f).

Appropriate correction is required.

3. The disclosure is objected to because it contains an embedded hyperlink and/or other

form of browser-executable code. Applicant is required to delete the embedded hyperlink and/or

other form of browser-executable code. See MPEP § 608.01.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by anotherfiled
in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for
patent by anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposesof this
subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

5. Claims 1-21, 35, and 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Walker *437.

6. Walker discloses: a meansfor receiving information identifying a plurality of local

gaming machines, a meansfor transmitting data from a game machine, a meansfor receiving a

text or graphical outcome, a microprocessor, a memory connected to the microprocessor,

transmitting text and graphical outcome and a meansfor generating a payoutas recited in claims

1, 11,21, 35, and 36; the gaming machine comprising a slot machine and the outcomeincludes a

reel position as recited in claims 2 and 12; the receiving information includes receiving

information selecting at least two of the gaming machine for remote play as recited in claims 3

and 13; the receiving information includes receiving a game machineidentifier, machine type,

and player preferences as recited in claims 4-6 and 14-16; the game machine comprising a video

poker machineasrecited in claims 7 and 17; the outcome comprising information identifying the

value of the payout and using the payout information to simulate a display do the outcomeat the

remote location asrecited in claims 8 and 18; the slot machine comprises information identifying

a reel position of the gaming machine and the outcome information to display the reel position at
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the remote location asrecited in claims 9 and 19; and the transmitting the player identifier for

identification of the player as recited in claims 10 and 20.

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Lvov ‘011 discloses an electronic gaming system that includes a central computerstation,

a plurality of peripheral computerstation, and a data exchange network.

Saffari ‘561 discloses a mechanism to enable use of a disabled gameresident on multiple

platform gamin machines.

Wiltshire “602 discloses a compute gaming system and methodofoperation thereof are

provided the both drastically reduce the cost of gamingstation and allow contemporaneous

access to multiple game program from a single station.

Vuong ‘552 discloses a networked based gaming system that enable a plurality of players

to place wagers onareal-time game of change being conducted in a casino via a distributed

network system.

Walker ‘983 discloses a method and device for automatedrepetitive play of a gaming

device.

Baba *371 discloses improper registration of the data of participating teams is prevented

in an online-participation game system.

Franchi °533 discloses a casino operation system for controlling the flow of the funds and

monitoring gambling activities in a casino or a gaming establishment.
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Muta °003 discloses a contro] of a GUI screen at a server in a remote location obtained

without requiring the prior installment of special remote controlling software in a remote

controlling machine.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 703-308-7135. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Tom Hughescan be reached on 703-308-1806. The fax phone numbersfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned are 703-872-9302 for regular

communications and 703-872-9303 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone numberis 703-308-1148.

Aor
apr -

December 11, 2002

THOMAS HUG
SUPERVISORY PATENT INER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK| szSea

 
 

  
  

 

PATE
222
S mi2 +>
B20

In Re Application Of: ) Atty. Docket No.: 47079-00077 x = mt
) rs

Shridhar P. Joshi ) Examiner: Alex P. Rada a 3 4
) 2 }

Application No.: 09/688,501 ) Group Art Unit: 3714 3
)

Filed: October 16, 2000 ) CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
) I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited

For: Method Of Transferring ) with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,
: postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the

Gaming Data On A ) Commissioner for Patents, Attn: Box Non-Fee|
Global Computer Network ) Amendment, Washington, D.C. 20231, on March /O,

2003.

Signature: rtretLastlyJanet L. Newmaker

REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION

  
Commissionerfor Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn: Box Non-Fee Amendment

Dear Sir:

This is in response to the Office Action dated December 17, 2002. The shortened

statutory period for response is three months from the mailing date, i.e., by March 17, 2003, and

this response is being submitted within that time period. Please enter the following claim

amendments and remarksinto the record for this application.

CHICAGO 250584v1 47079-00077
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 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re Application Of: ) Atty. Docket No.: 47079-00077
)

Shridhar P. Joshi ) Examiner: Alex P. Rada
)

Application No.: 09/688,501 ) Group Art Unit: 3714
)

‘ Filed: October 16, 2000 ) CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
) I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited

~~ For: Method Of Transferring ) with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,
. postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the

Gaming Data On A ) Commissioner for Patents, Attn:
Global Computer Network )

Box Non-Fee

Amendment, Washington, D.C. 20231, on March 2
2003. 
Signature:Ghat6AbayaJanet L. Newmaker

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

Commissionerfor Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Attn: Box Non-Fee Amendment

Dear Sir: - qanaos4
Transmitted herewith is a “Reply To Office Action”for this application.

The Applicantis other than a smallentity.

gouged¥alN39xQOTONHOAaL cone6tuv
The proceedings herein are for a patent application, and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. §

1.136 apply.

The Applicant believes that no extension of time is required. This conditional petition is

being made, however, to provide for the possibility that the Applicant has inadvertently

overlooked the need for a petition for extension oftime.

CHICAGO 250805v1 47079-00077
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The fee for claims (37 C.F.R. § 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below.

Claims Highest No.
Remaining Paid For Extra Small Entity Large Entity

Multiple Dependent $ 140=$ $ 280=$ O
Claim Presented

Thereis no additional fee for claims.

 
   
  
  

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be

required, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 10-0447 (47079-00077). A duplicate

copy ofthis Transmittal is enclosed for that purpose.

Respectfully submitted,

LEI
Mighael L. White

Reg. No. 39,421
(773) 961-1267

Attorney for Applicant

  Date: March *_, 2003

CHICAGO 250805v1 47079-00077
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AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION

Page 3, line 15, add the following heading and paragraphs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of a global computing network connecting a personal

 

 

 computer through a website to a gameserver.

FIG. 2a and 2b is a flow chart describing the process by which a player uses a remote 

terminal to wager on a gaming establishment’s gaming machine.

Page 5, line 22, through page 6,line 16, amend the paragraphsasfollows.

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (“TCP/IP”) controls transmission of data

on the Internet to provide World Wide Web communication to users. To insure that data is sent

to and received by the appropriate receiver on the Internet, every device communicating on the

Internet is assigned a unique address called an Internet Protocol (“IP”) address. Elements of the

IP address identify the location in the network that a device is connected. Other parts of the IP

address identify the specific device. The IP address number has a three-digit element that

identifies the state of the resident and an additional sevendigits, three of which identify the local

exchangeofthe resident and fourdigits that specifically identify the home of the resident. The

IP address is presently a thirty-two bit binary address, readily processed by computers, but

cumbersome for use by human users. Consequently, the majority of IP addresses are assigned

mnemonics to make them more “user friendly.” The mnemonic consists of two parts: a host

name and a domain name. It is this representation of the IP address that is commonly used by

Internet users to access Websites. Conventionally within the World Wide Web, the mnemonic

“WWW”is used to represent the host name. The remaining portion of the mnemonicrepresents

2
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the domain or network where the host resides. Ferexample—www.uspte.cevidentifies-a-hest
ke 395 : 6. +9

The standard protocol used by Internet components to address each other and usually is

used as a Uniform Resource Locator (“URL”). This terminology appears as the opening element

the Uniform L in the web site address. For example, the term “http” in 4
Resource Locator indicates that the request is for “http” formatted data, (i.e., a web page as

: opposedto, for example, an electronic mail message). The homepagefor the data resides on the

“www” HTTP server on the “uspte-gev~ LAN (or domain). Fhe-name-efthe-file-to-be-found
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Please cancel claims 1-21, 35 and 36. Please add new claims 37-62 as follows.

1-21. (Cancelled)

22-34. (Withdrawn)

35-36. (Cancelled)
rr~

. 37. (New) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance on a gaming machinelocated at a

gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal being located outside

said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wagerfor playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by one of a gaming server

and a gaming machineat said gaming establishment and relayed to said gaming
site.

38.|(New) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote terminal, and a gaming

site on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a gaming establishment,

said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment, said gaming site being

provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

CHICAGO 250584v1 47079-00077
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receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of said gaming server and a gaming machine

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a game selected according to said game selection information, said

gaming machinebeing located at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcomedata at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.

39. (New) A method for playing a gaming machine located inside a gaming establishment

from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gaming site.on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishmentusing said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcomedata, including game outcome,atsaid remote terminal resulting from a

play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payoutif said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

CHICAGO 250584v1 47079-00077
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40. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises information

identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said payout

information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41.|(New) The methodof claim 39 further comprising using said outcome data to simulate a

display of said game outcomeon said remote terminal.

42. (New) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine comprisesa slot

machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reel position.

43. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a video

poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand. ‘

44. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome data includes

receiving Outcomedata fromaplurality of gaming machinesfor remoteplay.

45. (New) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data includes

receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (New) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data includes

receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (New) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data includes

receiving player preferences.

48. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine comprises a slot

machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a reel position of

said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome information to

display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (New) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of receiving a player

identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

6
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50. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcome results from the server

initiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

31. (New) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from the manual game

play on the selected gaming machine.

52.|(New) A remote computerfor the remote play of a local gaming machinelocated within a

gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer being located

‘ outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming site through a

global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer comprising:

a microprocessor;

‘y memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said
microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to: .

, receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located oe

within said gaming establishment from a gamingserver; &. a

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for

remoteplay;

receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a local play of each said

selected local gaming machine; and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53.|(New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.
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54. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of local gaming machines

for remote play.

55. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56.|(New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of receiving information

includes receiving player preferences.

58. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming. machine

comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand. ~ 4

59. (New) The remote computerof claim 52 wherein said outcome comprisesdata identifying

the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of using said payout data to

simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises information

identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further comprising the operation

of using said outcomedatato display said reel position at said remote location.

61. (New) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations of: receiving a

player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

62. (New) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said gaming

establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said remote

computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said gaming

server comprising:
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means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engagedin play within said gaming establishment;

meansfor transmitting data from selecting at least one of said plurality of local gaming

machinesfor information transfer;

meansfor receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

meansfor generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 are pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 have been

cancelled. Claims 37-62 have been added.

Specification

The Examiner noted that the Brief Description of the Drawings was missing from the

specification. The drawing description section has been added to the specification, listing and

describing FIGS. 1, 2a and 2b.

The specification was objected to because the specification contained hyperlinks. The

hyperlinks have been deleted from the specification.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. § 102

Claims 1-10, 21, 35 and 36 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as being anticipated by
U.S. Patent No. 6,361,437 to Walker (“Walker”). The Office Action alleges that Walker

discloses the invention. The Applicantrespectfully disagrees on the basis that significant claim

features and limitations are missing from Walker.

The present invention can be distinguished from Walker by the fact that the present

invention utilizes a worldwide computer network (e.g., the Internet) to remotely connect to a

gaming establishment’s gaming machines. To accomplish this, the present invention uses an

internet website that connects remote terminals over the Internet to a gaming establishment’s

server which, in turn, is in communication with the gaming establishment’s gaming machines.

In contrast, Walker utilizes a Local Area Network (LAN) to connect the gaming

establishment’s gaming machines through the gaming establishment’s slot network server.

Walkerstates:

10
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The remote wagering terminals 5 also communicate with the slot
network server 4 being coupled to the slot network server 4 via a remote
wagering terminal network 10. The remote wagering terminal network 10 is a
conventional local area network that is controlled by the server 4. (Column 4,
lines 19-23.)

The local area network described by Walkeris not a global computing network (Internet),

as it only serves terminals that are directly connected to this LAN. Local area networkstypically

are installed within a very limited geographical range, generally within a building, or, as in this

case, within the gaming establishmentitself. The remote terminals, the gaming machines, and

the slot network server, all connected by a LAN,are all generally located within the gaming

establishment. This is in sharp contrast to the present invention which utilizes a global

computing network that allows any personal computer to access a gaming establishment’s

gaming machines from anywhere in the world. The remote terminals described in Walker’s

patent must be connected to a local area network, preventing them from being used on a global

basis.

Furthermore, the remote terminals described by Walker have player tracking card readers

and even potentially coin hoppers. Walkerstates:

Each remote wagering terminal 5 includes a keypad 7 and a player tracking
card reader 8. (Column4, lines 23-25.)

... each remote wagering terminal 5 has a starting controller 580, a hopper
controller 590, and a hopper 600. As with each slot machine 2, these
components are coupled to the CPU 510. (Column8,lines 9-12.)

Walker’s terminals, because of their specialized equipment(i.e., player tracking card

readers and potentially coin hoppers), are intended for use in a limited area where such peripheral

devices can be maintained by the gaming establishment, and confirmsthe localized nature of the

remote terminals. This is in contrast to use of the Internet and an internet gamingsite to relay
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game outcomes from a gaming machine through a gaming server to a personal computer

anywhere in the world.

To further overcome this rejection, all remaining independent claims recite a “gaming

site” and a “gaming server” to enable gaming machine outcomedata to be delivered to a remote

terminal over a “global computing network”. For example, independent claim 37states:

. . » accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer
network connected to said remote terminal; . . . said outcome data being
generated by one of a gaming server and a gaming machine at said gaming
establishmentandrelayed to said gamingsite.

Claim 38 also recites the key components required for an Internet connected wagering

method, whichstates in apart:

A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote terminal, and «
a gaming site on a global computer network, said gaming server being located
at a gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said
gaming establishment, said gamingsite being provided on said global computer_- 5
network...

Claim 39 also recites the key components required for an Internet connected wagering

method, whichstates in apart:

. establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a
gaming site on a global computer network, said gaming site in communication
with a serverfor collecting outcome data from gaming machineslocated inside
the gaming establishment; ...

Claim 52 also recites the components required for the Internet connection of the remote

terminals to the gaming machines:

A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine .. .
connected to a gamingserver, said remote computer connected to a gamingsite
through a global computing network...

Claim 62 also recites the components required for the Internet connection of the remote

terminals to the gaming machines:
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A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment . . . having a
plurality ofgaming machines linked by a gaming server, said remote computer
connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said
gaming server...
 

The Applicant maintains that the use of a worldwide global computing network(e.g., the

Internet) and a gaming site on that network to deliver gaming machine game outcomesfrom a

gaming establishment to remote terminals anywhere in the world is a novel and non-obvious

feature over Walker.

Conclusion

The Applicant believes the claims are in condition for allowance, and action towards that

end is earnestly solicited.

If there are any matters which maybe resolvedorclarified through a telephone interview, » BR A

the Examiner is respectfully requested to contact the Applicant’s undersigned attorney at the — 8 Ot

numberindicated.

Respectfully submitted, .

Date: March = , 2003  
Michfel L. White

Reg. No. 39,421
(773) 961-1267

Attorney for Applicant
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Application No. Applicant(s)

09/688,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

~ The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions oftime may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, mayareply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Ifthe period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimumofthirty (30) days will be consideredtimely.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire StX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period forreply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).
- Any reply received bythe Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
Status

1) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 17 March 2003 .

2a) This action is FINAL. 2b)(] This action is non-final.

3)L]_ Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 0.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4) Claim(s) 37-62 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the aboveclaim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)C) Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.

6) Claim(s) 37-62 is/are rejected.

7)0 Claim(s)__ is/are objected to.

8) Claim(s)__ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)LJ The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10) The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)(] accepted or b)(] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11)(] The proposed drawing correction filed on is: a)_] approved b)L] disapproved by the Examiner.

lf approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12)( The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)0] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

aUAll b)LJ Some*c)) Noneof:

1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.(] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.0 Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

14)L Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) (7 Thetranslation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.
15) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

 
Attachment(s)

1) &X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) O Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). :
2) Oo Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) oO Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) Oo Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) . 6) O Other:

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 8
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y' Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 2
Art Unit: 3714

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

In response to the amendmentfiled March 17, 2003 in whichthe applicant provides

corrections to the disclosure, cancels claims 1-21 and 35-36, claims 22-34 withdrawn, adds new

claims 37-62, and claims 37-62 are pendinginthis office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

1, The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by anotherfiled in the United
States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who
has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(c)ofthis title before the invention
thereof by the applicant for patent.

The changes madeto 35 U.S.C. 102(e) by the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999

(AIPA)andthe Intellectual Property and High Technology Technical Amendments Act of 2002

do not apply whenthe reference is a U.S. patent resulting directly or indirectly from an

international application filed before November 29, 2000. Therefore, the prior art date of the

reference is determined under 35 USC. 102(e) prior to the amendmentby the AIPA (pre-AIPA

35 U.S.C. 102(e)).

2. Claims 37 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Roseman

“984.

3. Roseman discloses accessing via a remote terminal on a global computer network

(internet) connected to the remote terminal, providing personal identification information to the
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Art Unit: 3714

gamingsite, selecting a game of chance for remote play, placing a wagerfor playing the selected

game, and receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at the remote terminal

for the selected game and the outcomedata being relayed to the gamingsite as recited in claims

37 and 38.

4. Claims 39-46, 48, 50-56, 58-60, and 62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Wiltshire *602.

5. Wiltshire discloses a communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite

on a global computer network (internet), the gaming site in communication with a gaming server

for outcome data from gaming machineslocated at a gaming establishment, selecting a gaming

machine, making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine, receiving outcomedata including

game outcomeat the remote terminal resulting from play of the gaming machine, generating a

payout, a microprocessor, and the memory connected to the microprocessoras recited in claims

39, 52, and 62; the outcome data having information identifying the value of the payout and

simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote location as recited in claims 40 and 59; the

outcomedata to simulate a display of the game outcome on the remote terminalas recited in

claim 41; the selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcome data includesreel

position as recited in claims 42, 48, 53, and 60; the selected gaming machineis a video poker

machineincluding a display for displaying a poker handas recited in claims 43 and 58; the

receiving outcomedata includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machine

form remoteplay as recited in claim 43; the outcomedata includes receiving outcome data from

a plurality of gaming machines for remote play as recited in claim 44; the outcome data includes

a gaming machine identifier and gaming machine typeas recited in claim 45-46 and 55-56; the
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 4
Art Unit: 3714

gameoutcomeresults from the server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine as

recited in claim 50; the outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on the selected gaming

machineas recited in claim 51; receiving information includes receiving information selecting at

least two plurality of local gaming machines for remote playas recited in claim 54 (see whole

document).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The followingis a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basisforall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynotbe obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the priorart are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was madeto a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
mannerin which the invention was made.

7. Claims 47, 49, 57, and 61 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Wiltshire *602 in view of Walker *437.

8. Wiltshire discloses the claimed invention as discussed above except for the outcome data

including receiving player preferencesas recited in claims 47 and 57;a player identifier and

transmitting the player identifier for identification of the player as recited in claims 49 and 61.

Walkerteaches player preference data. By having player preferences and player

identifiers, one of ordinary skill in the art would determine which gameplayeris playing a

particular gaming machine. Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the applicant’s invention was made to modify Wiltshire to include outcome data

including receiving player preferences as taught by Walker “437. To do so would distinguish

and determine which gameplayeris playing a particular gaming machine.
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 5
Art Unit: 3714

Response to Arguments

9. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 39-62 have been considered but are mootin

view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

10. Applicant's amendmentnecessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortenedstatutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however,will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the date of this

final action.

11. The prior art madeof record and notrelied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Spaur *920, Xidos ‘149, and Karmarkar *709all disclose different types of Internet

gaming.

S. THOMAS HUGHES
SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 6
Art Unit: 3714

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whosetelephone numberis 703-308-7135. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Tom Hughescan be reached on 703-308-1806. The fax phone numbersfor the

organization where this application or proceedingis assigned are 703-872-9302 for regular

communications and 703-872-9303 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone numberis 703-308-1148.

or
May 28, 2003
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BOX AF

RESPONSE UNDER37 C.F.R. § 1.116
EXPEDITED PROCEDURE

EXAMINING GROUP3714

 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

4# FeApplication No. : 09/688,501

Applicant Shridhar P. Joshi pee)Filed : October 16, 2000 @
Title : Method Of Transferring Gaming Data On RE.CEIVED ofA Global Computer Network SEP I gq lt 03

0 2003
TC/A.U. : 3714 TECHNOLOGY Cey “BSS
Examiner : Alex P. Rada TER R3709

Docket No. : 47079-00077

Customer No. Do. 30223
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,
postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the

a Commissioner for Patents, Mail Stop AF, P.O. Box 1450,
Commissioner for Patents Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, on September 4, 2003.
Mail Stop AF

Signature:GfaantheGleestnaka.Jatfet L. Newmaker
P.O. Box 1450

AMENDMENT AFTER FINAL

 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

This is in response to the Office Action dated June 5, 2003. The shortened statutory

period for response is three months from the mailing date, i.e., by September 5, 2003, and this

response is being submitted within that time period. Please enter the following claim

amendments and remarksinto the record for this application.

Amendments to the claims are reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page 2 of

this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 12 ofthis paper.
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e e AE. ODCorres. and Mail 3 70
BOX AF BOX Ar
ten RESPONSE UNDER37 C.F.R. § 1.116

EXPEDITED PROCEDURE

EXAMINING GROUP 3714

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application No. : 09/688,501
Applicant : Shridhar P. Joshi

Filed : October 16, 2000 RTitle : Method Of Transferring Gaming Data On ECE|VEdD
A Global Computer Network SEp ”

10 2003
TC/A.U. 3714 TECHNOLOgy CE
Examiner ; Alex P. Rada NTER P3799

Docket No. : 47079-00077

Customer No. : 30223
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,

; postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the
to. Commissioner for Patents, Mail Stop AF, P.O. Box 1450,

Commissionerfor Patents Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, on September4, 2003.
Mail Stop AF
P.O. Box 1450 Signature: KVBppVKK  

Janet L. Newmaker
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

Dear Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an “AmendmentAfter Final” for this application.

The Applicant is other than a small entity. |

' The proceedings herein are for a patent application, and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. §

1.136 apply.

The Applicantbelieves that no extension oftime is required. This conditionalpetition is

being made, however, to provide for the possibility that the Applicant has inadvertently

overlooked the need for a petition for extension oftime.
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The fee for claims (37 C.F.R. § 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below.

Claims Highest No.
Remaining Paid For Extra Small Entity Large Entity

Multiple Dependent $ 140=$ $ 280=$ 0
Claim Presented

TOTAL ADDITIONAL FB es

There is no additional fee for claims.

  
  

  
 

 

 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be

required, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 10-0447 (47079-00077). A duplicate

copy of this Transmittal is enclosed for that purpose.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: September 4, 2003 ; 2A hho
Darfiel J. Burnham

Reg. No. 39,618
Jenkens & Gilchrist

225 West Washington Street, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60606-3418
(312) 425-3900
Attorney for Applicant
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Application No. 09/688,501
Reply to final Office Action dated June 5, 2003

Listing of Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listing of claims in the

application.

 

1-21. (Cancelled)

22. (Withdrawn) A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer network

comprising:

receiving player identification information from outside of a gaming establishment;

analyzing said player identification information;

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiving and analyzing said input;

generating a random numberwithin said gaming establishment;

interpreting said random numberto determinea text or graphical outcome; and

transmitting said outcometo a player through said global computer network.

23. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming machinelocated within said gaming establishment.

24. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming establishmentserver.

Page 2 of 16
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Application No. 09/688,501
Reply to final Office Action dated June 5, 2003

25. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said global computer network is the

Internet.

26. (Withdrawn) A method of receiving transferred data via a global computer network,

comprising:

accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment;

inputting identification information into said global computer network;

gaining accessto a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random numberbeing generated from

within said gaming establishment; and

receiving a text or graphical outcome of said random numbergeneration via said global

computer network.

27. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network is the

Internet.

28.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming machine within said gaming establishment.

29. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

Page 3 of 16
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30. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished via

said global computer network.

31.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished

through the Internet.

32.|(Withdrawn) An interactive site on a global computer network comprising:

a page including one or more gamechoices to allow a player to participate in a remote

random event;

data meansto input data:

outcome meanstoreceivetext or graphical outcomesofa remote random event; and

notification meansto notify said player of said outcomes.

33.|(Withdrawn) Theinteractive web site of Claim 32, wherein said page is an Internet-based

World Wide Web page.

34. (Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote random event

occurs in a slot machine.

35-36. (Cancelled)
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37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance on a gaming machine located at a

gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal being located outside

said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wagerfor playing said selected game; and

Cc receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for
said selected.game, said outcome data being generated by the a-gaminge-serverand

a gaming machineat said gaming establishmentandrelayed to said gamingsite.

38.|(Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gamingserver, a remote terminal,

and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a gaming

establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment, said

gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;
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randomly generating outcome data atene-ofsaid-gamine-server-and a gaming machine

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a gameselected according to said gameselection information, said

gaming machinebeing located at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcomedata at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.

39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machinelocated inside a gaming

establishment from a remote terminal! located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishmentusing said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcomedata, including game outcome,at said remote terminal resulting from a

play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payout if said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcomeonsaid remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedataincludesa reelposition.

43, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machines for remoteplay.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.
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47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.
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52. (Previously Presented) A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

C- ( receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located

within said gaming establishment from a gaming server;

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for

remote play;

Teceive a text or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of each said

selected local gaming machine; and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesareel position.
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54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remoteplay.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises

data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of using said

payout data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.
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60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises

information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further comprising

the operation of using said outcomedatato display said reel position at said remote location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

62. (Previously Presented) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said

remote computer connected to a gaming site through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engaged in play within said gaming establishment;

means for transmitting data from selecting at least one of said plurality of local gaming

machines for information transfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
EeeEe
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 are pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 were previously

cancelled. Claims 22-34 were previously withdrawn. Claims 39-62 were previously added.

Claims 37 and 38 are currently amended.

Claim Rejections Over Roseman- 35 U.S.C. § 102

Claims 37 and 38 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 (e) as being anticipated by US.

Patent No. 6,012,984 to Roseman (“Roseman”). The Office Action alleges that Roseman

discloses the invention. The Applicant respectfully disagrees on the basis that significant claim

features and limitations are missing from Roseman.

The present invention can be distinguished from Roseman bythe fact that claims 37 and

38 utilize a gaming machine to provide random game outcomes to a gaming server. Claim 37
“se

states . said outcome data being generated by the gaming ‘machine at said gaming

establishment .. .” Claim 38 states “. . . generating outcome data at a gaming machine

communicatively coupled to said gamingserver.. .”

Roseman,in contrast, does not use a gaming machine, only a gamingserver, to determine

the random game outcome. Roseman states that “. . . the game server can be an extensible game

engine for allowing the game server to service a plurality of different types of games, such as

bingo,. . . as well as provide a plurality of different difficulty levels, themes or other variations in

a particular game.” (Roseman, column 3, lines 21-26.) Roseman further states that “FIG. 1

depicts a system 10 that comprises a computer network system for providing large arena

gaming.” (Roseman, column 4, lines 21-22.) By inspection, Roseman’s FIG. 1 depicts that the
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described large arena gaming system has no gaming machine. Rosemanis silent with respect to

using a gaming machineto determine game outcomes.

Consequently, Roseman is missing a fundamental limitation included in independent

claims 37 and 38, i.e., a gaming machine to determine game outcomes.

Claim Rejections Over Wiltshire - 35 U.S.C. § 102

Claims 39-46, 48, 50-56, 58-60 and 62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 (e) as being

anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire (“Wiltshire”). |

The cited claims can be distinguished from Wiltshire since the claims require a gaming

machine to provide a random gameoutcome to the gaming server. Independent claims 39, 52

and 62 (and all their dependent claims 40-46, 48, 50, 51, 53-56 and 58-60) use a gaming machine

to determine a random game outcome. Independent claim 39 requires “. . . a gaming server for

collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the gaming establishment Lee

Independent claim 52 requires receiving “. . . a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a local

play of each said selected local gaming machine... .” Dependent claim 62 requires “. . . means

for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a play of said selected local gaming

machines. . .”

In contrast, Wiltshire does not use a gaming machine to determine game outcomes.

Wiltshire states that “.. . the gaming programs and the associated gaming display generation

programsare executed entirely on the server/host computer, with only input wagering and output

screen display related operations being executed on the client/terminal computers . . .”

(Wiltshire, column 2, lines 45-49.) Wiltshire further states that “[a] computer gaming system

100, in accordance to one embodiment of the invention, is shown in FIG. 1A.” (Wiltshire,
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column 3, lines 61-62.) Inspection of Wiltshire’s FIG. 1A shows no gaming machine. Wiltshire

is silent with respect to using a gaming machineto determine game outcomes.

Consequently, Wiltshire is missing a fundamental limitation included in independent

claims 39, 52 and 62 (and all their associated dependent claims), i.e., a gaming machine to

determine game outcomes.

Claim Rejections Over Wiltshire In View Of Walker - 35 U.S.C. § 103

Claims 47, 49, 57 and 61 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 (a) as being unpatentable

over Wiltshire in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,361,437 to Walker (“Walker”). The Office Action

alleges that Wiltshire discloses the claimed invention except for “. . . the outcome data including

receiving player preferences as recited in claims 47 and 57; a player identifier and transmitting

the player identifier for identification of the player as recited in claims 49 and 61.” The

Applicant believes, for the following reasons, that the present invention is novel and nonobvious

over Wiltshire in view of Walker.

The Proposed Modification Cannot Change
The Principle Of Operation Of The Reference

Wiltshire’s principle objective is to “drastically reduce the cost of gaming stations.”

(Wiltshire, Abstract.) Wiltshire emphasizes the point in the summary ofthe invention stating,

“[t]he present invention provides a computer gaming system and method ofoperation thereofthat

both drastically reduces the cost and substantially increases the tamperresistance of individual

gamingstations.” (Wiltshire, column 2, lines 22-25.)

To accomplish this objective, Wiltshire’s operating principle is for the gaming programs

to be “executed entirely on the server/host computer.” (Wiltshire, Abstract.) Wiltshire further

states that “[t]his functionality is implemented by executing various gaming and related game
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managementprogramsexclusively on a server/host computer .. .” (Wiltshire, column 2, lines

35-37.) Wiltshire summarizes, stating, “[s]ince the gaming programsand the associated gaming

display generation programsare executed entirely on the server/host computer . . . the cost of the

hardware and software required for each client/terminal computer is greatly reduced.”

(Wiltshire, column 2, lines 45-51.)

Any suggestion to modify Wiltshire’s central server/host computer with the addition of

gaming machines to determine game outcome completely changes Wiltshire’s principle of

operation. Such a suggestion destroys Wiltshire’s operating principle of centralizing the

execution of game programson a single central computer. The proposed modification of adding

gaming machinesincreasesthe cost of the gaming system. This is directly counter to Wiltshire’s

expressed desire to reduce costs with one centralized central computer. In addition, adding

gaming machines increases the potential for tampering with the gaming machines themselves.

This, too, is directly counter to Wiltshire’s expressed desire to increase security with one

centralized central computer. In fact, Wiltshire’s entire design principle centers on the

elimination of gaming machines. Consequently, this proposed modification changes Wiltshire’s

principle of operation by executing gaming programs on a gaming machine rather than on

the central server/host computer as taught by Wiltshire.

The Wiltshire Reference Teaches Away

Not only does the proposed modification change the principle of operation of the

Wiltshire reference, it also teaches away from Wiltshire. Wiltshire teaches executing the gaming

programs on a central host/server computer to reduce costs and to increase security. To

accomplish these objectives, Wiltshire requires that “. . . the gaming programs are executed
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3”

entirely on a server/host computer .. .” (Wiltshire, Abstract.) The suggested modification

requires the addition of gaming machines in communication with a central computer to

determine game outcomes. This teaches awayfrom Wiltshire’s express objective ofeliminating

gaming machines to decrease system costs and increase system security. Consequently,

Wiltshire's invention teaches away from the use of gaming machines to execute and determine

gameoutcomes.

Conclusion

Forall the reasons listed and described above, the Applicant believes that the claims are

novel and nonobvious over the prior art. The Applicant further believes the claims are in

condition for allowance, and action towards that end is earnestly solicited.

If any matters mayberesolvedorclarified through a telephone interview, the Examineris

respectfully requested to contact the Applicant’s undersigned attorney at the number shown.

Respectfully submitted,

Michéel L. White Lie
Reg. No.39,421
(773) 961-1267

Attorney for Applicant

 Date: August 28, 2003
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Examiner Art Unit

Alex P. Rada 3714

--The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 08 September 2003 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
Therefore, further action by the applicant is required to avoid abandonmentof this application. A proper reply to a
final rejection under 37 CFR 1.113 may only be either: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the application in
condition for allowance; (2) a timely filed Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for Continued
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114.

PERIOD FOR REPLY[checkeithera) or b)]

a) Xx) The period for reply expires 3months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) oO The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date setforth in the final rejection, whicheveris fater. In no

event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing date ofthefinal rejection.
ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHSOF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP
706.07(f).

Extensionsof time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on whichthe petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee
have beenfiled is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amountof the fee. The appropriate extension fee under
37 CFR 1.17(a)is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in
(b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of the final rejection, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

1.0 A Notice of Appeal was filed on____—.-~ Appellant's Brief must befiled within the period set forth in
37 CFR 1.192(a), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 1.191(d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.

2.{X] The proposed amendment(s)will not be entered because:

(a) X they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTEbetow);

(b) () they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below);

(c) () they are not deemedto place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the
issues for appeal; and/or

(d) &) they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding numberoffinally rejected claims.
NOTE: See Continuation Sheet.

3.0) Applicant's reply has overcomethe following rejection(s):

4.1) Newly proposed or amendedclaim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment
canceling the non-allowable claim(s).

5.0] The a)() affidavit, b)[(-] exhibit, or c) request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOTplace the
application in condition for allowance because:

6.L] The affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered becauseit is not directed SOLELYto issues which were newly
raised by the Examinerin the final rejection.

7K For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)will not be entered or b)([] will be entered and an
explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

Thestatus of the claim(s)is (or will be) as follows:

Claim(s) allowed:

Claim(s) objected to:_.

Claim(s) rejected: 3t-6v
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

8..] The proposed drawing correctionfiled on is a)L] approved or b)(_] disapproved by the Examiner.

9.L] Note the attached information Disclosure Statement(s)( PTO-1449) Paper No(s).

10.0 Other:

S.THOMAS

SUPERVISORY PATENT INER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No.09/688,501 © ©
Continuation of 2. NOTE: The proposed changesof “said outcome data being generated by a gaming server and a gaming machine at

said gaming establishment’to "said oucome data being generated by the gaming machine at said gaming establishment" raises new
issues and would require futher searching and consideration..
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FOR

CONTINUED EXAMINATION (RCE)
TRANSMITTAL

Subsection (b) of 35 U.S.C.§ 132,effective on May 29, 2000,
provides for continued examination of a utility or plant application

filed on or after June 8, 1995.
See The AmericanInventors Protection Act of 1999 (AIPA).

This is a request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114 of the above-identified application.
NOTE: 37 C.F.R. § 1.114 is effective on May 29, 2000. if the above identified application wasfiledprior to May 29, 2000, applicant may
wish to considerfiling a continued prosecution application (CPA) under 37 C.F.R. § 1.53 (a) (PTO/S8/29) instead of a RCEto be eligible for
the patentterm adjustment provisions of the AIPA. See Changes to Application Examination and Provisional Application Practice, Final Rule,
65 Fed. Reg. 50092 (Aug. 16, 2000); Interim Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 14865 (Mar. 20, 2000), 1233 Off. Gaz. Pat. Office 47 (Apr. 11, 2000), which
established RCEpractice.

1.] Submission required under 37 C.F.R. §

a. & Previously submitted
i. (&] Consider the amendment(s)/reply under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116 previously filed on September 4, 2003

. (Any unentered amendment(s) referred to above will be entered).
ii. [] Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on

* iii (J Other RECEIVED
b’ BY Enclosed

i. [J Amendment/Reply OCT 31 2003
ii ( Affidavit(s)/Declaration(s)

i. (J Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) ‘ TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700
iv. [Other Petition For Extension Of Time

2 Miscellaneous

a. LJ Suspensionof action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 C.F.R. § 1.103(c)
for a period of months. (Period of suspension
shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(i) required)

b. [] Other

3. Fees The RCEfee under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(e) is required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.114 when the RCEis filed.
a. [] TheDirector is hereby authorized to charge the following fees, or credit any overpayments, to

Deposit Account No._10-0447 (47079-00077) .
i. [) RCEfee required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(e) * 10/30/2003 BABRAHAI cOC00055 05688501
ii. [% Extension oftime fee (37 C.F.R. §§ 1.136 and 1.17) of Fes1801
ii. ( Other 770.00 OP

b. BJ Checkin the amount of $1,190.00 enclosed
c. [) Paymentby credit card (Form PTO-2038 enclosed) ‘
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CEATIFICATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION
| hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States Postal Service “EXPRESS MAIL POST OFFICE TO ADDRESSEE”
service (Express Mail No. EL 831842246 US) under 37 C.F.R. 1.10 on the date indicated below and is addressed to: Commissioner For Patents, Mail Stop
RCE, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Drath bared October, 2068
Burden Hour Statement: This form is eStimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needsofthe individual case. Any comments on the
amountof time you are required to complete this form shauld be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S, Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC 20231. DO
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RCE, Washington, DC 20231.
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REdttION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a)_|47079-00077

In re Application of Shridhar P. Joshi
 
 Filed 10/16/00 Application Number 09/688,501

  For Method Of Transferring Gaming Data On A Global Computer Network

Group Art Unit 3714 Examiner Alex P. Rada

This is a request underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the periodforfiling a
reply in the aboveidentified application.

  
 

 
 
  
 The requested extension and appropriate non-small-entity fee are as follows

(check time period desired):

One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1))

 
  
 Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) 
 Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3))

Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4))

Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5))

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee amount shown
aboveis reduced by one-half, and the resulting fee is: $

 
  
   

  A checkin the amountofthefeeis enclosed.

Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038is attached.

The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge feesin this , RECer pre
application to a Deposit Account. po ‘

 
  

  
 

KkOL
The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, OCT 3 1 2003

  or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 10-0447/47079-00077. TEcyhave enclosed a duplicate copyof this sheet. NOLOgy CEjy“Wing,

lamthe[_]  @pplicant/inventor Meme  
  

 [] assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96).

[<] attorney or agentof record.

[|_attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34(a).
Registration numberif acting under 37 CFR 1.34(a)

  
  
  
 WARNING: Information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should not be

included on this form. Provide credit card information i

  
 

 
Typed or printed name NOTE: Signaturesofall of the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple formsif

more than onesignature is required, see below. 
 

Xx Total of 1 form is submitted.
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.1 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needsofthe individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
Washington, DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, Washington, DC20231,

CHICAGO 269236v1 47079-00077
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Unttep STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

QL

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
  

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

09/688,501 10/16/2000 — Shridhar P. Joshi 47079-00077 3225

30223 7590 12/17/2003 EXAMINER

JENKENS & GILCHRIST,P.C. RADA,ALEX P
225 WEST WASHINGTON
SUITE 2600

CHICAGO, IL 60606 3714

DATE MAILED: 12/17/2003

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

09/688,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

Examiner Art Unit

Alex P. Rada 3714

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsof time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the maiting date of this communication.

- Ifthe period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days will be considered timely.
- If NO period for repty is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended periad for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
- Any reply received by the Office tater than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any

eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 27 October 2003.

2a) This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)C. Sincethis applicationis in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

Office Action Summary

4)] Claim(s) 39-62 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.
6)X] Claim(s) 39-62 is/are rejected.
7)C] Claim(s)__ is/are objectedto.
8) Claims) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)_] The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)_] accepted or b)(] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is requiredif the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

12). Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)DAIl b)] Some*c)LJ Noneof:

1.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.011 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

13)L] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application)
since a specific reference was includedin thefirst sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet.
37 CFR 1.78.

a) (J Thetranslation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.
14)(] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121 since a specific

reference wasincludedin the first sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet. 37 CFR 1.78.

Attachment(s)

1) 4 Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Oo Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). :
2) O Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) C] Notice of !nforma!l Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) Oo Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) : 6) O Other:

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-03) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 13
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eo
Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 2
Art Unit: 3714

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

In response to the Request for Continuing Examination (RCE) filed October 27, 2003 in

whichthe applicant has amended claims 37 and 38, and claims 37-62 are pending inthis office

action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

1, The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United
States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who
hasfulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(c) ofthis title before the invention
thereof by the applicant for patent.

The changes made to 35 U.S.C. 102(e) by the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999

(AIPA)and the Intellectual Property and High Technology Technical Amendments Act of 2002

do not apply when the reference is a U.S. patent resulting directly or indirectly from an

international application filed before November 29, 2000. Therefore, the prior art date of the

reference is determined under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) prior to the amendmentby the AIPA (pre-AIPA

35 U.S.C. 102(e)).

2. Claims 37 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Roseman

“984,

3. Roseman discloses accessing via a remote terminal, a gamesite on a global computer

network(internet) connected to the remote terminal, providing personalidentification
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 3
Art Unit: 3714

information to the gamingsite, selecting a game of chance for remote play, placing a wagerfor

playing the selected game, and receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at

the remote terminal for the selected game (gameserver), in which the examinerinterprets the

selected gameto be the gameserver being a game machineitself on a gamingsite having a

plurality of games, and the outcomedata being generated by the gaming machine (gaming

server) and relayed to the gamingsite as recited in claims 37 and 38.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousnessrejectionsset forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynotbe obtained though the invention is notidentically disclosed or described asset forth in
section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter soughtto be patented andthepriorart are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person
havingordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
mannerin which the invention was made.

5. Claims 37-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Walker

‘016 in view of Wiltshire ‘602.

6. Walker discloses a communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite,

the gamingsite in communication with a gaming server for outcome data from gaming machines

located at a gaming establishment, selecting a gaming machine, making a wagerto play the

selected gaming machine, receiving outcomedata including game outcomeat the remote

terminal resulting from play of the gaming machine (column2,lines 51-65), generating a payout,

a microprocessor, and the memory connected to the microprocessor as recited in claims 37-39,

52, and 62; the outcomedata having information identifying the value of the payout and simulate
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 4
Art Unit: 3714

a display of the game outcomeat the remote location (column5, lines 33-37) as recited in claims

40 and 59; the outcome data to simulate a display of the game outcome on the remote terminal

(column5, lines 33-37) as recited in claim 41; the selected gaming machineis a slot machine

wherein the outcomedata includesreel position (column5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 42,

48, 53, and 60; the selected gaming machineis a video poker machine including a display for

displaying a poker hand (columnS,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 43 and 58; the receiving

outcomedata includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machine form remote

play (column6, lines 45-56) as recited in claim 44; the outcomedata includes a gaming machine

identifier and gaming machine type (figure 5 and column6,lines 31-44) as recited in claim 45-

46 and 55-56; the outcomedata including receiving player preferences (column6,lines 8-30) as

recited in claims 47 and 57; a player identifier and transmitting the player identifier for

identification of the player (column6,lines 8-30)as recited in claims 49 and 61.

Walker does not expressly disclose the communication link between the remote terminal

and a gamingsite on a global computer network (Internet) and receiving text or graphical

outcomedata at the remote terminalfor the selected gameasrecited in claims 37-39, 52, and 62;

the game outcomeresults from the serverinitiating game play on the selected gaming machine as

recited in claim 50; the outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on the selected gaming

machineas recited in claim 51; receiving information includes receiving information selecting at

least two plurality of local gaming machinesfor remoteplay as recited in claim 54.

Wiltshire teaches a communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite

on a global computer network (column5,lines 31-44) and receiving text or graphical outcome

data at the remote terminal from the selected game (column7,lines 7-45), the game outcome
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 5
Art Unit: 3714

resulting from the serverinitiating gameplay on the selected gaming machine (column8,lines

42-65), the outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine, and

receiving information includes receiving informationselecting at least two plurality of local

gaming machines for remote play (column8, lines 42-65). By having a communicationlink

between the remote terminal and a gamingsite on a global computer network (Internet) and

receiving text or graphical outcomedata at the remote terminal for the selected game, one of

ordinary skill in the art would allow gameplayersto participate in different casino type games

from a secure and tamper proof computer gaming system.

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to modify Walker to include a communication link between the remote

terminal and a gamingsite on a global computer network and receiving text or graphical

outcomedata at the remote terminalfor the selected game, the game outcomeresulting from the

server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine, the outcomeresults from the manual

gameplayon the selected gaming machine, and receiving informationincludes receiving

informationselecting at least two plurality of local gaming machinesfor remoteplay as taught

by Wiltshire. To do so would allow gameplayersto participate in different casino type games

from a secure and tamper proof computer gaming system

Conclusion

7. The prior art madeof record and notrelied upon is consideredpertinent to applicant's

disclosure.
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Application/Control Number: 09/688,501 Page 6
Art Unit: 3714

Falciglia ‘849, Soltesz ‘069, Robb ‘580, Schneier 557, and Paraviaall discloses different

types of gaming system played on a global computer network.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 703-308-7135. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephoneare unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Tom Hughescan be reached on 703-308-1806. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Anyinquiry of a generalnature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone numberis 703-308-1148.

 
 THOMAS HUGHES

SUPERVISORY PATEN INER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700
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Reexamination
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Examiner Art Unit
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|ja) US-5,971,849 40-1999|Falciglia, Sal 463/16
|fn|US-6,488,580 12-2002|Robb, Robert W. 463/23

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number
Country Code-Number-Kind Code

 
NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS .

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

  ee
ep

*A copyofthis reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 13
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Application No. : 09/688,501 e ran)
Applicants : ShridharP. Joshi @ “> 7.

es @
Filed : October 16, 2000 a &@ O

»)
2

Title : Method OfTransferring Gaming Data On A Global Corgguter
, Network

TC/A.U. : 3714

Examiner : Alex P. Rada

Docket No. : 47079-00077

Customer No. : 30223

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

] herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as first class mail,
postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the
Commissioner fog Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

a Feb 10, 2004.
Commissioner for Patents ebruary ts
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE .

STATEMENT UNDER37 C.F.R.§§1.97 AND 1.98

DearSir:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Second Information Disclosure Statementbe entered, and the references listed

on enclosed Form PTO-1449 be considered by the Examiner and made of record. In accordance

with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(d), copies of the listed references are enclosed.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g) and (h), this Second Information Disclosure

Statementis not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, or an admission

that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to the present

application or material to patentability, as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.
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In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1), attorney for the Applicant hereby certifies that

each item of information contained in this Second Information Disclosure Statement wascited in
n=

} a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three monthsprior to the filing of this Second Information Disclosure Statement, as evidenced by

the enclosed Search Report published December 19, 2003, for European Application No. EP 01

40 2524.

This Second Information Disclosure Statementis being filed after the mailing date of the

first Office Action, but before the mailing date of either a final Office Action under 37 C.F.R. §

~ 1.113 or a Notice of Allowance under 37 C.F.R. § 1.311. In view of the preceding certification,

no fee is believed to be due. Should any fee be deemed necessary (except payment of the issue

fee), however, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may

\ "be required, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 10-0447 (47079-00077USPT).

yo, A duplicate copy of this Statement is enclosed for that purpose.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: February 10, 2004 ot.
Sorinel Cimpo
Reg. No. 48,311

 

Jenkens & Gilchrist, P.C.
225 West Washington Street, Suite 2600
Chicago,Illinois 60606-3418
Attorneys for Applicant
(312) 425-8542
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 First Named Inventor: ShridharP. Joshi

 Group Art Unit: 3714

  
 

Examiner: Alex P. Rada 
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 Attorney Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT
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EP0843272At

9) monnnamn 0000.0
Office européen des brevets (11) EP 0 843 272 Al

(12) EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION
published in accordance with Art. 158(3) EPC

(43) Date of publication:
20.05.1998 Bulletin 1998/21

(21) Application number: 95937249.1

(22) Dateof filing: 10.11.1995

(51) tnt. cL§: GOGF 19/00
// GO6F161:00

(86) International application number:
PCT/RU95/00241

(87) International publication number:
WO 97/05557 (13.02.1997 Gazette 1997/08)

 

 (84) Designated Contracting States: 
PT SE

(30) Priority: 27.07.1995 RU 95112888
27.07.1995 RU 95112823

(71) Applicant:
Lvov, DenIs Emestovich
St. Petersburg, 195067 (RU) 

 (72) Inventor:
AT BE CH DE DK ES FR GB GRIEIT LILUMC NL Lvov, Denis Ernestovich

St. Petersburg, 195067 (RU)

(74) Representative: Kador & Partner
Comeliusstrasse 15

80469 Minchen (DE)

 
 

(54) ELECTRONIC GAME SYSTEM, A METHOD OF MANAGING AND REGULATING SAID SYSTEM

(57) The electronic gaming system (ESG) and the
method of system contro! and adjustment relates to
computerized gaming and service systemsthat imple-
ment a computerized programmable contro! and can be
used in loca! and global networks to establish casinos.

The EGS consists of a central computer station (1)
(CCS), peripheral computer stations (25) (PCS) with
communications provided between them, a data trans-
mission network (32) (DTN). The CCS consists of a
players registration system (3), a game accounts man-
aging system (4), an information tabulating, scoring and
searching system (5), a system for recording gaming
situations (6), a system for scoring players by the results
of the game(7), a wagering and betting system (8), an
executive gaming system (9), a data exchange system
(10). The CCS also includes an electronic payments
system (11), an information protection system (12), a
secure communications system (13), a game selection
system (14), a mailing system (15). The DTN provides
interaction of PCSs with the CCSin anarbitrary combi-
nation of PCS types and comprises a communications
station (20) and a data transmission network (32).

The method of control and adjustment of said sys-
tem provides the following actions:a playeris identified
at his registration by a set of key attributes that are
encoded and sent to the central computer station (CCS)
where they are compared to the individual information
of the protection system. The information is individually
encoded and sent as a message to the administrator
and the subjects of the system that are present. The

player selects a starting composition of his playing
team, selects and indicates the selection criteria, after

which the EGSis automatically adjusted. The playeris
connected to one or more games and is scored by each
of them.If the set of key attributes does not coincide, a
registration failure is logged in the electronic protocol.
The number of registration attempts is limited, and,
whenexceeded, a warning of an EGSintrusion is gen-
erated, and the player's accounts are blocked.

 
ra.

Printed by Xerox (UK) Business Services2.16.53,4
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION.

Theinvention relates to electronic games and service systems used in local and global networks for establishing
casinos, in administrative and production systems, as well as in stock exchange systems and other communications
and marketing systems requiring their parts to interact.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

The patent "Multi-player type video game playing system” (EP, Al, 0887862, 19.09.90, A63F9/22) is known that
describes a playing system consisting of a cylinder-shaped screen with several! radially arranged projectors. Eachof the
projectors is directed at a specific section of the screen. Severalplayer's operating sections are arranged radially toward
the screen. The sections, however, can belocally arranged around only one processor and do not provide for connect-
ing service companies to the system asits subjects.

Gamingsets of equipment for gaming centers are known(LP, B, 3-70998, 11.11.91 and JP, B, 3-70994, 11.11.91)
that are designed for playing on several group-forming gaming machines with a possibility of settling game accounts for
games with several players. They, however, do not permit establishing of a protected network thatis not limited by dis-
tance and that provides for a possibility of serving several companies and/orplayers belonging to the system (possibility
of moneytransactions included)at a diversity of the game basis for wagering, betting and other game events.

Electronic settlement of accounts via networks that provide communications with financial institutions is known, for
instance, "Apparatus and method for providing credit for operating a gaming machine" (US, A, 5038022, 06.08.91) and
"Installation permettant de participer a distance et en direct a des jeux de casino” (FR, Al, 2666672, 13.03.92). They,
however, do not permit establishing of a geographically unlimited gaming system consisting of a plurality of subjects
that envisages a simultaneous modeling of the gaming situation and settling the accounts by the results of the game
through a financial institution.

Patents "A communication terminal used as a game machine” (EP, A2, 0477775, 04.01.92) and "Gameof skill or
chance playable by several participants remote from each otherin conjunction with a commonevent" (US, A, 5083800,
28.01.92) are knownthat use telephonelines and terminals. The authors, however, did not envisage establishing of a
protected network with service possibilities, including that of money transactions, on a broad gaming basis with various
combinations of playing teams.

The patent "Gameplaying system” (US, A, 4958835, 25.09.90, A63F9/22) is known that describes a system with
a plurality of gaming machines interconnected by a communications channel that enables them to exchange data using
an identification code for each machine. Upon each reception of data the identifying device of the system checks
whether the data belongsto the transmitting machine. In case the data cannotbe identified, the game accountis reset
and incriminated, and the rea! account owneris searched for by addressing gaming machines of the system. This sys-
tem, however, can completely upset a player's game in case of system failure which may entail a money loss on player's
bank account and decreasesthe system reliability.

The patent "Game scoring method” (US, A, 4900027, 19.10.88, GO65F15/44) is known describing a computer-
based scoring method in which eachplayer is assigned an identifying digital number entered in conjunction with "WE"
or "THEY" key depression,thereafter digital numbers indicating scores earned are entered in conjunction with "WE"or
“THEY”key. At the end of a game the computer displays a total score for each individual player together with his iden-
tifying number. However,it heavily narrows the possibility of selecting a desirable composition of players for a given
gaming situation and provides no privacy of players’ accounts. The patent "Method of lookaheadpipelinefor processing
object recordsin a video system” (US, A, 4894774, 16.01.90, GO6F15/44)is known. It describes a method that permits
to search an associated databaselist that contains information onall the objects meeting the presetcriteria. An asso-
ciated list of criteria on this or that object is compiled by whichthe object is searched for among those available,its posi-
tion and dimensions on the display are specified togetherwith the address of stored graphic data and the address of
the communications index that specifies the address of the next entry in the associated list. After that the list is consec-
utively searched for those entries that satisfy the preset criteria. This method, however, provides no opportunity for a
player to select a team that meets his criteria for a given gaming situation and to join the situation together with the
desired team of players.

A computerized gaming system for playing poker, described in Patent US, A, 4926327, 15.05.90, GO6F15/44,is the
closest byits engineering essence to the suggested electronic gaming system (EGS). The former consists of a central -
computer unit (CCU) and a group of individual player consoles (IPC) interconnected with the CCU. The CCUis
equipped with means enabling all players to initiate a set of wagers, a circuit to initiate all poker game events with a
simultaneous data exchange, a circuit to evaluate each player's cards and determine the orderof finish of the players,
a circuit to divide the total amount wagered. Each IPC is equipped with a processor, a circuit to receive and display the
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cards assigned to an individual player, a circuit permitting each player to respond to the game eventsinitiated by the
processor, a circuit to receive and display wagering data. The system enables a plurality of players to simultaneously
wager within the initiation time period equa! to the period a playeris permitted to wager. The system provides for a mul-
tivariant poker gamethat complies with the parameters set either automatically by the system or manually bythe play-
ers. It also performsafinal scoring for each playerafter the gameis finished. The system permits to install a plurality of
IPCs within a localterritory, enables each player to monitor game events, and restricts the surrounding people trom
observing the gameresults on the IPC display through use of a funnel-shaped screen. The system can be used in casi-
nos. This computer system, however, can offer players only one type of gamingsituation and is limited in territory by the
possibilities of a given local network. Besides, it provides no opportunity for establishing a protected network that is
unlimited byits territory and can serveall its subjects, both players and companies that require a broad gaming basis
enabling them to wager in any combinations, perform moneytransactions through financialinstitution once the gameis
over, etc.

A computerized statistical football game described in patent US, A, 4918603, 17.04.90, GO6F15/44 can serve as
the closest example of the suggested method of system control and adjustment by its engineering essence. The game
has meansfor setting up individual football franchises, for selecting starting player rosters, for scoring performances for
each football player. The invention belongs to gaming systems, being able to contro! gamingsituations depending on
variations in football team composition and the process of selection and exchange of football players, as well as the
process of scoring performances for each football playerafter they were exchanged between the teams. This method,
however, envisages no possibility for a gaming system user to composea football team with a guaranteed participation
of only those subjects that were identified and checked for their affiliation to the system. Besides, it cannot provide pri-
vacy of information on ihe gaming situation within a selected game and onits final results.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Theinvention solves the problem of creating an electronic gaming system that provides a broad variety of gaming
situations and helps acquire habits of solving logical and strategic problems, betting and forecasting the results of var-
ious gaming situations in interaction with other players, for instance, in totalisator or while playing roulette, as well as
wagering in gambling combination gamesthe player participates in, like card games, checkers, chess, etc. The system
meets the requirement that a player be able to join a gamingsituation any time of dayor night disregarding the working
hours of an establishment, casino for instance, to play several gamesata time or to combineplaying with otheractivities
without the necessity to leave the premises comfortable to the user and go someplaceelse. The possibility of betting
real money through player's bank accounts that guarantees confidentiality of his wins, accuracy and verifiability of set-
tlements as well as player's personal safety combined with an opportunity to communicate stimulates him to join a
game.All the aboveis realized in a virtual computer world with participation of real players or groups of players selected
by the user who can assess them on the basis of the available information. At the sametimeali the players remain per-
sonally unknown to the participants of the gaming situation.

The basic problem of the invention is also solved by devising a method of controlling and adjusting such systerns
as described above. The operation of computerized gaming systems,for instance, of casino type, requires integration
of functionally similar gaming and servicing situations necessary and/or desirable for a player to join such a system.
Moreover,it is required that a specific gaming situation be joined only by thoseofall the system subjects that are reg-
istered in the system and have had their honesty checked. The system must prevent a possibility of an intended intru-
sion and ensure confidentiality of all gaming events and settlements while providing a high invariance level of offered
gaming situations and their combinations.

The electronic gaming system consists of a central computerstation (CCS), peripheral computer stations (PCS)
and a data transmission network (DTN)to interconnect them.

The CCSincludes a computer of the administrator and is equipped with the following systems: a players registra-
tion system, a game accounts managing system, an information tabulating, storing and searching system, a system for
recording gaming situations, a system for final scoring by the results of the game, a wagering and betting system, an
executive gaming system, a data exchange system.

Theplayers registration system is designed to register all new subjects whojoin the system, those already logged
on, or those who leave the system. Thus, the system ensures control over a certain restricted group of included sub-
jects.

The game accounts managing system controls the players’ game accounts, executes settlements between the
players and the CCS and performs operations on their bank accounts. ;

The information tabulating, storing and searching system serves to accumulate and process the information on
players, gamingsituations, selection criteria, etc. and keeps special records of communications sessions that permit to
check the validity and correctness of administrator actions andthereliability of system protection.

The system for recording gaming situations keeps recards on each of the player-initiated games and stores the cur-
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rent gaming situations to permit their restoration in case of a communicationsfailure. Thus, the information in the sys-
tem is preserved even in case of emergency, enabling a player to check thevalidity and correctness of settlements.

The wagering and betting system provides a possibility to bet and wagerprior to the beginning of a game.
The executive gaming system performs a direct contra! over the blocks that realize the gaming process, provides

information input and output as well as other actions necessary to play a game.
Unlike the state-of-the-art central gaming computers, the CCS comprises an electronic payments system, an infor-

mation protection system, a secure communications system, a gameselection system and a mailing system.
The executive gaming system realizes various gaming situations on the basis of the EGS database.
The secure communications system provides personal communications of PCS with the CCS administrator or with

other PCSs by means of electronic communications.
The communications can also be organized between any two or more arbitrarily formed PCS groups.
The gameselection system includes a database onall the gaming situations and permits to select a game by any

preset (indicated) criterion, to join the selection, to participate in several gamesat a time by switching over from one to
another.

Theelectronic payments system provides information exchange with financialinstitutions, such as banks, and exe-
cutes electronic payments by meansof telecommunications.

Theinformation protection system protects personal, financial and general networkinformation used by the players
against an unauthorized intrusion, as well as demarcation and redistribution of information and information access
among the EGS subjects.

The secure communications system provides a direct real-time interactive communications between the system
subjects, as well as between a player and the administrator or between groups of players. The system enables a player
to overcomethe timerestriction imposed by working hours of a casino since thelatter actually turns into an electronic
gaming system. :

The CCS and PCSsinclude mailing systems providing a personalelectronic mail for PCSs and/ortopical electronic
billboards, reference systems and a data exchange system. The reference system supplies information on the players
that are present in the EGS, a gamerating of each of the potential players and offers an opportunity to select a partner
by anyof the presetcriteria.

The mailing system is designed to provide an exchange of personal messages between the users and otherelec-
tronic mail services and to update the electronic billboards. Players’ persona! messagesare transmitted in the form of
secure packages and can be processed by addressees both in CCS-connected or CCS-disconnected status, since they
require no immediate reaction.

The personal E-mail system provides individual correspondence amongplayers, between players and the admin-
istrator or other system subjects within the EGSlimits. The system also provides topically-grouped in-system electronic
billboards. Such a structure ensures a protected information exchangefor the subjects included into the system.

The data exchange system provides a protected data exchange between the CCS and PCSs.
The reference system enables a userto easily find the necessary information on the gaming system,thus prevent-

ing potential errors on his part that could causea loss of information or disclosure of his personality. The reference sys-
tem assists in and simplifies the use of the gaming system.

The PCS comprises modems and computers of the players and those of the financial PCSs. Thefinancial! PCSs
have their own bank accounts. Optionally, they can be equipped with meansof radio communications, modems,net-
work and/or radio modems, desktop and/or laptop computers. The modem and computers comprised in a PCS can be
stand-alone and/or integrated into a LAN with a terminal. Operation of the CCS in the data exchange network permits
it to interact with any arbitrary combination of PCS types. The data transmission network consists of a communications
Station interacting with both radio and network modems.

So, the EGSprovides administration, data exchange and execution of gaming processes while ensuring security,
privacy and a broad variety of games and services. Moreover, it monitors the players’ accounts and will neverallow a
player to lose more than is deposited on his bank account.

The method of system control and adjustment consists of players registration, selection of a playing team starting
composition and scoring each player in a given game.

Thedistinction of the suggested method lies in the fact that a player is identified at his registration by a set of key
attributes that are transmitted to the CCS protection system in an encoded form. The information supplied by a player
is individually encoded and sentto the administrator as well as the present (installed) subjects of the EGS. Having reg-
istered, the player selects a starting composition of teams (groups). To do so, he gets acquainted with the information
search system, selects and directly indicates the required criteria, and passes them on to the CCS which performs an
automatic adjustment of the EGS. Thenthe player joins one or more games selected from the game databaselist. The
player is scored by the results of each gameheparticipates in. In case the setof attributes entered by a player does
not coincide with the one stored, a registration failure is registered in the electronic protocol and the administratoris
informed thereof. The numberof registration attempts is limited, and whenit is exceeded, the EGS is warned of anintru-
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sion. In this case the bank and/or other player's accounts are blocked. After the registration the gaming image of the
player can be modified on his request in accordancewith the suggested common rules. A player can monitor anyof the
selected games by switching the games overonhis display and can interactively influence the regime of the gamesinstalled in the EGS.

With games installed, a player can select any information in the process of the gameand send it to any subject
included into the EGS.

In accordancewith the above method, the confidentiality of data transmission, the security of the system and the
privacy of bank accounts can be observed byplayers and the system-included subjects that provide services only when
the EGS is comprehensively controlled and adjusted atall stagesofits subjects interaction. The abovefactors are also
provided through use of an information encoding system with individual for each player encoding keys in all of his com-
munications sessions with casino programs.

The suggested electronic gaming system permits to establish an unlimited-by-territory closed-for-public network
with confidential services open to all of its included subjects, both players and companies. The system offers a broad
gaming basis and provides for money transactions by the results of one or several selected games through players’bank accounts.

The suggested method prevents an unauthorized access to the system and guarantees privacy of all actions
undertakenin the processoforafter the gaming situations that are formulated in accordance with the player's requests
together with the team members selected by him.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Theinventionisillustrated by drawings that show:

Fig.1 - structure of the central computer station;

Fig.2 - structure of possible types of peripheral computer stations;

Fig.2a - option 1: a single peripheral computerstation;

Fig.2b - option 2: a peripheral computerstation of financial companies:

Fig.2c - option 3: a mobile peripheral computerstation using radio communications;

Fig.2d - option 4: a network peripheral computerstation;

Fig.3 - structure of the data transmission network;

Fig.4 - EGSinteraction diagram;

Fig.5 - displayed list of actions for entering the system;

Fig.6 - displayed structured information from the game selection database;

Fig.7 - displayed structured information for selecting players;

Fig.8 - displayed rating of players;

Fig.9 - table for selecting players by presetcriteria;

Fig.10 - displayed scoring table and accountinformation:

Fig.11 - diagram of the sequence of system-controlling actions;

Fig.12 - diagram of the players registration mode;

Fig.13 - diagram ofthe starting players composition selection mode;

Fig.14 - diagram of the gamejoining and monitoring mode;
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Fig.15 - diagram of player account managementand settlements;

Fig.16 - displayed “images” of players.

INVENTION EMBODIMENT OPTIONS

The electronic gaming system consists of a CCS (1) that comprises a modem device (21), a server(22), a compu-
ter of the administrator (23) and a terminal (24), all operating as a single administrative system (2), see Fig. 1.

The CCSstructure is a combination of soft- and hardware that stores, collects and controls the information of a
computerized gaming system, for instance, of casino type.

The CCSconsists of a players registration system (3), a game accounts managing system (4), an information tab-
ulating, storing and searching system (5), a system for recarding gaming situations (6), a system forfinal scoring by the
results of the game (7), a wagering and betting system (8), an executive gaming system (9), a data exchange system
(10), see Fig.1, 2a-d.

The EGSis equipped with peripheral computer stations (PCS) (25) that comprise a system for admitting players
(26) to the CCS and a gaming interface system (27), see Fig.2a-d.

Unlike the state-of-the-art central gaming computers, the CCS (1) also comprises an electronic payments system
(11), an information protection system (12), a secure communications system (13), a game selection system (14), an
executive gaming system (9). The CCSrealizes the gaming situations from the database (16') of the executive gaming
system (9), see Fig.1. The interaction between the CCS (1) and a PCS(25)is carried out through a data transmission
network (32), see Fig.4, comprising a communicationsstation (20) that can communicate both with radio modems (28),
see Fig.2c, and network modems(28), see Fig.2a,b,d. The EGS can also feature, for instance, mailing systems (15),
see Fig.1 and 2a-d, thatare included into the CCS (1) and PCSs (25).

The EGScan,for instance, have either a single a secure communications system (13) or a secure communications
system combined with a mailing system (15). The a secure communications system provides electronic communica-
tions of a PCS with the administrator computer (23) at the CCS (1), or communications of PCSs (25) among them-
selves, see Fig.4. The a secure communications system (13) can provide communications of any two ar morearbitrarily
formed groups (29) of PCSs (25), see Fig.4.

The gameselection system (14) comprises a database (16") that describes all types of gaming situations and per-
mits selection of any of them, see Fig.6.

The information tabulating, storing and searching system includes a database (16") that describes the composition
of players and their rating, and permits to select players by any preset criterion, see Fig.8, 9. The PCS includes com-
puters (30) or a computer network (31) and modems(28) of both players and bank and/or other deposit accounts, see
Fig.2a-d. The CCSconsists of a terminal (24) and a server (22) of the administrator (2), connected to a modem device
(21), see Fig.1. The CCS(1) pravides interaction of PCSs (25) in any arbitrary combination through the data transmit-
ting network (32). The PCS (25)includes a modem (28) and computers (30, 31) that can be both desk- and laptop. The
computers included into the PCS (25) can beeither stand-alone, see Fig.2a, or connected to a LAN, see Fig.2d, having
a terminal and a modem (28), see Fig.2d.

All the systems operate in an interactive mode and are based,by the general classification, on methods of compar-
ison, classification and identification of images (MCCII) that treat comparison as a measuring operation performed by
a measuring and computing complex (MCC). The MCC hasanhierarchic structure since each system solves its own
problem, independently classifies a specific action with this or that type of problem, and interactively passes its decision
to an appropriate system. The EGS adequately identifies and organizes the operation of the whole system performing
the role of an MCC using MCCIl, collects and processes the data obtained as a result of a complex examination of the
situation. When necessary, the main gaming functions can be set by a player during a game,or by the administratorin
the administrative mode of system operation. A model formulated in termsof fuzzy logic is applied to use the database.
Using the rules for composing fuzzy relationships, a diagnostic decision for each data set is worked out that assumes
the form of an affirmation, negation or question onfurther gaming process when applied to the most suitable variant.
Versions of such a system are known from publications, for instance,

A.C.Knewees, M.-O.YepHaxosckan. Cuctembt npenctasnenna

npoGnemHo-opKeHTuposaHHbIx sHaHnii [Systems for problem-oriented knowledge

representation]. Ussectua AH CCCP,1982, N 5, cc.43-63.
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The databaseis represented by a set of data organized by the SDSA (structured description of subject area) prin-
ciple with each set physically located as a separate system on the disk

(H.T.Pycramos, [.T.WSparumos. Onucanne uHCTpyMeHTanbHbix

cpegcrs ANA NOcTpoeHMA CoBeTYIOWIMX PacnosHatowux cuctem [Description of tools

for constructing advising identification systems}. YOHNO “KuGepHetuxa’, AH CCCP,

Tawxext, 1991 r.

Formal language meansare used for administrative-type information systems, for instance "DESKTOP SYSTEM"

(C.N.Borys. Meroppi u cpenctsa oTobpaKenna

MHOFOMepHbIX NapamMeTpuyeckux 3aBucuMocTeH [Methods and means for

representation of multi-dimensional parametric dependencies]. C6.Hayy.tpygos:

VUkcbopmaynoHnbie TexHonormu ucKyccTBeHHoro uHtennexta. M. FocKOTN, 1994 r.

YOK 681.51/513.2).

To realize the suggested method of system control and adjustment, each player, who wishes to participate in the
system, performs the following operations from his peripheral computer station (PCS) (25) through a telephoneline:
activates (36) the PCS, establishes connection (37) with the central computerstation CCS (1), starts the player regis-
tration system (38), see Fig.11. Each player has a bank and game deposit accounts (34) included into the EGS,as well
as his permanent and operational identifying attriputes (code, encoding key, password, pseudonym, gaming image)
logged in the system. In order to join the system, a player must have a computer connected through a modem toatel-
ephoneline and a special software. A physical connection with the GCS,followed by an automatic connection through
the telephoneline to the CCS (1), is established by registration, see Fig. 11. ¥ the registration is successful (39), the
GCS monitoris activated (40) and interaction with the working block of the system (41) becomes possible. The player
receives the necessaryinformation (42) from the reference system, selects a gameheis interested in (43) and controls
the gaming process (44). All the financial settlements resulting from the game are performed by the system (45). In
case of a registration failure (46) the PCSis blocked (47), and the system provides an opportunity to personally address
(48) the administrator by connecting the player with the administrator, see Fig.11. At this point the player's registration
session is stopped.

To accomplish registration, see Fig.12, a player activates the registration system (50) byclicking a corresponding
item on the PCS-displayed menu and enters, upon request, his identifying attributes (51), i.e. his code, password and
pseudonym, in sequence. Theregistration system compares the received information with the identifying attributes
stored in the CCS database.If they coincide (52), a successful registration (53) is logged in the electronic protocol,
player's business cards are sent to his constantpartners and the administrator (54), and the player is connected to the
working block to perform all further actions. Thus, the registration procedure is successfully completed (55). A special
system for encoding information with an individual for each player encoding key is used to provide security and privacy
of communications between a player and the casino.
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If the identifying attributes do not coincide (56) with those stored in the CCS database,the attempt is logged in the
electronic protocol as a registration failure (57) and is compared with the numberof allowed attempts (58). If the number
of attempts is exhausted (59), the playeris urgently connected to the administrator (60) for a dialog. After the dialog the
CCS sendsa request"is the personality of the player identified?"(58). If the answeris "yes" (61), a successful registra-
tion of the player is automatically logged in the protocol (53), and he is connected to the working block (41). If the
answeris “no” (62), an intrusion attemptis logged (63), the player's account is blocked (64) to prevent theft of money.
Theregistration is aborted (65).

In case the numberof registration attempts is not exhausted (66) the player enters his identification attributes once
again (51).If the registration was accomplished successfully, the player can use the registration system for changing
his identifying attributes - pseudonym, password, see Fig.5, and his gaming image, see Fig.16. The player's pseudonym
and gaming image can be changed in strict compliance with the preset rules which protects other players againstfraud.
The player's password can be changed athis will by selecting an arbitrary combination of numerals and letters, both
Latin and Cyrillic, or any other characters offered by the computer keyboard.

The registration system is also actuated to fog a player's temporary exit from the casino or his final quitting of the
system. In such cases appropriate mandatory entries are logged in the protocol and the CCS database. Any data
exchangein the EGS is performed through information protection means (12) that encode and decodethe information
in players’ computers.

After a playeris connected to the working block (41) in the protected display mode, he can actuate any modeof this
block and switch over between several modes. A player can switch over to information or gaming mode, start one or
several games,or start selecting players for his team.

In the players searching mode the user actuates the search system (67), specifies his criteria (68) and receives a
request “are needed candidatures available?" (69). If the answeris “yes”, he can select his partners from thelist (70).
Then the player's business cards are sent to the selected persons (71), and the partners enter a dialog exchange (72)
to specify the criterion of theinitiator, for instance, what gaming tabletheinitiator would like to join, see Fig.7, or what
players by pseudonym, gaming image or rating heis willing to invite, see Fig.9. Then the system requests "do all part-
ners agree?” (73). If the answeris "yes”, the team is considered to be formed (74).If the answeris “no”, the system
requests “abort players selection?” (75). If the answeris "yes", the selection process is stopped.If the answeris "no",
the system repeats its request “do all partners agree?” (73). The required rating of players can be either assigned by
theinitiator himself or can be chosenby him from theplayers rating table, see Fig.8, offered by the information system
(42). The rating is selected by a probability percentof partner's winsin a specific type game.If the EGS contains games
with the specified criteria, the system offers the list of games and the gameselection process starts (77), see Fig.14.
Prior to the start the player selects his partner by clicking the required line, see Fig.9. Thelatter receives the player's
business card, andthen the partners entera dialog information exchange(72). If the EGS contains no players meeting
the set criteria, the initiator sends his invitations to those present (76) and then decides whether to stop partners selec-
tion or not.

To select a game, see Fig.14, the player initiates the game selection process (77), selects a game among those
offered (78), see Fig.6, and receives a request "is the gameactive?” (79). If the answeris "yes’, the player joins the
specified game (79a).If the answeris "no", he is prompted to start the players selection mode(80) followed by a request
“is the team formed?" (81). If the answeris "yes", the gamestarts, if "no” - the game selection procedure is repeated
(78).

After the gameis finished eachof the players is scored and their accounts are settled, see Fig.15. This is done by
summing up the points earned during the game (82), converting them into a money equivalent (83) and entering the
wins and lossesinto players’ accounts (84). In this case the player receives a request "are bank accounts activated?”
(85). If the answeris "yes", electronic payments through banks are executed (86) to accomplish the settlements. If the
answeris “no”, a corresponding paymentline is displayed for the player, see Fig.10. Thus the settlements are accom-
plished.

The EGSoperates asfollows:to initiate the EGS, each system subject has to go throughtheregistration procedure
by entering his code, pseudonym and password. After the data is entered the playeris assigned a registration number
with his identifying attributes logged in the CCS. Using his PCS,a player can enter the system through a telephoneline
anytime of day suitable to him. Connection to the system is accomplished bystarting oneof the programs of the players
registration system that dials through a modem the casino phone number and connects to the casino administrator
computer. After the connection is established the registration system requests the player to enter his pseudonym, pass-
word and code, see Fig.S. Then the system compares the input data with the player's identifying attributes stored in the
administrator computer. lf they fully coincide, the customer is considered identified and is given the opportunity to use
his deposit account that can be either a game or bank account. To perfarm specific gaming actions, a player chooses
a game pseudonym by requesting appropriate data from the information tabulating, storing and searching system
through the PCSinterface, see Fig.5, selects the gaming team by entering appropriate data into the EGS throughhis
PCSinterface, see Fig.7,8 and 9, selects his game by entering appropriate data into the gameselection system through
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his PCSinterface, see Fig.6. To form a desired gaming team, a EGS user sends a request or an advertisement to the
mailing system or usesfor this purpose other EGS communications systems. To preserve safety and confidentiality, all
information exchange between the CCS and a PCS, and among the PCSs is protected by the information protection
system, by security meansof the data exchange system and - whensettling accounts - additionally by security means
of the electronic payments system. Each system uses a specific numeric identifier for each player. To perform all the
necessary actions, a player gets acquainted with the rules and prompts stored in the reterence system. After the game
is over, the player's PCSinterface displays a table with the results of the game and the operations performed on his
deposit account, see Fig.10, 2b.

The gameselection mode (see Fig. 14) requires the following actions: the playerinitiates the gameselection system
(77) that displays the available games throughthe player's PCS and permits him to select one (78) by clickingit. Part-
ners can be selected either before orafter this procedure. So, after the gameis installed, the players selection modeis
initiated by starting the players search system (67), or the player switches overto join the selected game(79).

Throughout his presence in the EGS a player can dynamically switch over between different activated games and
modes, and/or participate in one or several games at a time. The player can either monitor a gaming process orjoinit
in an interactive mode.A playeris also offered a possibility to wager or place bets with other players before the game
starts or to monitor the process of scoring the points by the gameresults. All gaming events are logged in the recording
system of the EGS. The scoring of points, see Fig. 15, is done throughout the gaming process, with its results reflected
in the player's game deposit account. After the gameis over the account managing system converts the scored points
into a money equivalent andthe resulting sum is either added or subtracted from the player's bank account deposited
with the EGS,provided the account wasactivated priorto the start of the game.After that electronic payments with the
bank are executed (87).

So, each system user can play with any otheruser of said system at any time with an option of simultaneouspar-
ticipation in several games, and settle accounts by the results of the game through his bank without the necessity to
abandon his current occupation.

Aplayer does not haveto leavehisoffice or home and is not restricted by the casino working hours,i.e. he can play
any time of day or night. Games are played anonymously with full privacy of data in the system and system protection
againstintrusion provided. Accounts are settled at will either in conventional points or by cashless operations with bank
accounts,thus increasing security and forbidding a player to loose more moneythan is deposited on his account. All
gaming events are logged, thus enabling a player to check thevalidity af all gaming actions and preventing possibility
of fraud.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The invention can be successfully used for modeling realinterrelationship among subjects of free market economy.
The method of system control and adjustment relates to electronic network systems that use programmable control.
The suggested gaming system can be applied for computerized modeling of real interrelationship among subjects of
free market economyafter the information pertaining to the processes to be modeled andalist of possible situations
are entered into the system database.

Claims

1. An electronic gaming system consisting of a central computerstation (1), composed of an administrator computer
(23), a players registration system (3), a game accounts managing system (4), an information tabulating, storing
and searching system (5), a system for recording gaming situations (6), a system for scoring by the results of the
game(7), a wagering and betting system (8), an executive gaming system (9), a data exchange system (10); and
peripheral! computer stations (25), each comprising a system for admitting players to the central computer station
(26), a gaming interface system (27); and distinctive by the fact that the central computer station (1) is equipped
with an electronic payments system (11), an information protection system (12), a secure communications system
(13), agame selection system (14), with the executive gaming system (9) realizing gamingsituations from the data-
base (16’) of the executive gaming system (9) and the central computer station (1) interacting with peripheral com-
puter stations (25) through a data exchange network (32) equipped with a communicationsstation (20).

2. The electronic gaming system of claim 1 distinctive by the fact that the central computerstation (1) and peripheral
computer stations (25) include mailing systems (15).

3. The electronic gaming system of claim 1or 2 distinctive by the fact that the secure communications system (13)
comprises a personal communications system (33).
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The electronic gaming system of claim 3 distinctive by the fact that peripheral computer stations (25) are connected
by electronic communications with the administrator computer (23) or between themselves through a personal
communications system (33).

The electronic gaming system of claim 4 distinctive by the fact that any two or more arbitrarily formed groups of
peripheral stations (25) are interconnected by electronic communications through the personal communications
system (33).

The electronic gaming system of claim 1 distinctive by the fact that the gameselection system (14) includes a data-
base (16"), describing and selecting different types of gaming situations in any combination of gamesfor players.

The electronic gaming system of claim 1 or 6 distinctive by the fact that the information tabulating, storing and
searching system includes a database describing and forming players teams and players rating (16") by any player-
presetcriterion.

The electronic gaming system of claim 1 distinctive by the fact that the peripheral computer stations (25) include
computers (30} and modems(28)for both players and bank and/or other deposit game accounts.

The electronic gaming system of claim 1 distinctive by the fact that the central computer station (1) consists of a
terminal (24) and a server (22) of the administrator (2) connected to a modem device (21).

Theelectronic gaming system of claim 1 distinctive by the fact that peripheral computer stations (25) are intercon-
nected in any arbitrary combination by meansof the central computer station (1) and a data transmission network
(32).

A method of system contro! and adjustment implying that players are registered, the starting composition of players
is selected, each playeris scored in the selected game, and distinctive by the fact that each playeris identified at
his registration by a set of key attributes that are passed on to a central computer station (1) in an encoded form
where they are compared with the individualized information in the information protection system (12),; the infor-
mation supplied by the player being individually encoded and sent as a message to the administrator (2) and the
system subjects present; the starting composition of players is selected on the basis of the criteria offered by the
information tabulating, storing and searching system (5) by directly indicating the specific criteria followed by an
automatic adjustment of the computerized gaming system; the'playeris included into one or more games selected
by him from a databaselist of players (16"") and each playeris scored by the results of each selected game with an
automatic control of money transactions on bank and otherplayer's accounts.

The method of claim 11 distinctive by the fact that in case the set of key attributes does not coincide at playeriden-
tification, a registration failure is logged in the electronic protocol and the administrator (2) is advised thereof.

The method of claim 11 distinctive in the fact that a limited numberof identification attempts is assigned, and in
case it is exceeded the electronic gaming system is warned of an intrusion and the bank and other player accounts
are blocked.

10
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Description

The present invention relates to a gaming system in
which wirvloss determination for a particular gaming
station is determined by information transmitted from a
central computerto a plurality of gaming stations and in
particular to a device in which users perceive their gam-
ing decisions asinfluencing the outcome, even though
the outcomeis determined from a central computer.

BACKGROUNDINFORMATION

A number of gaming systems include gaming sta-
tions or terminals, typically electronic terminals,
aithough partially-mechanical terminals are also possi-
ble. Examples of electronic gaming terminals include
electronic slot machines, electronic poker-playing
machines, electronic keno machines and thelike. In a
typical situation, a plurality of such machines are pro-
vided and a user activates or initiates play on one or
more of such machines by an action such as inserting a
coin in a coin slot, inserting a credit card and/or smart
card, making a selection by a push button, touch
screen,etc., e.g. to make a wager.After playis initiated
by a user, the gaming terminal determines whether the
user has won or lost and outputs this information and/or
makes a payoff to the user.

In somesituations it is desired that the win/oss

determination at given electronic terminals should be
determined at a central location, such as a central com-

puter coupled to two or more gaming terminals. Such
central determination of win/floss may be mandated by
governmental regulations or may be desired in orderfor
a casino or other entity to maintain proper records, con-
trol the gaming, reduce or prevent cheating, etc.

In such a centrally-controlled operation, the percep-
tion of the user can be important. It is believed that in
many situations, the maximum entertainment value of
such gamingis achieved when players or users subjec-
tively believe that their mannerof play and/or decision to
play/not play at a particular time and/or at a particular
station influences the win/oss outcome. For example,
players often wantto feel that they have a better chance
of winning if they play selectively at those places or
these times whenthey “feel lucky.” It is believed that the
entertainment value of gaming is reduced if the players
believe that, at the time the gameis played, the decision
as to whether they win or lose has already been made,
and/or is centrally made. Similarly, players wish to
believe that two personsplaying the same game on two
different machines will not necessarily achieve the
Samewin/loss results.

Accordingly, it would be advantageousto provide a
system m whichthe win/loss decision at any of a plural-
ity of electronic terminals is determined by a central
computer, (in the sense that, for two machinesplaying
the same game, when they are played in an identical
fashion,if one machineis a winnerthe otherwill also be
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a winner) and yet to increase entertainment value by
providing players with a situation in which they perceive
that the decision whether and whento play changes the
win/loss outcome.

tt would be further advantageousto provide a sys-
tem in which some of the gaming terminals are contig-
ured for playing games different from those of other
terminals. For example, some terminals may be contig-
ured as slot machine-type games while others may be
configured as poker-type games. Some gaming termi-
nals may be configured to simulate three-reel 22-posi-
tion slot machines while others may be configured to
simulate five-reel machines each with hundreds or thou-

sands of reel positions (so-called "virtual reel”
machines). It would be advantageous to provide this
type of gaming environment while still achieving the
centrally-generated random numberfeature, preferably
without the need to duplicate elements of the central
computer and/or communication links therewith.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, a central com-
puter outputs random numbers or game outcome seeds
(such as random number seeds) to a plurality of gaming
terminals with the central! computer outputting numer-
ous game outcome seeds, oneafter another, preferably
on a periodic basis wherein each seed whichis broad-
cast can be received by a plurality of gaming terminals,
preferably substantially simultaneously. Each gaming
terminal can output a win or loss outcome based on any
game outcome seed received from the central compu-
ter. Which of the seeds is used far making the win/loss
determination at a given gaming terminal depends upon
the time at which a user selects or activates that termi-

nal, such as by placing a wager, pushing a button, mak-
ing a touch screen selection, pulling a lever arm, and
the like. In one embodiment, the central computer out-
puts game outcome seeds at a high frequency, prefera-
bly sufficiently rapidly that it would be unlikely for any
two machines to be activated or selected at the sama

time. For example, if random number seeds are broad-
cast to all connected gaming terminals once every 250
milliseconds, any two gaming terminals would receive
the same random number seed only if the players at
those two machines activated the machines within 250
milliseconds of one another. Becausethis near-simulta-

neous activation would typically be a rare event, the
entertainment value of the game will be enhanced
becauseit will be the perception of the players that their
decision as to whether and when to play a given
machineaffects the win/loss outcome (regardless of the
fact that the ultimate win/loss determination for any
given machine is made at a central computer which
simultaneously controls win/oss decisions of a plurality
of connected gaming terminals).
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a gaming system
according to one embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

Fig. 2 depicts a format for transmitting a random
number seed according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 3 is a flow chart of a process for generating and
broadcasting periodic random numbers according
to an embodimentof the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart for using centrally generated
random number seeds received from a central com-

puter for playing a poker game according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

. Fig. § is a flow chart of a process for using a cen-
trally generated random numberseed for playing a
keno game according to an embodiment of the
presentinvention;
Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a process for using a cen-
trally generated random numberseed for playing a
slot machine game according to an embodiment of
the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

As depicted in Fig. 1 according to one embodiment
of the invention, each of a plurality of gaming terminals
102a, 102b, 102c¢ is coupled via communication links
104a, 104b, 104c to a central computer 106. A number
of types of gaming terminals can be used. In the
depicted embodiment, each gaming terminal has a
microprocessor 108 coupled to a memory 110, a display
or other output device 112, and a communicationsfacil-
ity 114. The terminal 102 also includes a device for per-
mitting the user to use or activate the device such as by
placing a wager,e.g., using coin slot 118 or otheractiva-
tion device such as a credit card slot, a bill verifier, a
smart card receiving slot, a keyboard for receiving an
identifier code, one or more buttons by which a user
may initiate and/or control play which, if desired, may
include touch screen (“virtual”) buttons, e.g., presented
on the display screen 112, and/or a slot machine-style
lever (not shown). The microprocessor 108 operates in
accordance with a program 122 stored in memory 110
(or stored in a separate memory such as an EEPROM
or flash memory). Althoughit is possible to provide for
all terminals which are coupled to the central computer
106 to be configured to play the same type of game,
preferably, the terminals 102 and the programs 122
therein, are contigured so that different terminals may
be used for playing different types of games, ¢.9., such
that some terminals may be used for playing a slot
machine-style game, others may be used for playing a
poker-style game, others may be used for playing a
keno-style game, and the like. In one embodiment,
some orall terminals may be configured so that they
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may be used for playing any of a plurality of different
games, as selected by casino personne! and/or as
selected by the user. In the depicted embodiment, the
memory 110 of each terminal 102 stores pay table infor-
mation, i.e., information which determines, for a given
game result, whether that result represents a winning
result or a losing result and, if a winning result, the type
and/or amount of the payout for such win.If desired, dif-
ferent terminals 102 may be provided with different pay
tables, even for terminals which are configured to play
the same game. The general mannerof constructing a
program to contro! a microprocessor so as to permit a
user to play various games and output results is well-
known in the art and the manner of constructing the pro-
gram to further implement the present invention will be
understood by those of skill in the programmingart after
understanding the present disclosure.

The communications device 114 can be any of a
plurality of devices known to those of skill in the art for
receiving data communication and placing it in a format
Suitable for transmission to the microprocessor 108. In
one embodiment, as described below, communication
between the terminals 102 and the central computer
106 is two-way communication so that the communica-
tions device 114 also acts to transmit information from

the microprocessorto the central computer 106.
The communication links 104 can be of various

types, including coaxial cable, telephone cable, optical
fiber, microwave communicationlinks, infrared commu-
nication links, and the like. In one embodiment, a sec-
ond computer 124 is coupled to the communication
links 104a, 104b, 104c for monitoring the communica-
tions, @.9., for bookkeeping and/or security purposes,
which may be a computer specific to a particular casino
or other geographic location or a subdivision thereof.

Atthoughit is possible, in one embodiment, to pro-
vide a system in which the central computer 106 outputs
random numbers which are directly used by eachof the
gaming terminals 102, (if necessary, with translation to
a format and/or range suitable for use with a particular
game)this configuration can bedifficult to implement in
a Situation in which different types of games usediffer-
ent ranges of random numbersor in which some games
may use more or fewer random numbers than others.
For example, for a standard poker game, the deal
requires the device to generate five (different) random
numbers in the range of one through §2 (each number
corresponding to one of the cards in a deck) and the
draw requires generation of a variable number of ran-
dom numbers which are different from the original five.
The system can be configured either to use a single
seed to generate all 5-10 random numbers or can use
two or more seeds, e.g. by using one seed for each gen-
erated random number(taking care not to repeat num-
bers already generated.) In a standard keno machine,
the microprocessor should generateaplurality of (differ-
ent) random numbers, e.g. in the range of one through
80. Typically, the player picks as many numbers as
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desired.

It would also be possible to provide several sys-
tems, each with a central random number generator and
coupled terminals, e.g. with each system configured to
play a different game,albeit at the cost of requiring more
apparatus than might otherwise be needed.

In one embodiment one central computer 106 out-
puts game outcome "seeds" which are then used by the
microprocessors 108 in each of the connected termi-
nals to generate a random numberwhich is appropriate
for the particular game being played at that terminal.
Transmission of game outcome seeds,(typically, a ran-
dom number seed) rather than transmitting random
numbers which are directly used by the gaming termi-
nals, is believed to reduce the computationalload on the
central computer (which may additionally have security,
bookkeeping or other duties) and the load on the com-
munications links, albeit at the cost of additional com-

puting at tha gaming terminals.
Preferably, the relationship between the game out-

come seed and the generated random numberis deter-
ministic in the sense that for any two gaming terminals
which are configured for playing the same game, the
random numbers generated by those two terminals will
be the sameif they are based upon the same seed,
even though the microprocessors 108 in the two termi-
nals are operating independently from one another. Pro-
cedures for generating a random numberin a particular
numerical! range from a given random number seed are
well known to those of skill in the programming art. The
random number seed which is generated by the central
computer 106 should have a range large enoughto pro-
duce results in the gaming terminals which appear, at
least subjectively to the users, to be random,but small
enoughto permit effective communicationat a high fre-
quency. in one embodiment, the random number seed
is an 8-bit binary number (and thusis itself a random
number). In one embodiment, the central system pro-
vides an associated identification tag for each seed that
is transmitted, e.g. so that the seed can beidentified
and traced back later to check for or analyze instances
of cheating.

Fig. 2 depicts one format for transmitting a random
number seed although other formats can be used, as
will be apparent to those of skill in the art. The random
number seed is embedded in a 16-bit-widefield. In the

depicted embodiment, thefirst three bits 202 signify an
address, with 000 indicating a global address. The next
two bits 204 are a function code indicating what typeof
communication the present 16-bit field represents. Pref-
erably, at least one ofthe codes identifies this communi-
cation as a random number seed broadcast. The next

eight bits 206 are the random numberseed, in one
embodiment, divided into first and second 4-bit nibbles,
each organized with the least significant bit first. The
final three bit field 208 is an error detection/correction

field such as a cyclical redundancy check (CRC)field or
a parity field. In one embodiment, the data is encrypted
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by the central computer before transmitting over the
links 104a, 104b, 104¢ and decrypted in the terminals
102 (and, optionally, the casino computer 124) accord-
ing to decryption keys which may be downloaded, from
time to time, or otherwise changed. Encryption assists
in preventing cheating.

Inone embodiment, the central computer may com-
municate information other than random numberseeds.

For example, the computer may poll various gamingter-
minals or other devices to verify status, retrieve stored
data, detect signs of cheating or other irregularities and
the like. Although a polling system is described,it is also
possible to use an interrupt system, as will be apparent
to those of skill in the art.

In one embodiment, the central computer may be
configured to detect cheating by receiving statusverifi-
cation data fram gamingterminals. In one embodiment
a gamingterminal, in responseto a poll, sends an elec-
tronic signature characteristic of its EEPROM or other
component which the central computer can compare to
the known correct or authorized signature stored in
memory. In another embodiment, the central computer
receives reports of wins or payouts from the various ter-
minals. Since the central computer 106 can, if desired,
keep a record of which random number seeds were
generated at which times (and, if desired, associated
identification tags) and can,if desired, keep information
necessary to replicate the operation of any connected
terminal, it is possible to use the central computer to
determing, in response to a reported win, whetherthere
was a random number seed broadcastto that terminal
that should have resulted in a win.

The amount of spacing between sequentially-trans-
mitted random number seeds depends on various fac-
tors. Although it is possible to configure a gaming
termina!to wait for thefirst seed (or n!! seed) whichis
received after a coin drop (or other activation), in one
embodimentit is preferred to avoid the wait by buffering
or storing received seed and using the last seed (or n‘2-
to-last seed) received before activation of play on the
terminal. In either case, the smaller the period between
successive seeds, the lesslikelyit is that two machines
whichare activated at about the sametimewill use the

same random number seed. This is believed to provide
for greater entertainment value and also to lessen the
likelihood that a large numberof terminals will receive
the same top-winning random number seed and thus
output a top-winning payout. Thus, if a new seed is
transmitted every 250 milliseconds, two machines
would have to be activated within 250 milliseconds of
each other in order to use the same random number. On

the other hand, more rapid generation of random
numberseeds places a greater computational burden
on both the central computer 106 and the gaming termi-
nals. Preferably, the spacing between successive ran-
dom number seedsis sufficiently small to substantially
prevent a single player from consistently activating two
or more machines so as to use the same random
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number seed. In one embodiment, random number
seeds are broadcast by the central computer 106 such
that successive seeds are spaced apart by about one
second or less, preferably by about 500 milliseconds or
less, more preferably by about 350 millisecondsorless,
and even more preferably by about 250 milliseconds or
less. In one embodiment,if there are two or more iden-
tical winning outcomes(e.g., if two or more systems get
the same seed), the multiple winners will share in a
pooled prize.

A numberof methods can be used for generating
periodic timing signals for broadcast of random number
seeds. The embodiment depicted in Fig. 3 makes use of
a periodic interrupt cycle of 10 milliseconds (1 centisec-
ond). In this embodiment, the numberof centiseconds
to expire between broadcasts is stored in memory.
When a period of 250 milliseconds is desired, the value
stored in memorywill thus be 25. At the beginning of the
procedure this value (e.g. 25) is copied from memory
into a counter 302. The counteris decremented 303 and

then the computer waits until an interrupt occurs 304.
Atter the interrupt has occurred (i.e. after the passage of
10 milliseconds) it is determined whether the current
value of the counter is zero 306.If not 308 the proce-
dure returns to the “decrement counter” step 303.If the
counter has been decremented to zeroit is determined

whether a broadcast flag has been set 310. This per-
mits using a flag to delay broadcast of a random number
seed, e.g.if ihe central computer and/or communication
link is engaged in a different, higher priority task. If the
broadcastflag is not set, the computer returns to wait for
the next interrupt cycle 304. Once the broadcast flag is
set, the computer will generate a random number seed
(using any of the plurality of random generation proce-
dures well known to those of skill in the programming
art) and broadcast the seed 312, properly formatted
(Fig. 2) over the communication links 104.

Fig. 4 depicts a mannerof using a random number
seed in connection with a poker-type game. The proce-
dure begins with activation of play in response to a user
input 410 (such as a coin drop, a real or virtual button
push, etc.). The gaming terminal microprocessor then
determines 412 whether the communication link with

the central computer appears to be currently active i.e.
whether a random number seed has been received

within the last 250 milliseconds.If the link appears to be
lost, an appropriate “link lost” procedure will be imple-
mented. Various options are available for this proce-
dure. The microprocessor may freeze the operation of
the terminal 414 preventing any further input or output,
may, if desired, return money, or credit the account of
the user 416 (or alternately may retain the wager), may
notify the central computer and/or the casino, may dis-
play a signal light, generate a sound, andthelike. In one
embodiment, the microprocessor continues to monitor
for re-establishment of the link 418 (optionally within a
predetermined period) and upon regaining the link,
automatically continues play.
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If it appears that the link is still good, the microproc-
essor uses the naxt-received random number seed (or,
if desired, a previously-received random numberseed,
such as the next-to-most-recently received seed, a seed
randomly selected from among the ten most recently
received seeds or the like) and, on the basis of this
seed, generatesfive different random numbers 422 in
the range of 1 through 52. The microprocessorthen dis-
plays images of playing cards 424 which correspond to
the five random numbers that were generated. The
microprocessor waits for a period of time to permit the
user to select which, if any, of the cards to discard,
optionally permitting another wager 426. Following the
discard selection, the microprocessor must select draw
cards to replace the discarded cards. These draw cards
will be selected by generating between one and four
random numbers (depending on the number of cards
discarded) in the range of 1-52, but not including cards
previously included in the deal. Although it would be
possible to use the same seed that was used in connec-
tion with the deal, in one embodiment it is preferred to
use a different seed for the random number generation
for draw cards.It is believed that using a second random
number both increases the perception of user choice
(and thus increases the entertainment value) and also
provides for a smaller likelihood of cheating. Accord-
ingly, the device once again determines whether the
communicationlinkis still active 428. If the communica-

tion link is not active, the procedure branchestoalink
loss operation which may be identical to the first link
loss operation or may be different for the deal and draw
Situations. If there has not been a loss of communica-

tion, the microprocessor uses the next random number
seed received from the central computer to generate
random numbers corresponding to draw cards to
replace the discarded cards 432. The microprocessor
then compares the five-card hand with a paytable to
determine whether the handis sufficiently good to jus-
tify a win or payoff 434. If there is a win determination,
the microprocessor may take various actions such as
crediting the account of the user, making an appropriate
entry in a user's smart card, controlling a pay-out hop-
Per to place coins into a pay-out tray, placing an appro-
priate pay-out display on the display screen, generating
sounds, lights, and the like. The microprocessor then
returns to the original state.

Fig. § is a flowchart similar in some respects, to the
flowchart Fig. 4 but showing a procedure for playing a
Keno game.In Fig. 5, after the userinitiates play e.g. by
making a wager 510, and choosing up to ten numbers in
the range 1-80 512, the microprocessor checks to see
whether the communication link is good 514. ff not, the
microprocessorinstitutes a “link lost” procedure which
mayinclude, e.g. freezing the gaming terminal 516 (i.e.
refusing to acceptfurther user input or to provide nor-
mal gaming output.) If the communication link is good
(orif a lost link is recovered) the microprocessor uses
the next seed received from the central computerto cal-
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culate twenty different random numbers in the range of
1-80 518. The microprocessor then determines wins
and losses by comparing the number of matches
between the user-selected numbers and the generated
numbers to a pay table and outputs the results e.g. by
reporting to the central computer and/or casino compu-
ter, placing an appropriate indication on the display
screen, crediting the user's account or smart card, out-
putting coins or other pay-out and thelike 520.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a procedure similar to that
depicted in Fig. 5 but used for playing a slot machine
type game.In the embodiment of Fig. 6 after the user
makes a wager 610 such as by inserting a coin in a coin
slot, pushing a real or a virtual button, pulling a lever,
and the like, the microprocessor determines whether
the communication link is good 612. If the communica-
tion link is not good, the microprocessor institutes a “link
lost” procedure which mayinclude, e.g. freezing the
gaming terminal 614. If the communication link is good
and/orif a lost communicationlink is reestablished, the
microprocessor uses the next seed received from the
central computer to calculate three different random
numbers 616. Each of the random numbers is in a

range corresponding to the numberof stop positions on
the three slot machinereels (or virtual reels, in the case
of an electronic slot machine). If there are more than
threereels orvirtual reels, more than three numberswill
be generated. The microprocessor then displays the
results such as by displaying a symbol associated with
the stop position for each reel (orvirtual ree!) and deter-
mines wins/loss by comparing the symbols at the stop
positions with the pay table and outputs the results 618.
It should be recognized that other schemes for selecting
reel stop positions using a random number may be
apparent to one of skill in theart.

In light of the above description number of advan-
tages the present invention can be seen. The invention
provides for central generation of win/loss information
for a plurality of gaming terminals, but still preserves
entertainment value by providing the perception that
selection of when and whether to play a particular termi-
nal affects the outcome. Communication of the informa-

tion is provided in such a way as to permit accounting,
taking appropriate action when a communicationlink is
lost, and guarding against cheating.

A number of variations and modifications of the

invention can be used. Some aspects of the invention
can used without using other aspects. For example,it is
possible to provide rapid spaced-apart random number
seeds without making transmission of the seeds strictly
periodic. It is possible to transmit different seedsto dif-
ferent groups of terminals. lt is possible to transmit dif-
ferent information at the same time by multiplexing
messages over communication links. it is possible to
provide for remote gaming such as gamingusing a dial-
up terminal, communication over a global communica-
tion systems such as the Internet, communicating over
telephone lines, television or other broadcast cable
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lines.

Althoughthe invention has been described by way
of a preferred embodiment in certain variations and
modifications other variations can also be used, the
invention being defined by the following claims:

Claims

1. Amethod for using a gaming system comprising:

providing a central computer;
coupling said central computer to at least one
gaming terminal having a terminal processor
configured for playing a game;
transmitting a series of game outcome seeds
from said central computer substantially simul-
taneously to each gaming terminal;
initiating play at a first of said plurality of gam-
ing terminals by calculating a first random
numberin a range selected for said game of
said first gaming terminal, in responseto a user
action occurring at a first time, wherein said
first random numberis based on a game out-
comeseed received at said first gaming termi-
nal from said central computerat said first time;
initiating play at a second of said plurality of
gaming terminals by calculating a second ran-
dom numberin a range selected for said game
at said gaming terminal, in response to a user
action occurring at a second time, wherein said
second random numberis based on a game
outcome seed received at said second gaming
terminal from said central computer at said
second time; and

wherein said terminal processors are
configured such that whensaid first and sec-
ond terminals are configured for playing an
identical game whenplayis initiated on both at
predetermined times and whensaidfirst and
second game outcome seeds are identical,
said first and second random numbers calcu-

lated by the terminal processors of said first
and second gaming terminals will be identical.

2. Amethod as claimed in claim 1 wherein said period
is less than about 250 milliseconds.

3. Amethod as claimed in claim 1 wherein said central

computeris coupled to a plurality of gaming termi-
nals.

4. The method as claimed in claim 3 wherein said

gamesof at least two of said plurality of gamingter-
minals are different.

5. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said trans-

mitting of a series of game outcome seeds occur-
ring at predetermined times.
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A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said trans-

mitting game outcome seeds are spaced apart by
at least a predetermined period.

Amethod as claimed in claim 1 wherein said step of
transmitting over a communication link selected
from among coaxial, telephone cable,fiber optics,
microwavelinks, andinfrared links.

A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein said com-

munication link is used for transmitting a second
type of information different from said random
number seed.

A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein said sec-

ond type of communication includes a polling signal
transmitted from said central computerto at least a
first of said gaming terminals.

A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein said sec-

ond type of communication fink includes informa-
tion sent from said gaming terminal to said central
computer.

A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said game
of at least one of said plurality of gaming terminals
uses first and second random numbers based on
first and second random number seeds received at

said gaming terminal atfirst and second different
times.

A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising
detecting loss of a communication link between
said central computer and said gaming terminal.

A method asclaimed in claim 12 further comprising
suspending gameplay in response to said step of
detecting.

A method as claimed in claim 12 further comprising
returning or crediting wagers placed but not yet
played in responseto said detecting.

Apparatus for a gaming system comprising:

a central computer;
a@ plurality of gaming terminals coupled to said
central computer by communication links, each
terminal having a terminal processar config-
ured for playing a game;
said central computer being programmed to
transmit a series of random number seeds from

said central computer substantially simultane-
ously to each of said plurality of gaming termi-
nals, said transmitting of each of said random
numberseeds being spaced apart byat least a
predeterminedperiod;
said terminal processor of each gaming termi-
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nal being programmed to calculate at least a
first random number in a range selected for
said gameof said gaming terminal in response
to a user action based on a random number

seed received from said central computer;
wherein said terminal processors are

configured such that whenfirst and second ter-
minals are configured for playing identical
games and when said first and second termi-
nals receive identical random number seeds
identical first and second random numbers will

be calculated by the terminal processors of
said first and second gaming terminals.

16. Apparatus for using a gaming system comprising:

a central computer;
a plurality of gaming terminal means, each ter-
minal means having a terminal processor
means configured for playing a game;
means for coupling said central computer to
said plurality of said gaming terminals;
means for transmitting a series of random
number seeds from said central computer sub-
Stantially simuttaneously to each of said plural-
ity of gaming terminals, said transmitting of
each of said random number seeds being
spaced apart by at least a predetermined
period;
means,in a first of said gaming terminals,for
initiating play by calculating a first random
number in a range selected for said game of
said first gaming terminal, in response to a user
action occurring at a first time, wherein said
first random number is based on a random

number seed received at said first gaming ter-
minal from said central computer at said first
time;
means in a second of said plurality of gaming
terminals, for initiating play by calculating a
second random numberin a range selected for
said gameat said gaming terminal, in response
to a user action occurring at a second time,
wherein said second random numberis based
on a random number seed received at said

second gaming terminal from said central com-
puter at said second time;

wherein said terminal processors are
configured such that when suchfirst and sec-
ond terminals are configured for playing identi-
cal games and when such first and second
random number seedsare identical, said first
and second random numbers calculated by the
terminal processors of said first and second
gaming terminalswill be identical.

17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said means for
transmitting a series of random number seeds
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includes a processorin said central computer and a
stored computer program.

is Operable;

if said communicationlink is operable, calculat-
ing a numberof draw random numbers equal to
the number of cards selected as discard cards

by said user in the range between 1-52, none
of which are equal to said five deal random
numbers to providefive hand random numbers

18. Apparatus as claimed in claim 16 wherein said
meansinsaid first of said plurality of gaming termi- 5
nals includes a processor and a stored computer
program.

19. A method for using a gaming system comprising:

providing a central computer;
providing a plurality of gaming terminals;
transmitting a series of random number seeds
from said central computer to each of said plu-
tality of gaming terminals;
receiving a user input at least a first of said
gaming terminals ata first time;
calculating a random numberatsaid first gam-
ing terminal based on one of said series of ran-

15

based onthe next seed received from said cen-

tral computer after said step of determining
whether said communication link is operable;
determining a winfloss result by comparing
said five hand numbers to said pay table and
outputting the result thereof.

21. Amethod for using the gaming system comprising:

providing a central computer meansfor select-
ing random number seeds which are determi-
native of winning symbols or combinations of

dom number seeds wherein one of said 20 symbols;
random numberseedsis selected by said first providing a plurality of electronic gaming termi-
terminal on the basis of the time of its receipt nals connected on-line to said central computer
relative to said first time. wherein said random number seeds are com-

municated from said central computer to said
20. A method for playing a poker style game compris- 25 electronic terminals wherein the selection of

i random number seeds by said central compu-
ter is independent of any activation, play, or

providing a central computer; other manipulation by any userof an electronic
providing a plurality of electronic terminals, tarminal;
each of said plurality of electronic terminals 30 said electronic gaming terminal means incor-
including a microprocessor and a memory porating a microprocessor that makes random
wherein said memory stores a program for selections of symbols for players, allows said
playing a poker style game and a pay table for players to make such selections, or draws sym-
determining a win/loss result; bols from a central repository which are com-
transmitting a plurality of random number 35 municated to such central computer and
seeds from said central computer to said elec- displays on a video screen winning symbols or
tronic gaming terminal; combinations thereof wherein said electronic
receiving a first userinput at said first electronic terminal does not select said winning symbols
terminal; and wherein said winning symbols are deter-
determining, in said first electronic terminal, 40 mined on the basis of at least one random
whether the communication link between said number seed communicated from said central

first electronic terminal and said central com- computer to said electronic gaming terminal,
puteris operable; said random numberseed being one of a plu-
when said communicationlink is operable, cal- rality of seeds transmitted from said central
culating five deal random numbers intherange 45 computer to said electronic terminal and when
of 1-52 based on the next random number seed the decision regarding which of said plurality of
received from said central computer after said random number seeds is used for determining
step of determining whether said communica- said winning symbols is a function of when a
tion link is operable; user wagers or otherwise activates said elec-
displaying, on a display screen, coupled to said 50 tronic terminal.
electronic terminal, images of five cards corre-
sponding to said five random numbers;
receiving an indication of a wager from said
user in said first electronic terminal; receiving
from said user an indication of cards which said 55
user chooses to discard in said first electronic
terminal;

determining whether said communication link

8
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS 

Listing of Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listing of claims in the

application.

1-21. (Cancelled)

22. (Withdrawn) A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer network

comprising:

receivingplayer identification information from outside of a gaming establishment;

analyzing said player identification information;

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiving and analyzing said input;

generating a random numberwithin said gaming establishment,

interpreting said random numberto determinea text or graphical outcome; and

transmitting said outcometo a player through said global computer network.

23. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming machinelocated within said gaming establishment.

24.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming establishmentserver.
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25. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said global computer network is the

Internet.

26. (Withdrawn) A method of receiving transferred data via a global computer network,

comprising:

accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment;

inputting identification information into said global computer network;

gaining access to a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random number being generated

from within said gaming establishment; and

receiving a text or graphical outcome of said random number generation via said global

computer network.

27, (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network is the

Internet.

28.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis.

accomplished at a gaming machine within said gaming establishment.

29. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

30. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished via

said global computer network.
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31. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished

through the Internet.

32. (Withdrawn) Aninteractive site on a global computer network comprising:

a page including one or more gamechoices to allow a player to participate in a remote

random event;

data means to input data;

outcome meansto receive text or graphical outcomes of a remote random event; and

notification meansto notify said player of said outcomes.

33, (Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said pageis an Internet-based

World Wide Web page.

34. (Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote random event

occurs in a slot machine.

35-36. (Cancelled)
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37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance on a gaming machinelocatedat a

gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal being located outside

said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by the gaming machineat

said gaming establishment and relayed to said gaming site through a gaming

server connected to said gamingsite.

38. (Previously Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, gameselection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gaming site via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at a gaming machine communicatively coupled to

said gaming server, said outcome data being generated for a game selected

5
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according to said gameselection information, said gaming machine being located

at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminalin text or graphical form.

39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machine located inside a gaming

establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gaming site on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishmentusing said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcome data, including game outcome, at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payoutif said game outcome meets predetermined criteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout informationto simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

Al. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcomeon said remote terminal.
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42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reel position.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machines for remote play.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machine type.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.
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49, . (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the serverinitiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.
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52. (Previously Presented) A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located

within said gaming establishment from a gaming server;

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machinesfor

remote play;

receive a text or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of each said

selected local gaming machine; and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remote play.
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55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving informationincludes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying apoker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises data identifying the value of said payout, and further comprising the operation of
using said payoutdata to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcome data to display said reel position at said remote

location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier, and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

10
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62.|(Currently Amended) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said
gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said
remote computer connectedto a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engagedin play within said gaming establishment,

meansfor transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said

plurality of local gaming machinesfor information transfer,

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play ofsaid selected

local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

11
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 were

previously cancelled. Claims 22-34 were previously withdrawn. Claims 39-62 were previously

added.

Claims 37 is currently amended in order to clarify that the outcome data is relayed to

the gaming site through a gaming server connected to said gaming site. Support for the

amendment may be found throughout the specification in general and at least on page 8, lines

7-9,

Claim 62 is currently amendedin orderto clarify that data is being transmitted from a

remote computer. Support for the amendment may be found throughout the specification in

general and at least on page 13, lines 3-5.

Claim Rejections Over Roseman - 35 U.S.C.  

Claims 37 and 38 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by

U.S. Patent No. 6,012,984 to Roseman (“Roseman”). The Office Action alleges that Roseman

discloses the invention. In particular, as the Applicant understands it, the Examiner urgesthat

the Roseman gaming server may be interpreted as a “gaming machine.” (Office Action, page 3,

lines 3-5.) Even assuming the Examiner is correct, the Applicant respectfully traverses the

rejection on the basis that significant claim features and limitations are still missing from

Roseman.

Claim 37, for example, can be distinguished from Roseman by the fact that it uses a

gaming machine to generate random game outcomesthat are subsequently relayed to a gaming

site. The claim presently states “...said outcome data being generated by the gaming machine

at said gaming establishmentand relayed to said gamingsite.” The outcomesare then received

by remote terminals that have accessed the gaming site. Thus, Claim 37 requires a gaming

machinethat is a separate element from the gamingsite.

Roseman, in contrast, does not use a gaming machine to generate the random

outcomes. Instead, Roseman uses a gaming server that provides web pages to a plurality of

12
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clients terminals (see, ¢.g., col. 5, lines 12-23). In this regard, the Roseman gaming server

essentially functions as a gaming site. Therefore, to the extent the Roseman gaming server may

be considered a “gaming machine,” as urged by the Examiner, the Roseman “gaming machine”

and the Roseman gaming site are one and the same. Consequently, Roseman is missing a

fundamental limitation included in independent Claim 37, i.e., a gaming machinethat is a

separate element from the gamingsite.

Claim 38 can also be distinguished from Roseman by its use of a gaming machine

that is separate from a gamingsite. In addition, Claim 38 states “...generating outcomedata at a

gaming machine communicatively coupled to said gaming server...” Thus, the gaming server

in Claim 38 is also a separate element from the gaming machine. To the extent the Roseman

gaming server may be considered a “gaming machine,” as urged by the Examiner, the gaming

server and the “gaming machine” would not be separate elements.

Accordingly, for at least the reasons stated above, withdrawal ofthe rejection against

Claims 37 and 38 over Rosemanis respectfully requested.

  Claim Rejections Over Wiltshire In View Ot Walker - 35 U.S.C.

Claims 37-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”) in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire
(“Wiltshire”). The Examineralleges that Walker discloses the claimed invention except that:

Walker does not expressly disclose the communication link between the remote terminal
and a gamingsite on a global computer network(Internet) and receiving text or graphical
outcomedata at the remote terminal for the selected cameas recited in claims 37-39, 52,

and 62; the game outcomeresults from the serverinitiating game play on the selected
gaming machineasrecited in claim 50; the outcome results from the manual gameplay
on the selected gaming machineas recited in claim 51; receiving information includes
receiving information selecting at least two plurality of local gaining machines for remote
play as recited in claim 54. Office Action, page 4, lines 13-19.

The Examiner contends, however, that Wiltshire teaches these aspects of the claimed

invention, and that it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Walker with the teachings of Wiltshire in order to allow players

to participate in different casino types games from a secure and tamperproof computer gaming

system. Even assuming that there is motivation to combine Walker and Wiltshire, the Applicant

13
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respectfully traverses the rejection on the basis that significant claim features and limitations are

missing from the proposed combination.

For example, all of the independent claims (Claims 37-39, 52, and 62) recite a

gaming site that is connected to or otherwise in communication with a gaming server (or the

use of these elements). That is, the claims require a gaming site that 1s separate from the

gaming server. The relevant portions of the claims are reproduced below for the Examiner’s
convenience. Note that Claim 62 is written in means-plus-function form and must be construed

to cover the corresponding structures disclosed in the specification, including the gamingsite

and the gaming server. 35 U.S.C. § 112, 46.

Claim 37: “...receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome
data at said remote terminal for said selected game, said outcome
data being generated by the gaming machine at said gaming
establishment and relayed to said gamingsite through a gaming
server connected to said gamingsite.”

Claim 38: “...transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to
said gamingsite for display to said player on said remote terminal
in text or graphical form.”

Claim 39: “...said gaming site in communication with a gaming server
for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside
the gaming establishment...”

Claim 52 (preamble): “‘...said remote computer connected to a gaming
site through a global computing network served by said gaming
server...”

Claim 62: “...means for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting
from a play of said selected local gaming machines...”

In contrast, neither Walker nor Wiltshire discloses a gamingsite that is separate from

a gaming server (or the use of these elements). Walker merely discloses a server that is

connected to multiple slot machines overa local area network(see, e.g., col. 3, lines 60-63; col.

4, lines 2-5; and Figure 1). Likewise, Wiltshire merely discloses a server that is connected to a

plurality of remote clients machine via a network interface and communication pathways (see,

e.g., col. 3, lines 61-66; and Figure 1D). Nowhere does Walker or Wiltshire (or any otherart of

14
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record), taken alone or in combination, disclose both a gaming site and a gaming server as

elements, as recited in the independentclaims.

Furthermore, all the independent claims expressly state that the remote terminal or

remote computer is located outside the gaming establishment. In contrast, Walker appears to

teach that that the remote wagering terminalis located right there on the premises of the gaming

establishment. For example, Walker teaches that “each” remote wagering terminal has a hopper

for dispensing coins (see, e.g., col. 7, lines 54-56). Such a hopper would be need to be

maintained and refilled from time to time with an appropriate amountof coins. It would be

extremely difficult to effect such maintenance unless the remote wagering terminal waslocated

right there on the premises. This positions is further supported by the statement in Walker that

the player will be provided with a “map ofall slots machines” (see, e.g., col. 9, lines 36-38.

Such a map would only be useful if the player (hence, the remote wagering terminal) wasright

there on the premises.

As for Claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they recite independently allowable subject

matter, these claims depend from independent Claims 37-39, 52, and 62, and are therefore

allowable for at least the reasons stated above.

Accordingly, withdrawal of the rejection against Claims 37-62 over Walker in view

of Wiltshire is respectively requested.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the above, each of the presently pending claims in this application is

believed to be in immediate condition for allowance. Accordingly, the Examineris respectfully

requested to pass this applicationto issue.

Dated: Respectfully submitted,

By LdaWee
Daniel G. Nguyen

Registration No.: 42,933
JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL

CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago,Illinois 60606-3418
(312) 425-3900
(312) 425-3909 (Fax)
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09/688,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

Examiner Art Unit

Alex P. Rada 3714

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence adaress --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORYPERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsof time may beavailable underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply betimelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If the period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days will be considered timely.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply andwill expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended periodfor reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Office Action Summary  

 
 

 
1)] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 22 March 2004.

2a) This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.
3)L Since this application is in condition for allowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4) Claim(s) 37-62 is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the aboveclaim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)__ is/are allowed.
6) Claim(s) 37-62 is/are rejected.

7D Claim(s)___ is/are objected to.
8)L] Claim(s)___ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

 

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

40)LJ The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection-to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is requiredif the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11) Theoath ordeclaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).
a)LIAl b)L] Some * c)] Noneof:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.0) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.1 Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Oo Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) L_] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

 

 

  
3) (J Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Noticeof informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 6) ml Other:
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 1-04) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20040612
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

In response to the amendmentfiled March 22, 2004 in which the applicant cancels

claims 1-21 and 35-36, withdrawnclaims 22-34, amendsclaims37 and 62,and claims 37-62 are

pendingin this office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC $103

L The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthebasisforall obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and thepriorart are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person
havingordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
mannerin which the invention was made.

2. Claims37 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Roseman “984 in view of Goldberg -366.

3. Rosemandiscloses the following:

Accessing via a remote terminal, a gamesite on a global computer

network (internet) connected to the remote terminal, providing personal

identification information to the gamingsite, selecting a game of chance for

remoteplay, placing a wagerfor playing the selected game,andreceiving

randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at the remoteterminalfor the

selected game (gameserver), in which the examiner interpretsthe selected game

to be the gameserver being a game machineitself on a gamingsite having a
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plurality of games, and the outcomedata being generated by the gaming machine

(gaming server) and relayed to the gamingsite as recited in claims 37 and 38.

Rosemandoesnotexpressly disclose the following:

A communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite as

recited in claims37.

Goldberg teachesthe following:

A communication link between the remote terminal(318) and a gaming

site (308) as recited in claims 37. By having a communicationlink between the

remote terminal and a gamingsite, oneof ordinary skill in the art would allow

gameplayers to participatein different casino type games from a secure gaming

system.

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at

the timeof the invention was made to modify Roseman to include

communication link between the remote terminal and a gaming site as taught by

Goldberg to allow gameplayers to participate in different casino type games from

a secure gaming system.

4, Claims 37-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.103(a) as being unpatentable over Walker “016

in view of Goldberg and Wiltshire ~602.

5. Walkerdiscloses the following:

A communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite, the

gaming site in communication with a gamingserver for outcomedata from

gaming machineslocated at a gaming establishment, selecting a gaming machine,

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine,receiving outcomedata
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including game outcomeat the remote terminalresulting from playof the gaming

machine (column 2, lines 51-65), generating a payout, a microprocessor, and the

memory connectedto the microprocessoras recited in claims 37-39, 52, and 62.

The outcomedata having information identifying the valueof the payout

and simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote location (column 5,

lines 33-37) as recited in claims 40 and 59.

The outcomedata to simulate a display of the game outcome on the

remote terminal(column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claim 41.

The selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcome data

includesreel position (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 42, 48, 53, and

60.

The selected gaming machine is a video poker machineincludinga display

for displaying a poker hand (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 43 and 58.

The receiving outcomedata includes receiving outcome data from a

plurality of gaming machine form remoteplay (column 6, lines 45-56) as recited

in claim 44.

The outcome data includes a gaming machine identifier and gaming

machine type (figure 5 and column 6,lines 31-44) as recited in claim 45-46 and

55-56.

The outcomedataincluding receiving player preferences (column 6, lines

8-30) as recited in claims 47 and 57.

A player identifier and transmitting the player identifier for identification

of the player (column 6,lines 8-30) as recited in claims 49 and61.
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Walker does not expressly disclose the following:

Communication link between the remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network(Internet) andreceiving text or graphical outcome data

at the remote terminalfor the selected gameas recited in claims 37-39, 52, and 62.

The game outcomeresults from the serverinitiating game play on the

selected gaming machineasrecited in claim 50.

The outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on theselected gaming

machineasrecited in claim 51.

Receiving informationincludesreceiving information selecting at least

two plurality of local gaming machines for remoteplay as recited in claim 54.

Goldberg teachesthefollowing:

A communicationlink between the remote terminal(318) and a gaming

site (308) as recited in claims 37-39,52, and 62.

Wiltshire teaches the following:

Receiving text or graphical outcomedata at the remote terminal from the

selected game (column/,lines 7-45) as recited in claim 37-39, 52, and 62.

The game outcomeresulting from theserver initiating game play on the

selected gaming machine (column 8,lines 42-65) as recited in claim 50

The outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on theselected gaming

machine, andreceiving informationincludes receiving information selecting at

least two plurality of local gaming machinesfor remote play (column 8, lines 42-

65) as recited in claim 51. By having a communication link between the remote

terminal and a gamingsite on a global computer network (Internet) andreceiving
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text or graphical outcome data at the remoteterminalfor the selected game, one

of ordinary skill in the art would allow gameplayersto participate in different

casino type games from a secure and tamper proof computer gaming system.

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention was made to modify Walkerto include a

communication link between the remote terminal and a gaming site on a global

computer network andreceiving text or graphical outcomedataat the remote

terminalfor the selected game, the game outcomeresulting from the server

initiating gameplay on the selected gaming machine, the outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine, andreceiving information

includes receiving informationselecting at least twoplurality of local gaming

machinesfor remote play as taught by Goldberg and Wiltshire to allow game

players to participate in different casino type gamesfrom a secure and tamper

proof computer gaming system

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 37-62 have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s)of rejection.

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and notrelied upon is considered pertinentto applicant's

disclosure.

Goldberg “560 and Vuong °552disclose different types of network type games.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 703-308-7135. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s primary,

Jessica Harrison can be reached on 703-308-2217. The fax phone numberforthe organization

wherethis application or proceedingis assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regardingthe status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status informationfor published

applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for

unpublished applicationsis available through Private PAIR only. For more information about

the PAIR system,see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions onaccess to the

Private PAIR system, contactthe Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free).
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Claims 1-21. (Previously Cancelled)

Claims 22-34. (Previously Withdrawn)

Claims 35-36. (Previously Cancelled)

37.|(Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance on-a-gaming—machine froma

plurality of gaming machines located at a gaming establishment for remote play,

said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by the-gaming-machine

one of said plurality of gaming machines at said gaming establishment and

relayed to said gaming site through a gaming server connected to said gaming

site.

38. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at a-gaming—machine one of a plurality of gaming

machines communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data

being generated for a game selected according to said game selection information,
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said gamingmachine plurality of gaming machines being located at said gaming

establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.

39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machine located inside a gaming

establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gamingestablishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishment using said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcome data, including game outcome,at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payout if said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcome on said remote terminal.

42, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reel position.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

44, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machines for remote play.
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45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machine identifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcome results from

the server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

52. (Previously Presented) A remote computerfor the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gaming establishment from a gamingserver;
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transmit data selecting ofat least one said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play;

receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a local play of each said selected local

gaming machine; and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machinesfor remoteplay.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machine identifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of

using said payout data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcomedata to display said reel position at said remote

location.
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61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

62. (Previously Amended) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said

remote computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engagedin play within said gaming establishment;

means for transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said

plurality of local gaming machines for informationtransfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 were

previously cancelled. Claims 22-34 were previously withdrawn. Claims 39-62 were previously

added.

Claims 37 and 38 are currently amendedin orderto clarify that the game of chanceis

selected from a plurality of gaming machinesresiding at the gaming establishment. Support for

the amendment may be found throughout the specification in general and at least on page 8,line

23 to page 9, line 2. No new matter was added.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C.§103(a

Claims 37-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”) in view of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire

(“Wiltshire”) and 6,183,366 to Goldberg (“Goldberg”). Claims 37 and 38 were further rejected

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,012,984 to Roseman

(“Roseman”) in view of Goldberg. In each case, the Examiner states that a primary reference

(Walker and Roseman)fails to disclose a communication link between the remote terminal and a

gamingsite, but that a secondary reference (Goldberg) teaches the communication link, andit

would have been obvious to modify the primary references to include this aspect of the

invention. The Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections on the basis that, even if thereis

motivation to combine (which there is not), significant claim features and limitationsarestill

missing from the proposed combinations.

The Applicant’s invention, as recited in independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, is

directed to a remote gaming method, and a computertherefor, where players at gaming terminals

located outside a gaming establishment may play gaming machineslocated inside the gaming

establishment. The invention allows players to play a real gaming machine (i.e., not a virtual

gaming machine) without having to be present at the gaming establishment. Prior to the

Applicant’s invention, players had to actually travel to the gaming establishment in order to play

areal gaming machine. As one might imagine,there are tremendous advantagesto being able to

play a real gaming machine from one’s home, including savings in time, costs, and the overall

convenience and comfort factor.
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The Examiner contends that the Applicant’s claimed invention is obvious. This,

despite the fact that in the more than 10 years the Internet has been widely available, no one

came up with the Applicant’s invention. The closest thing that the Examiner has foundsofar is

the remote gaming system of Walker. However, Walkeralso failed to come up with the claimed

invention, even though the technological capability surely existed at the time Walker wasfiled.

Asexplained in the previous response, Walker’s “hopper” and “map” would seem to require that

players actually be at the gaming establishment. Nowhere does Walker teach or suggest

otherwise. Therefore, contrary to the Examiner’s contention, Applicant respectfully submits that

the claimed invention is anything but obvious.

In any case, combining Walker, Goldberg, and Wiltshire does not produce the

claimed invention (the Roseman-Goldberg combination is addressed later herein). All of the

independent claims (claims 37-39, 52, and 62) recite two intermediate nodes — a gaming server

and a gaming site — between the gaming machine and the remote gaming terminal. The gaming

machine generates outcomedata (e.g., reel position, win/lose indicator, amount wonorlost, etc.)

and passes the data through the two intermediate nodes to the gaming terminal. The relevant

portions of the claims are reproduced below for the Examiner’s convenience. Note that claim 62

is written in means-plus-function form and must be construed under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 7 6, to

cover the corresponding structures disclosed in the specification, including the gaming server

and the gamingsite.

Claim 37: “...receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome
data at said remote terminal for said selected game, said outcome
data being generated by the gaming machine at said gaming
establishment and relayed to said gaming site through a gaming
server connected to said gamingsite.”

Claim 38: “‘...transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to
said gamingsite for display to said player on said remote terminal
in text or graphical form.”

Claim 39: “...said gaming site in communication with a gaming server
for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside
the gaming establishment...”

Claim 52 (preamble): “...said remote computer connected to a gaming
site through a global computing network served by said gaming
server...”
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Claim 62: “...means for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting
from a play of said selected local gaming machines...”

Neither Walker, Goldberg, nor Wiltshire teaches the concept of using two

intermediate nodes. On the contrary, Walker uses only one intermediate node, namely, a slot

network server. (See, e.g., Walker, FIG. 1). Likewise, Goldberg also uses only one intermediate

node, namely, a gaming site. As for Wiltshire, this reference does not appear to contain any

intermediate nodes. (See, e.g., Wiltshire, FIG. 1D). Therefore, modifying Walker (a single-

node system) with the teachings of Goldberg (another single-node system) and Wiltshire (a zero-

node system) would produce a system thatstill has at most only one intermediate node.

The Examinerproposesto simply throw a couple of single-node systems together and

thereby produce the two-node system of the claimed invention. However, when patentability

turns on the question of obviousness, the mere fact that a device in a cited reference could have

been modified to yield a device within the claimed invention does not make the modification

obvious unless the prior art suggested the desirability of the modification. Jn re Gordon,

221 USPQ 1125, 1127 (Fed. Cir. 1984). The Examinercan satisfy the burden of showing the

obviousness of the modification “only by showing some objective teaching in the prior art or

that knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art would lead that individual

to combinethe relevant teachings of the references.” In re Fritch, 23 USPQ2d 1780, 1783 (Fed.

Cir. 1992).

In the present case, there is no motivation to add the Goldberg gamingsite to the

Walker system, at least not as a separate node. None ofthe references provide any reason or

suggestion for keeping the gaming site separate from the slot network server. Moreover, the

trend in high-technology has been steadily moving toward integration, not segregation. This is

clearly seen from Goldberg itself in that the gaming site has a game controller incorporated

therein, not as a separate node. (See Goldberg, FIG. 3). The numerous benefits of such

integration are well-documented, including higher cost savings, better resource management,

and a simpler, more streamlined approach overall. Therefore, if a person of ordinary skill in the

art were to add the Goldberg gaming site to the Walker system, he or she would do so by

combining the two nodes into one. Given the wholesale changes that would have to be made

regardless, there is little or no benefit to be gained by keeping them separate.
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As for Roseman,this reference (like Wiltshire) also uses zero intermediate nodes.

Therefore, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would again not produce the two-node

system of the claimed invention. And in any case, the only potential benefit to adding the

Goldberg gamingsite is to make Roseman’s gaming machine/server accessible via html pages.

However, Roseman’s gaming machine/serveris already accessible via html pages(see,e.g., col.

5, lines 12-45) and would derive little or no benefit from the addition of the Goldberg gaming

site. Indeed, the Examiner’s proposed combination might negate the advantages of having a

single, integrated gaming machine/server generate the html pages in the first place, including

reducing the total number of machines/servers needed. Therefore, the Applicant respectfully

submits no person ofordinary skill in the art would follow the course outlined by the Examiner.

Nevertheless, in order to expedite allowance of this application, claims 37 and 38

have been amendedto clarify that the game of chance is selected from a plurality of gaming

machines residing at the gaming establishment. Both Roseman and Goldberg teach a single

gaming machine,i.e., a game server in Roseman and a gamecontroller in Goldberg. Therefore,

even if there is motivation to combine, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would not

produce the invention as now claimed in amended claims 37 and 38.

Accordingly, for at least the reasons stated above, withdrawal of the rejections

against independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) is respectfully requested.

As for claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they may recite independently allowable

subject matter, these claims depend from independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, and are

therefore allowable for at least the reasons stated above.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the above, each of the presently pending claims in this application is

believed to be in immediate condition for allowance. Accordingly, the Examiner is respectfully

requested to passthis applicationto issue.

Dated: September 8, 2004 Respectfully submitted,

By . >
Daniel G. Nguyen

Registration No.: 42,933
JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL

CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago, Illinois 60606-3418
(713) 951-3354
(713) 951-3314 Facsimile
Attorneys For Applicant
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Invention: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK
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[x] Credit any overpayment.
[x] Charge anyadditionalfiling or application processing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17.
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Daniel G. Nguyen
Attorney Reg. No.: 42,933

JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago, Illinois 60606-3418
(312) 425-8513

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the U.S. Pastal Service with sufficient postage as First Class Mail, in
an envelope addressed to: MS Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, on the date
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| hereby certify that this correspandence is being deposited with the U.S. Postal
Service with sufficient postage as First Class Mail, in an envelope addressedto:
MS Amendment, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA

22313-1450, on tha date shown below. Docket No . 47079-00077USPTDated: 1D/ 2 | 0 Signature nu A = (PATENT)(Susan B. Jense: .

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
In re Patent Application of:
Shridhar P. Joshi

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3225

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada

For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER

NETWORK

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

In response to the Notice of Non-Compliant Response dated September 28, 2004,

Applicant resubmits herewith the reply previously filed in connection with the Office Action

dated June 16, 2004.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 9 ofthis paper.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Claims 1-21. (Previously Cancelled)

22. (Previously Withdrawn) A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer

network comprising:

receiving player identification information from outside of a gaming establishment;

analyzing said player identification information;

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiving and analyzing said input;

generating a random numberwithin said gaming establishment;

interpreting said random numberto determinea text or graphical outcome; and

transmitting said outcometo a player through said global computer network.

23. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random eventtakes place

in a microprocessor within a gaming machine located within said gaming establishment.

24. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random eventtakes place

in a microprocessor within a gaming establishmentserver.

25. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said global computer network

is the Internet.

26. (Previously Withdrawn) A method of receiving transferred data via a global computer

network, comprising:

accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment;

inputting identification informationinto said global computer network;

gaining accessto a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random number being generated

from within said gaming establishment; and

receiving a text or graphical outcome of said random numbergeneration via said global

computer network.

27. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network

is the Internet.
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28. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said

random numberis accomplished at a gaming machine within said gaming establishment.

29. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said

random numberis accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

30. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is

accomplished via said global computer network.

31. (Previously Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is

accomplished through the Internet.

32. (Previously Withdrawn) Aninteractive site on a global computer network comprising:

a page including one or more gamechoicesto allow a player to participate in a remote

random event;

data meansto input data;

outcome meansto receive text or graphical outcomes of a remote random event; and

notification meansto notify said player of said outcomes.

33. (Previously Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said page is an

Internet-based World Wide Web page.

34, (Previously Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote

random event occurs in a slot machine.

Claims 35-36. (Previously Cancelled)
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37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:
accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance en-a-gaming-machine froma

‘plurality of gaming machines located at a gaming establishment for remoteplay,

said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by the-gaming-machine

one of said plurality of gaming machines at said gaming establishment and

relayed to said gaming site through a gaming server connected to said gaming

site.

38. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gaming site via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at a-caming-machine one of a plurality of gaming

machines communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data

being generated for a game selected according to said gameselection information,

said gaming-mechine plurality of gaming machines being located at said gaming

establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.
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39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machinelocated inside a gaming

establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment,

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishment using said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcomedata, including game outcome, at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payoutif said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41.|(Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcome on said remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reelposition.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machines for remote play.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.
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48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said ree] position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the serverinitiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

52. (Previously Presented) A remote computerfor the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and includinginstructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gaming establishment from a gaming server;

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play;

receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a localplay of each said selected local

gaming machine; and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesareel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remoteplay.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machine type.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of

using said payout data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcome data to display said reel position at said remote
location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.
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62. (Previously Presented) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said

remote computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engaged in play within said gaming establishment;

means for transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said

plurality of local gaming machines for informationtransfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

meansfor generating a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 were

previously cancelled. Claims 22-34 were previously withdrawn, Claims 39-62 were previously

added.

Claims 37 and 38 are currently amendedin order to clarify that the game of chanceis

selected from a plurality of gaming machinesresiding at the gaming establishment. Support for

the amendment may be found throughoutthe specification in general and at least on page 8, line

23 to page 9, line 2. No new matter was added.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a

Claims 37-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”) in view of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire

(“Wiltshire”) and 6,183,366 to Goldberg (“Goldberg”). Claims 37 and 38 were further rejected

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,012,984 to Roseman

(“Roseman”) in view of Goldberg. In each case, the Examinerstates that a primary reference

(Walker and Roseman) fails to disclose a communication link between the remote terminal and a

gaming site, but that a secondary reference (Goldberg) teaches the communication link, andit

would have been obvious to modify the primary references to include this aspect of the

invention. The Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections on the basis that, even if there is

motivation to combine (which there is not), significant claim features and limitations arestill

missing from the proposed combinations.

The Applicant’s invention, as recited in independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, is

directed to a remote gaming method, and a computer therefor, where players at gaming terminals

located outside a gaming establishment may play gaming machines located inside the gaming

establishment. The invention allows players to play a real gaming machine(i.e., not a virtual

gaming machine) without having to be present at the gaming establishment. Prior to the

Applicant’s invention, players had to actually travel to the gaming establishmentin order to play

areal gaming machine. As one might imagine, there are tremendous advantagesto beingable to

play a real gaming machine from one’s home, including savings in time, costs, and the overall

convenience and comfort factor.
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The Examiner contends that the Applicant’s claimed invention is obvious. ‘This,

despite the fact that in the more than 10 years the Internet has been widely available, no one

came up with the Applicant’s invention. The closest thing that the Examiner has foundsofaris

the remote gaming system of Walker. However, Walker also failed to come up with the claimed

invention, even though the technological capability surely existed at the time Walker wasfiled.

As explained in the previous response, Walker’s “hopper” and “map” would seem to require that

players actually be at the gaming establishment. Nowhere does Walker teach or suggest

otherwise. Therefore, contrary to the Examiner’s contention, Applicant respectfully submits that

the claimed invention is anything but obvious.

In any case, combining Walker, Goldberg, and Wiltshire does not produce the

claimed invention (the Roseman-Goldberg combination is addressed later herein). All of the

independent claims (claims 37-39, 52, and 62) recite two intermediate nodes — a gaming server

and a gaming site — between the gaming machine and the remote gaming terminal. The gaming

machine generates outcome data (e.g., reel position, win/lose indicator, amount wonorlost, etc.)

and passes the data through the two intermediate nodes to the gaming terminal. The relevant

portions of the claims are reproduced below for the Examiner’s convenience. Note that claim 62

is written in means-plus-function form and must be construed under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 4 6, to

cover the corresponding structures disclosed in the specification, including the gaming server

and the gamingsite.

Claim 37: “...receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome
data at said remote terminal for said selected game, said outcome
data being generated by the gaming machine at said gaming
establishment and relayed to said gaming site through a gaming
server connected to said gamingsite.”

Claim 38: “...transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to
said gaming site for display to said player on said remote terminal -
in text or graphical form.”

Claim 39: “‘...said gaming site in communication with a gaming server
for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside
the gamingestablishment...”

Claim 52 (preamble): “...said remote computer connected to a gaming
site through a global computing network served by said gaming
server...”
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Claim 62: “...means for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting
from a play of said selected local gaming machines...”

Neither Walker, Goldberg, nor Wiltshire teaches the concept of using two

intermediate nodes. On the contrary, Walker uses only one intermediate node, namely, a slot

network server. (See, e.g., Walker, FIG. 1). Likewise, Goldberg also uses only one intermediate

node, namely, a gaming site. As for Wiltshire, this reference does not appear to contain any
intermediate nodes. (See, e.g., Wiltshire, FIG. 1D). Therefore, modifying Walker (a single-

node system) with the teachings of Goldberg (another single-node system) and Wiltshire (a zero-

node system) would produce a system that still has at most only one intermediate node.

The Examiner proposes to simply throw a couple of single-node systems together and

thereby produce the two-node system of the clatmed invention. However, when patentability

turns on the question of obviousness, the mere fact that a device in a cited reference could have

been modified to yield a device within the claimed invention does not make the modification

obvious unless the prior art suggested the desirability of the modification. Zn re Gordon,

221 USPQ 1125, 1127 (Fed. Cir. 1984). The Examiner can satisfy the burden of showing the

obviousness of the modification “only by showing some objective teaching in the prior art or

that knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art would lead that individual

to combinethe relevant teachings of the references.” Jn re Fritch, 23 USPQ2d 1780, 1783 (Fed.

Cir. 1992).

In the present case, there is no motivation to add the Goldberg gaming site to the

Walker system, at least not as a separate node. None of the references provide any reason or

suggestion for keeping the gaming site separate from the slot network server. Moreover, the

trend in high-technology has been steadily moving toward integration, not segregation. This is

~ clearly seen from Goldberg itself in that the gaming site has a game controller incorporated

therein, not as a separate node. (See Goldberg, FIG. 3). The numerous benefits of such

integration are well-documented, including higher cost savings, better resource management,

and a simpler, more streamlined approach overall. Therefore, if a person ofordinary skill in the

art were to add the Goldberg gaming site to the Walker system, he or she would do so by

combining the two nodes into one. Given the wholesale changes that would have to be made

regardless, there is little or no benefit to be gained by keeping them separate.
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. As for Roseman, this reference (like Wiltshire) also uses zero intermediate nodes.

Therefore, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would again not produce the two-node

system of the claimed invention. And in any case, the only potential benefit to adding the

Goldberg gaming site is to make Roseman’s gaming machine/server accessible via html pages.

However, Roseman’s gaming machine/server is already accessible via html pages (see, e.g., col.

5, lines 12-45) and would derivelittle or no benefit from the addition of the Goldberg gaming

site. Indeed, the Examiner’s proposed combination might negate the advantages of having a

single, integrated gaming machine/server generate the html pages in the first place, including

reducing the total number of machines/servers needed. Therefore, the Applicant respectfully

submits no person of ordinary skill in the art would follow the course outlined by the Examiner.

Nevertheless, in order to expedite allowance of this application, claims 37 and 38

have been amendedto clarify that the game of chance is selected from a plurality of gaming

machines residing at the gaming establishment. Both Roseman and Goldberg teach a single

gaming machine,i.e., a game server in Roseman and a game controller in Goldberg. Therefore,

even if there is motivation to combine, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would not

produce the invention as now claimed in amendedclaims 37 and 38.

Accordingly, for at least the reasons stated above, withdrawal of the rejections

against independentclaims 37-39, 52, and 62 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) is respectfully requested.

Asfor claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they may recite independently allowable

subject matter, these claims depend from independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, and are

therefore allowable for at least the reasons stated above.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the above, the Applicant believes this reponse to be in compliance and

each ofthe presently pending claimsin this application is believed to be in immediate condition

for allowance. Accordingly, the Examiner is respectfully requested to pass this application to

issue.

Dated: {sg [O4 Respectfully submitted,

Daniel G. Nguyen
Registration No.: 42,933

JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL
CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago, Illinois 60606-3418
(713) 951-3354
(713) 951-3314 Facsimile
Attomeys For Applicant
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Art Unit: 3714

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

Thereply filed on October12, 2004 is notfully responsive to the prior Office Action

because of the following omission(s) or matter(s): The status identifiers for someof the claims

are incorrect. Claims 1-21 and 35-36 musthave a statusidentifier of (cancelled) and claims 22-34

must have the status identifier of (Withdrawn). The examiner notes that the statusof every

claim mustbe indicatedafter its claim numberbyusing oneof the following 7 permissible status

identifiers: (original), (Currently Amended), (Canceled), (Withdrawn), (Previously Presented),

(New) and (Not Entered). See 37 CFR 111. Since the above-mentioned reply appears to be bona

fide, applicantis given ONE (1) MONTHor THIRTY (30) DAYSfrom the mailing date of this

notice, whicheveris longer, within which to supply the omission or correction in order to avoid

abandonment. EXTENSIONS OF THIS TIME PERIOD MAY BE GRANTED UNDER37 CFR

L136(a).

Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication orearlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 571-272-4452. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Derris Banks can be reached on 571-272-4419.

Af. ee
DERRIS H. BANKS

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3700
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| hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the U.S. Postal
Service with sufficient postage as First Class Mail, in an envelope addressedto:
MS Amendment, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA

22313-1450, on the date shown below. Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT

Dated: January 18, 2005 Signature: A : (PATENT) 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
Shridhar P. Joshi

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3225

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P, Rada

For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER
NETWORK

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Responsive to the Communication (Detailed Action/Response to Amendment)

mailed December 22, 2004, reconsideration and allowance of the present application is

respectfully requested in view of the following amendments and remarks.

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflectedin thelisting of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 9 ofthis paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Claims 1-21. (Cancelled)

22. (Withdrawn) A method for transferring gaming data on a global computer network

comprising:

receiving player identification information from outside of a gaming establishment;

analyzing said player identification information;

requesting player input regarding a random event;

receiving and analyzing said input;

generating a random numberwithin said gaming establishment;

interpreting said random numberto determinea text or graphical outcome; and

transmitting said outcometo a player through said global computer network.

23. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming machinelocated within said gaming establishment.

24. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said random event takes place in a

microprocessor within a gaming establishment server.

25. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 22, wherein said global computer network is the
Internet.

26. (Withdrawn) A method of receiving transferred data via a global computer network,

comprising:

accessing a global computer network from outside a gaming establishment;

inputting identification information into said global computer network;

gaining access to a server within said gaming establishment;

requesting the generation of a random number, said random numberbeing generated

from within said gaming establishment; and

receiving a text or graphical outcome of said random numbergeneration via said global

computer network.

27. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said global computer network is the
Internet.
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28.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming machine within said gaming establishment.

29. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein said generation of said random numberis

accomplished at a gaming establishmentserver.

30.|(Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished via

said global computer network.

31. (Withdrawn) The method of Claim 26, wherein the step of receiving is accomplished

through the Internet.

32. (Withdrawn) Aninteractive site on a global computer network comprising:

a page including one or more game choicesto allow a player to participate in a remote

random event;

data meansto inputdata;

outcome meansto receive text or graphical outcomes of a remote random event; and

notification meansto notify said player of said outcomes.

33.|(Withdrawn) Theinteractive web site of Claim 32, wherein said page is an Internet-based

World Wide Web page.

34. (Withdrawn) The interactive web site of Claim 32, wherein said remote random event

occurs in a slot machine.

Claims 35-36. (Cancelled)
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37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance en-a-gaming—machine froma

plurality of gaming machines located at a gaming establishment for remote play,

said remote termina! being located outside said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by the-gaming-machine

one of said plurality of gaming machines at said gaming establishment and

relayed to said gaming site through a gaming server connected to said gaming

site.

38. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

teceiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gaming site via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at a-gaming-machine one of a plurality of gaming

machines communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data

being generated for a game selected according to said gameselection information,

said gaming4nachine plurality of gaming machines being located at said gaming

establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gamingserver; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming serverto said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminalin text or graphical form.
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establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gaming site on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gamingestablishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishment using said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcome data, including game outcome,at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payout if said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcome on said remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesareelposition.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein saidselected gaming machine

comprises a-video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machinesfor remoteplay.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.
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48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine
and

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from
the server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

52. (Previously Presented) A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor; .
memory connected to said microprocessorand including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gamingestablishment from a gamingserver,

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play,

receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a local play of each said selected local

gaming machine; and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer. of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remote play.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of

using said payout data to simulate a display of said outcome at said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcomedata to display said reel position at said remote

location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitiing said player identifier for identification of said

player.
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62. (Previously Presented) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said

remote computer connected to a gaming site through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engaged in play within said gaming establishment;

meansfor transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one ofsaid

plurality of local gaming machinesfor information transfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

means for generating a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. Claims 1-21, 35 and 36 were

previously cancelled. Claims 22-34 were previously withdrawn. Claims 39-62 were previously

added.

Claims 37 and 38 are currently amendedin orderto clarify that the game of chanceis

selected from a plurality of gaming machinesresiding at the gaming establishment. Support for

the amendment may be found throughoutthe specification in general and at least on page 8, line

23 to page 9, line 2. No new matter was added.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a

Claims 37-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”) in view of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire

(“Wiltshire”) and 6,183,366 to Goldberg (“Goldberg”). Claims 37 and 38 were further rejected

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,012,984 to Roseman

(“Roseman”) in view of Goldberg. In each case, the Examinerstates that a primary reference

(Walker and Roseman) fails to disclose a communication link between the remote terminal and a

gaming site, but that a secondary reference (Goldberg) teaches the communication link, and it

would have been obvious to modify the primary references to include this aspect of the

invention. The Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections on the basis that, even if there is

motivation to combine (which there is not), significant claim features and limitations are still

missing from the proposed combinations.

The Applicant’s invention, as recited in independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, is

directed to a remote gaming method, and a computer therefor, where players at gaming terminals

located outside a gaming establishment may play gaming machines located inside the gaming

establishment. The invention allows players to play a real gaming machine (i.e., not a virtual

gaming machine) without having to be present at the gaming establishment. Prior to the

Applicant’s invention, players had to actually travel to the gaming establishment in order to play

areal gaming machine. As one might imagine, there are tremendous advantagesto being able to

play a real gaming machine from one’s home,including savings in time, costs, and the overall

convenience and comfort factor.
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The Examiner contends that the Applicant’s claimed invention is obvious. This,

despite the fact that in the more than i0 years the internet has been widely available, no one

came up with the Applicant’s invention. The closest thing that the Examiner has foundsofaris

the remote gaming system of Walker. However, the Walker inventors also failed to come up

with the claimed invention, even though the technological capability surely existed at the time

Walker was filed. As explained in the previous response, Walker’s “hopper” and “map” would

seem to require that players actually be at the gaming establishment. Nowhere does Walker

teach or suggest otherwise. Therefore, contrary to the Examiner’s contention, Applicant

respectfully submits that the claimed invention is anything but obvious.

In any case, combining Walker, Goldberg, and Wiltshire does not produce the

claimed invention (the Roseman-Goldberg combination is addressed later herein). All of the

independentclaims (claims 37-39, 52, and 62) recite two intermediate nodes — a gaming server

and a gaming site — between the gaming machine and the remote gaming terminal. The gaming

machine generates outcomedata (e.g., reel position, win/lose indicator, amount wonorlost, etc.)

and passes the data through the two intermediate nodes to the gaming terminal. The relevant

portions of the claims are reproduced below for the Examiner’s convenience. Note that claim 62

is written in means-plus-function form and must be construed under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 4 6, to

cover the corresponding structures disclosed in the specification, including the gaming server

and the gamingsite.

Claim 37: “...receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome
data at said remote terminal for said selected game, said outcome
data being generated by the gaming machine at said gaming
establishment and relayed to said gaming site through a gaming
server connected to said gamingsite.”

Claim 38: “...transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to
said gamingsite for display to said player on said remote terminal
in text or graphical form.”

Claim 39: “‘...said gaming site in communication with a gaming server
for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside
the gaming establishment...”

Claim 52 (preamble): “...said remote computer connected to a gaming
site through a global computing network served by said gaming
server...”
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Claim 62: “...means for receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting
from a play of said selected local gaming machines...”

Neither Walker, Goldberg, nor Wiltshire teaches the concept of using two

intermediate nodes. On the contrary, Walker uses only one intermediate node, namely,a slot

network server. (See, e.g., Walker, FIG. 1). Likewise, Goldberg also uses only one intermediate

node, namely, a gaming site. As for Wiltshire, this reference does not appear to contain any

intermediate nodes. (See, e.g., Wiltshire, FIG. 1D). Therefore, modifying Walker (a single-

node system) with the teachings of Goldberg (another single-node system) and Wiltshire (a zero-

node system) would produce a system thatstill has at most only one intermediate node.

The Examiner proposes to simply throw a couple of single-node systems together and

thereby produce the two-node system of the claimed invention. However, when patentability

turns on the question of obviousness, the mere fact that a device in a cited reference could have

been modified to yield a device within the claimed invention does not make the modification

obvious unless the prior art suggested the desirability of the modification. In re Gordon,

221 USPQ 1125, 1127 (Fed. Cir. 1984). The Examiner can satisfy the burden of showing the

obviousness of the modification “only by showing some objective teaching in the prior art or

that knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art would lead that individual

to combinethe relevant teachings of the references.” In re Fritch, 23 USPQ2d 1780, 1783 (Fed.

Cir. 1992).

In the present case, there is no motivation to add the Goldberg gaming site to the

Walker system, at least not as a separate node. Noneof the references provide any reason or

suggestion for keeping the gaming site separate from the slot network server. Moreover, the

trend in high-technology has been steadily moving toward integration, not segregation. This is

clearly seen from Goldbergitself in that the gaming site has a game controller incorporated in it,

not as a separate node. (See Goldberg, FIG. 3). The numerousbenefits of such integration are

well-documented, including higher cost savings, better resource management, and a simpler,

more streamlined approach overall. Therefore, if a person of ordinary skill in the art were to add

the Goldberg gamingsite to the Walker system, he or she would do so by combining the two

nodes into one. Given the wholesale changes that would have to be madeeither way, there is

little or no benefit to be gained by keeping them separate.
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As for Roseman, this reference (like Wiltshire) also uses zero intermediate nodes.

refore, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would again not produce the two-node

system of the claimed invention. And in any case, the only potential benefit to adding the

Goldberg gamingsite is to make Roseman’s gaming machine/server accessible via htm] pages.

However, Roseman’s gaming machine/server is already accessible via html pages(see,e.g., col.

5, lines 12-45) and would derive little or no benefit from the addition of the Goldberg gaming

site. Indeed, the Examiner’s proposed combination might negate the advantages of having a

single, integrated gaming machine/server generate the html pagesin the first place, including the

advantage of reducing the total number of machines/servers needed. Therefore, the Applicant

respectfully submits no person of ordinary skill in the art would follow the course outlined by
the Examiner.

Nevertheless, in order to expedite allowance of this application, claims 37 and 38

have been amended to clarify that the game of chanceis selected from a plurality of gaming

machinesresiding at the gaming establishment. Both Roseman and Goldberg teach a single

gaming machine, i.e., a game server in Roseman and a game controller in Goldberg. Therefore,

even if there is motivation to combine, the combination of Roseman and Goldberg would not

producethe invention as now claimed in amendedclaims 37 and 38.

Accordingly, for at least the reasons stated above, withdrawal of the rejections

against independentclaims 37-39, 52, and 62 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) is respectfully requested.

As for claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they may recite independently allowable

subject matter, these claims depend from independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, and are

therefore allowable for at least the reasons stated above.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the above, the Applicant believes this response to be in compliance and

each ofthe presently pendingclaimsin this application is believed to be in immediate condition
for allowance. Accordingly, the Examiner is respectfully requested to pass this application to

issue.

Dated: January 18, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

By
Daniel G. Nguyen

Registration No.: 42,933
JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL

CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago, Illinois 60606-3418
(713) 951-3354
(713) 951-3314 Facsimile
Attorneys For Applicant
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Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
Alex P. Rada 3714

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORYPERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- Ifthe period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimumofthirty (30) days will be considered timely.
if NO period forreply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).
Any reply received by the Office tater than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 27 January 2005.
2a)C] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.

3)L1 Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)K) Claim(s) 22-34 and 37-62 is/are pendingin the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) 22-34 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.
6)X] Claim(s) 37-62 is/are rejected.
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8) Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
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9)C] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
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11)The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
aA b) Some * oc) Noneof:

1.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.(] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.0] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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DETAILED ACTION

Response toAmendment

In response to the amendmentfiledJanuary 21, 2005 in which the applicant withdraws

claims 22-34,previously canceled claims 1-21 and 35-36, amends claims 37-38, and claims 37-62

are pending in this office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

L The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthebasis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynotbe obtained thoughtheinventionis not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter soughtto be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
mannerin which the invention was made.

2. Claims 37-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Wiltshire et

al. (US 6,409,602) in view of Paravia et al. (US 6,508,710).

3. Wiltshire et al discloses the following:

Accessing via a remote terminal(client/terminal), a gaming site (310 of

figure 3) on a global computer network (column 8,lines 15-34) connected to the

remote terminal (client/terminal), selecting a game of chance fromaplurality of

gaming machine located at a gaming establishmentfor remote play (figures 4b-

9D), the remote terminal being located outside the gaming establishment,placing

a wagerfor playing the selected gameandreceiving randomly-generated text or

graphical outcomedata at the remote terminalfor the selected game the outcome

data being generated byoneofthe plurality of gaming machinesat the gaming
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establishment andrelayed to the gamingsite through a gaming server connected

to the gamingsite, in which the examinerinterprets the server/host containing

the different programs anddataofthe different chance game to be a functional

equivalent to placing a wagerfor playing the selected game and receiving

randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at the remote terminal for the

selected game the outcomedata being generated by oneoftheplurality of gaming

machines at the gaming establishmentand relayed to the gamingsite through a

gaming server connectedto the gamingsite (column 7,lines 7-56 andfigures 2-3)

as recited in claims 37-38.

Wiltshireet al does expressly disclose the following:

Providing via the remote terminal, personal identification information to

the gamingsite as recitedin claims 37-38.

Paravia et al teaches the following:

Providing via the remote terminal, personal identification information to

the gamingsite (column 6,lines 49-55 anditem 142 offigure 2) as recited in

claims 37-38. By having providing personalidentification informationto the

gaming site, one of ordinary skill in the art would provide a verification and

permission to game players that are permitted to play.

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art at

the timeof the invention was made to modify Wiltshireet al to include personal

identification information to the gamingsite as taught Paravia et al to provide a

verification and permission to gameplayers that are permittedto play.
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4, Claims 39-62are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Wiltshire et

al. (US 6,409,602)in view of Walkeret al. (US 6,001,016).

5. Wiltshire et al discloses the following:

Establishing a communication link between the remote terminal

(client/terminal) and a gamingsite (310 offigure 3) on a global computer network

(column8,lines 15-34), the gaming site in communication with a gamingserver

(server/host), selecting a gaming machine(figures 4B-9D)at the gaming

establishmentusing the remote terminal, making a wagertoplaythe selected

gaming machine, receiving outcomedata, including game outcomeat the remote

terminal resulting from a play of the gaming machine(figures 4B-9D), and

generating a payoutif the game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria (figure 4B,

column 7, lines 7-56, and column 8,lines 15-34) as recitedin claim 39.

The game outcomeresulting from the serverinitiating gameplay on the

selected gaming machine (column 8,lines 42-65) asrecited in claim 50.

The remote computer having a microprocessor, memory connectedto the

microprocessorand including instruction s for controlling the microprocessor,

and the microprocessorbeing operative with the instructions in the memory to

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machine located within

the gaming establishment from a gamingserver, receive a text or graphical

outcomeresulting from a local play of each of the selected gaming machines and

generate payoutif the outcome meets predeterminedcriteria (figures 4B-9D,

column 6,line 44 - column 7,line 6, column 7,lines 7-56, and column 8,lines 15-

34) as recited in claim 52.
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The gamingserver having meansforreceiving information identifying a

plurality of gaming machines(figures 4B-9D) each engagedin play within the

gaming establishment, meansfor receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting

from a ply of the selected gaming machines and meansfor generating a payoutif

the outcome meets predeterminedcriteria (figures 4B-9D, column 6,line 44 -

column 7,line 6, column 7,lines 7-56, and column 8, lines 15-34)as recited in

claim 62.

Wiltshire et al does not expressly disclose the following:

The gaming server collecting outcome data from the gamine machines

located inside the gaming establishmentasrecited in claims 39, 52 and62.

The outcomedatahavinginformation identifying the value of the payout

and simulatea display of the game outcomeat the remote location asrecited in

claims 40 and 59.

The outcomedatato simulate a display of the game outcomeon the

remote terminalas recited in claim 41.

The selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcome data

includesreel position as recited in claims 42, 48, 53, and 60.

The selected gaming machineis a video poker machineincludinga display

for displaying a poker handasrecitedin claims 43 and 58.

Thereceiving outcomedata includesreceiving outcomedata from a

plurality of gaming machine form remote play asrecited in claim 44.

The outcome data includes a gaming machineidentifier and gaming

machine typeas recitedin claim 45-46 and 55-56.
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The outcomedata including receiving player preferencesas recited in

claims 47 and 57.

A player identifier and transmitting the player identifier for identification

of the player as recited in claims 49 and 61.

Walkeret al teachesthe following:

The gamingserver collecting outcome data from the gaming machines

located inside the gaming establishment(figure 1) as recited in claims 39, 52 and

62.

The outcomedata having information identifying the value of the payout

and simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote location (column 5,

lines 33-37) as recited in claims 40 and 59.

The outcomedata to simulatea display of the game outcomeon the

remote terminal (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claim 41.

The selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcome data

includesreel position (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 42,48, 53-54,

and 60.

The selected gaming machineis a video poker machineincludinga display

for displaying a poker hand (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 43 and 58.

The receiving outcome data includes receiving outcomedata from a

plurality of gaming machine form remoteplay (column6,lines 45-56) as recited

in claim 44.
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The outcomedata includes a gaming machineidentifier and gaming

machinetype (figure 5 and column 6,lines 31-44) as recited in claim 45-46 and

55-56.

The outcomedataincluding receiving player preferences (column 6,lines

8-30) as recited in claims 47 and 57.

A playeridentifier and transmitting the player identifier for identification

of the player (column 6,lines 8-30)as recited in claims 49 and61.

The outcomeresults from the manual gameplay onthe selected gaming

machine (summary) as recited in claim 51. By transmitting data from the gaming

machinelocated in the gaming establishment,one of ordinary skill in the art

would provide a system that does not require humanintervention andlive video

transmission of the gamebeingplayed.

Therefore, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at

the timeof the invention was made to modify Wiltshire et al to include the

gamingserver collecting outcome data from the gamine machineslocated inside

the gaming establishment, the outcome data having informationidentifying the

value of the payout and simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote

location, the outcomedatato simulatea display of the game outcome on the

remoteterminal, the selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the

outcomedata includesreel position, the selected gaming machineis a video poker

machine includinga display for displaying a poker hand, the receiving outcome

data includesreceiving outcomedata fromaplurality of gaming machine form

remoteplay, the outcome data includes a gaming machineidentifier and gaming
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machine type,the outcomedataincludingreceiving player preferences, and a

player identifier and transmitting the player identifier for identification of the

player as taught by Walkeret al to provide a system that does not require human

intervention andlive video transmission of the gamebeing played.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 37-62 have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s) ofrejection.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communicationor earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 571-272-4452. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s acting

supervisor,Jessica Harrison can be reached on 571-272-4449. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

 
J ICA HARRISON
PRIMARY EAMINGT
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  Daniel G. Nguyen
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225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
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In re Patent Application of:
Shridhar P. Joshi Confirmation No: 3225

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3714

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada

For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING
DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER

NETWORK

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS Amendment

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Responsive to the Communication mailed April 20, 2005, reconsideration and

allowanceofthe present application is respectfully requested in view of the following remarks.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 2 ofthis paper.

CHICAGO 312087v1 47079-00077
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. No claims were added, amended, or

cancelled. Hence, claims 37-62 remain pending in this application. A copy of the currently

pending claimsis provided in the Appendix for the convenience of the Examiner.

Claims 22-36 were previously cancelled in response to a Restriction Requirement

dated August 30, 2002. Therefore, Applicant has changed their status identifiers from

“Withdrawn”to “Cancelled” in order to reflect the cancelled status.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a)

Independent claims 37-38 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the combination of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire et al. (“Wiltshire”) |

and 6,580,710 to Paravia et al. (“Paravia”). The Examiner states that Wiltshire discloses each

element of these claims except for the provision of personal identification information to the

gaming sites via the remote terminal. The Examiner contends, however, that Paravia teaches

this aspect of the invention, and that it would have been obvious to combine Wiltshire and

Paravia to arrive at the claimed invention.

Claims 39-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over the

combination of Wiltshire and U.S. Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”). With respect to

independent claims 39, 52, and 62, the Examinerstates that Wiltshire discloses each element of

these claims exceptfor the collection of outcome data from the gaming machineslocated in the

gaming establishment. The Examiner contends, nevertheless, that Walker teaches this aspect of

the invention, and that it would have been obvious to combine Wiltshire and Walker to arrive at

-the claimed invention.

Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections on the basis that, even if there is

motivation to combine the above references (which there is not), significant claim features and

limitations are still missing from the proposed combinations.

Arguments in Support of the Claims

Applicant’s invention, as recited in independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62, is directed

to a remote gaming method, and a computer therefor, where players at gaming terminals located
2
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outside a gaming establishment may play gaming machineslocated in the gaming establishment.

As Applicanttried to explain in the previous response, the invention allowsplayers to play a real

gaming machine(i.e., not a virtual gaming machine) without having to be present at the gaming

establishment. There are tremendous advantages to being able to play a real gaming machine

without having to be present at the gaming establishment, including the benefits of reduced time,

cost, and the overall convenience and comfort factor.

The Examiner contends that Wiltshire discloses each element of independent claims

37-39, 52, and 62 except for the aspects mentioned above, but that these aspects are obvious in

light of Paravia and Walker. Applicant respectfully disagrees.

The most glaring defect in Wiltshire is the lack of a gamingsite, as recited in the

independent claims. The Examiner attempts to convert the “access website” 310 in FIG. 3 of

Wiltshire into a gaming site. Office Action, pages 2 and 4. However, the access website 310 is

merely a software download site for downloading the Wiltshire installation software. Once the

software is installed, the website 310 contributes nothing else to Wiltshire (i.e., provides no

gaming data or information to the client/terminal), as is abundantly clear from FIG. 3 and the

accompanyingtext.

Indeed, Wiltshire actually distinguishes its system from website-based casino games

in the Background section. For example, Wiltshire discusses the operation of non-website-based

gaming stations versus casino gaming websites, concluding that existing non-website-based

gaming stations are inferior because the gaming program is executed only on the individual

gaming stations. Col. 1, line 51 to col. 2, line 13. (Wiltshire then explains in the Summary

section that its gaming stations are an improvement because they use a gaming program that is

executed on a server/host computer.) Thus, a person of ordinary skill in the art reading Wiltshire

would have the perception that Wiltshire is actually distinguishable over website-based casino

games.

Other differences between the claimed invention and Wiltshire include the use of two

separate intermediate nodes — a gaming server and a gaming site — between the gaming

machines and the remote gaming terminal. Thatis, the outcome data from the gaming machines

passes through two separate intermediate nodes before arriving at the gaming terminal.

Wiltshire fails to disclose any intermediate nodes, since the outcomedata travels directly from

3
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the host/server computer (which the Examiner compares to the claimed gaming machines)to the

client/terminals. See, e.g., Wiltshire’s FIG. 1.

In any event, there is a fundamental difference between Wiltshire and the claimed

invention, namely, the use of actual gaming machines in the claimed invention versus a virtual

gaming machine in Wiltshire. The Examiner glosses over this important distinction by saying
that a host/server computer executing casino game programs is functionally equivalent to

gaming machines in a gaming establishment. Applicant respectfully submits that the Examiner

has failed to meetthe criteria for raising such a functional equivalency rejection.

According to MPEP 2144.06, a functional equivalent must be recognized in the prior

art and may not be based on the mere fact that the components are functional or mechanical

equivalents:

In order to rely on equivalence as a rationale supporting an obviousness rejection,
the equivalency must be recognized in the prior art, and cannot be based on
applicant’s disclosure or the mere fact that the components at issue are functional
or mechanical equivalents. /n re Ruff, 256 F.2d 590, 118 USPQ 340 (CCPA 1958) (The
mere fact that components are claimed as members of a Markush group cannot berelied
upon to establish the equivalency of these components. However, an applicant’s
expressed recognition of an art-recognized or obvious equivalent may be used to refute
an argument that such equivalency does not exist.); In re Scott, 323 F.2d 1016, 139
USPQ 297 (CCPA 1963) (Claims were drawn to a hollow fiberglass shaft for archery and
a process for the production thereof where the shaft differed from the priorart in the use
of a paper tube as the core of the shaft as compared with the light wood or hardened
foamed resin core of the prior art. The Board found the claimed invention would have
been obvious, reasoning that the prior art foam core is the functional and mechanical
equivalent of the claimed paper core. The court reversed, holding that components which
are functionally or mechanically equivalent are not necessarily obvious in view of one
another, and in this case, the use of a light wood or hardened foam resin core does not
fairly suggest the use of a paper core.); Smith v. Hayashi, 209 USPQ 754 (Bd. of Pat.
Inter. 1980) (The mere fact that phthalocyanine and selenium function as equivalent
photoconductors in the claimed environment was not sufficient to establish that one
would have been obvious over the other. However, there was evidence that both
phthalocyanine and selenium were known photoconductors in the art of
electrophotography. “This, in our view, presents strong evidence of obviousness in
substituting one for the other in an electrophotographic environment as a
photoconductor.” 209 USPQ at 759.).

(MPEP 2144.06, emphasis added).

In the present case, nothing in Wiltshire suggests that a virtual gaming machineis

functionally equivalent to an actual gaming machine in a gaming establishment. The Examiner

has not produced any evidence from Wiltshire or any other art of record that a person of ordinary

skill in the art recognizes a virtual gaming machine to be functionally equivalent to a gaming
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machine in a gaming establishment. Without this evidence, Applicantrespectfully submits there

can be no basis for a rejection under functionally equivalency.

Moreover, Applicant respectfully submits that the principle of functional equivalency

is misapplied here. Functional equivalency is properly applied where two components are

physical equivalents, either mechanically, chemically, or the like. See MPEP 2144.06.

Otherwise, all simulations would be functional equivalents of their actual counterparts, and vice

versa. For example, under the Examiner’s assertion, a tank simulation/training system would be

functionally equivalent to the operation of a real tank by the U.S. Army and, hence, not

patentable. Wiltshire itself would be a functional equivalent of existing gaming machines and

therefore not patentable.

Accordingly, based on the foregoing Wiltshire defects, even if there is motivation to

combine Wiltshire with Paravia and/or Walker in the manner urged by the Examiner, the

resulting combination would still not produce the claimed invention. Thus, withdrawal of the

rejections against independentclaims 37-39, 52, and 62 is respectfully requested.

As for dependent claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they may recite independently

allowable subject matter, these claims depend from the independent claims and are therefore

allowable for at least the same reasons. Accordingly, withdrawal of the rejections against the

dependentclaimsis also respectfully requested.

CONCLUSION

In view of the above, Applicant believes each of the presently pending claimsin this

application is believed to be in immediate condition for allowance.

Dated: July 20, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

By
Daniel G. Nguyen

Registration No.: 42,933
JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL

CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago,Illinois 60606-3418
(713) 951-3354
(713) 951-3314 Facsimile
Attorneys For Applicant
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APPENDIX

Claims 1-36. (Cancelled)

37. (Previously Presented) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gaming site on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site; a

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance from a plurality of gaming

machineslocated at a gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal
being located outside said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wager for playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcome data at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by one of said plurality of

gaming machines at said gaming establishment and relayed to said gamingsite

through a gaming server connected to said gamingsite.

38. (Previously Presented) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gamingsite on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a
gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gaming site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection —

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of a plurality of gaming machines

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a gameselected according to said game selection information, said

plurality of gaming machines being located at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminalin text or graphical form.

6
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39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machine located inside a gaming

establishmentfrom a remote terminallocated outside the gaming establishment comprising:
establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishment using said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcomedata, including game outcome,at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payout if said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcomeon said remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reel position.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

44, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcomedata from a plurality of gaming machines for remote play.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.
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48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said
player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the server initiating gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

52. (Previously Presented) A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer

comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said
microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gamingestablishment from a gaming server;

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play;

receive a text or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of each said selected local

gaming machine; and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcritena.
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53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remote play.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machine type.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprisesdata identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of

using said payout data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcomedata to display said reel position at said remote

location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.
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62. (Previously Presented) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gamingserver, said

remote computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engaged in play within said gaming establishment;

means for transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said
plurality of local gaming machines for information transfer;

means for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

meansfor generating a payout if said outcome meets predetermined criteria.
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DETAILED ACTION

In response to the amendmentfiled July 25, 2005 in which the applicant had previously

canceled claims 1-21, and 35-36, cancels claims 22-34, submits arguments and claims 37-62 are

pendingin this application.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthebasis for all obviousness

rejectionsset forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may notbe obtained though theinventionis not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section
102 of thistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

2. Claims 37-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Wiltshire etal.

(US 6,409,602) in view of Paravia et al. (US 6,508,710).

3. Wiltshire et al discloses the following:

Accessing via a remote terminal (client/terminal), a gaming site (310 of figure

3) on a global computer network (column8,lines 15-34) connected to the remote

terminal (client/terminal), selecting a game of chance from 4 plurality of gaming
machinelocated at a gaming establishment for remote play (figures 4b-9D), the

remote terminal being located outside the gaming establishment, placing a wagerfor

playing the selected game andreceiving randomly-generated text or graphical

outcomedata at the remote terminal for the selected game the outcomedata being

generated by oneoftheplurality of gaming machines at the gamingestablishment

and relayed to the gamingsite through a gaming server connected to the gamingsite,
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4.

in which the examiner interprets the server/host containing the different programs

and data of the different chance gameto be a functional equivalent to placing a

wagerfor playing the selected gameand receiving randomly-generated text or

graphical outcomedata at the remote terminal for the selected game the outcome

data being generated by oneoftheplurality of gaming machines at the gaming

establishment and relayed to the gamingsite through a gaming server connected to

the gamingsite (column7, lines 7-56 and figures 2-3) as recited in claims 37-38.

Wiltshire et al does expressly disclose the following:

Providing via the remote terminal, personal identification information to the

gamingsite as recited in claims 37-38.

Paravia et al teaches the following:

Providing via the remote terminal, personal identification information to the

gamingsite (column6,lines 49-55 and item 142 of figure 2) as recited in claims 37-

38. By having providing personal identification information to the gamingsite, one

of ordinary skill in the art would providea verification and permission to game

players that are permitted to play.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention was made to modify Wiltshire et al to include personal

identification information to the gamingsite as taught Paravia et al to provide a

verification and permission to gameplayers that are permitted to play.

Claims 39-62 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Wiltshire etal.

(US 6,409,602) in view of Walker et al. (US 6,001,016).

5. Wiltshire et al discloses the following:
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Establishing a communication link between the remote terminal

(client/terminal) and a gamingsite (310 of figure 3) on a global computer network

(column 8,lines 15-34), the gaming site in communication with a gaming server

(server/host), selecting a gaming machine(figures 4B-9D)at the gaming

establishmentusing the remote terminal, making a wagerto play the selected gaming

machine, receiving outcomedata, including game outcome at the remote terminal
resulting fromaplay of the gaming machine(figures 4B-9D), and generating a

payoutif the game outcome meets predetermined criteria (figure 4B, column7,lines

7-56, and column8, lines 15-34) as recited in claim 39.

The game outcomeresulting from theserverinitiating gameplay on the

selected gaming machine (column 8, lines 42-65) as recited in claim 50.

The remote computer having a microprocessor, memory connected to the

microprocessorandincluding instruction s for controlling the microprocessor, and

the microprocessor being operative with the instructions in the memory to receive

information identifying a plurality of local gaming machine located within the gaming

establishment from a gamingserver, receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting

fromalocal play of each of the selected gaming machines and generate payoutif the

outcome meets predeterminedcriteria (figures 4B-9D, column6, line 44 — column7,

line 6, column7, lines 7-56, and column 8,lines 15-34) as recited in claim 52.

The gaming server having meansfor receiving information identifying a

plurality of gaming machines(figures 4B-9D) each engagedin play within the gaming

establishment, means forreceiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting fromaply

of the selected gaming machines and means for generating a payoutif the outcome
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meets predeterminedcriteria (figures 4B-9D, column6,line 44 — column 7,line 6,

column7, lines 7-56, and column8,lines 15-34) as recited in claim 62.

Wiltshire et al does not expressly disclose the following:

The gamingserver collecting outcome data from the gamine machines

located inside the gaming establishmentas recited in claims 39, 52 and 62.

The outcomedata having information identifying the value of the payout and

simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remotelocation as recited in claims 40

and 59.

The outcomedata to simulate a display of the game outcome on the remote

terminal as recited in claim 41.

The selected gaming machine 1s a slot machine wherein the outcome data

includes reel position as.recited in claims 42, 48, 53, and 60.

The selected gaming machine is a video poker machine including a display

for displaying a poker handas recited in claims 43 and 58.

The receiving outcomedata includes receiving outcomedata from a plurality

of gaming machine form remoteplay as recited in claim 44.

The outcomedata includes a gaming machine identifier and gaming machine

type as recited in claim 45-46 and 55-56.

The outcomedata including receiving player preferences as recited in claims

47 and 57,

A playeridentifier and transmitting the playeridentifier foridentification of

the player as recited in claims 49 and 61.

Walker et al teaches the following:
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The gamingserver collecting outcome data from the gaming machines

located inside the gaming establishment(figure 1) as recited in claims 39, 52 and 62,

The outcomedata having information identifying the value of the payout and

simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote location (column5,lines 33-

37) as recited in claims 40 and 59.

The outcomedata to simulate a display of the game outcome on the remote

terminal (column5,lines 33-37) as recited in claim 41.

The selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcomedata

includes reel position (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 42, 48, 53-54, and

60.

The selected gaming machineis a video poker machineincluding a display

for displaying a poker hand (column 5,lines 33-37) as recited in claims 43 and 58.

The receiving outcomedata includes receiving outcomedata fromaplurality

of gaming machine form remote play (column6, lines 45-56) as recited in claim 44.

The outcomedata includes a gaming machine identifier and gaming machine

type (figure 5 and column6,lines 31-44) as recited in claim 45-46 and 55-56.

The outcomedata including receiving player preferences (column6, lines 8-

30) as recited in claims 47 and 57.

A player identifier and transmitting the player identifier for identification of

the player (column6,lines 8-30) as recited in claims 49 and 61.

The outcomeresults from the manual gameplay on the selected gaming

machine (summary) asrecited in claim 51. By transmitting data from the gaming

machine located in the gaming establishment, one of ordinary skill in the art would
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provide a system that does not require human intervention andlive video

transmission of the gamebeingplayed.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention was made to modify Wiltshire et al to include the gaming

server collecting outcomedata from the gamine machineslocated inside the gaming

establishment, the outcome data having information identifying the valueof the

payout and simulate a display of the game outcomeat the remote location, the

outcome data to simulate a display of the game outcome on the remote terminal, the

selected gaming machineis a slot machine wherein the outcomedataincludes reel

position, the selected gaming machine is a video poker machine including a display

for displaying a poker hand, the receiving outcome data includes recerving outcome

data from a plurality of gaming machine form remote play, the outcome data

includes a gaming machineidentifier and gaming machinetype, the outcome data

including receiving player preferences, anda player identifier and transmitting the

| player identifier for identification of the player as taught by Walker et al to provide a

system that does not require human intervention andlive video transmission of the

game beingplayed.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments filed July 25, 2005 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Applicant contendsthat the Wiltshire reference lacks a gaming site and the “access website”

in figure 3 is merely a software download site for downloading theinstallation software. Oncethe
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softwareis installed, the website 310 contribute nothingelse to Wiltshire (1e., provides no gaming

data or information to the client/terminal). The Wilshire reference does notdisclose the user of two

separate intermediate nodes — a gamingserver and a gamingsite — between the gaming machines

and the remote gaming terminal. The outcome data from the gaming machinepasses through two

separate intermediate noted beforearriving at the gaming terminal.

In response the Wiltshire reference does disclose a gaming site (website) in figure 3, item

310. Wiltshire discloses in col. 8, lines 15-34 that a user accesses a website (gamingsite) using a web

browser such as Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigatoror the like and downloads the program from

the website (gaming site). The gaming data or information to the client/terminal is executed from

the server/host computer, which updates the state (randomly-generated or graphical outcomedata)

of the gameaccordingly(col. 7, lines 7-44 and figure 2).

In responseto applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain features of

applicant’s invention,it is noted that the features upon which applicantrelies (1.e., two separate

intermediate nodes, a real gaming machine) are not recited mm the rejected claim(s). Although the

claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the specification are not read into

the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). The Wiltshire

reference does disclose data passing through two separate intermediate nodes. Figure 1A discloses a

first node being the networkinterface (115), which may access the Internet or a particular website

on the Internet and the second nodeis the server/host(110).

Applicant contends that the host/server computer executing casino game programsis not a

functionally equivalent to the gaming machinesin a gaming establishment. Any evidence from

Wiltshire or any other art recognizes a virtual gaming machine to be functionally equivalentto a

gaming machine in a gaming establishment.
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In responseto applicant’s argumentsthat the host/server computer executing casino game

programsis not a functional equivalent to a gaming machinein a gamingestablishment,it is noted

that a gaming machine at a gaming establishmentis jst a computerthat runs a program either on

the gaming machine or communication to a server like in Walker (6,001,016), Karmarkar

(6,508,709), and Paravia (6,508,710) to name a few. Since a physical embodimentofvarious games

have been re-implement into microcomputer-based video gaming stationsfor thelast 20 years

(Wiltshire-background),it is obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that

gaming machine can be re-implemented into a video gaming system, which ts nothing more than a

cabinet having a monitor, a program either on the gaming machine or communication to a server,

and some meansof accepting and dispensing wagers. When a gaming machine calculates the game

results on the gaming machine at a gamingsite, the functional equivalent to that would be a gaming

machine running a program andthecalculations are carried out on a sever located at a gamingasite

and routed back to the gaming machineat the gaming site. The only difference is the gamingresults

are calculated on the server and communicated back to the gaming machineinstead of calculating

the gamingresults at the gaming machineitself. If you take the same computer based video gaming

machine and place that video game program on a homePC,the only things that have changed are

how the program (results and calculations) are being communicated and how wagers are accepted

and payouts awarded. Therefore, a host/server computer executing a casino game program is

functionally equivalent to a gaming machine in a gaming establishment.

Conclusion

7. THIS ACTION IS MADEFINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).
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A shortenedstatutory period forreply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS
from the mailing date ofthis action. In the eventa first reply is filed within TWO MONTHSofthe

mailing date of this final action andthe advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the

THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on

the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be

calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory

period for reply expire later than SCX MONTHSfrom the mailing date ofthis final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Alex P. Rada whose telephone numberis 571-272-4452. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 08:00-16:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Xuan Thai can be reached on 571-272-7147. The fax phone number for the organization where this

application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applicationsis available through Private PAIR only. For moreinformation about the PAIR system,

see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system,

contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free).

Ae
APR XUAN M. THAI

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
7TC37OY
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 Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT

(PATENT) 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
ShridharP. Joshi Confirmation No: 3225

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3714

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada

For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER

NETWORK

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Responsiveto the Final Office Action mailed November 2, 2005, reconsideration and

allowance of the present application is respectfully requested in view of the following remarks.

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page

2 of this paper.

Remarks/Argumentsbegin on page 2 ofthis paper.
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(PATENT) 
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ShridharP. Joshi Confirmation No: 3225

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3714

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada

For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER

NETWORK

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Responsiveto the Final Office Action mailed November 2, 2005, reconsideration and

allowance of the present application is respectfully requested in view of the following remarks.

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page

2 of this paper.

Remarks/Argumentsbegin on page 2 ofthis paper.
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REMARKS

Claims 37-62 were pending in this application. No claims were added, amended, or

cancelled. Hence, claims 37-62 remain pendingin this application.

No new matter was added.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a

Independent claims 37-38 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the combination of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,409,602 to Wiltshire et al. (“Wiltshire”)

and 6,580,710 to Paravia et al. (“Paravia”). The Examiner states that Wiltshire discloses each

element of these claims except for the provision of personal identification information to the

gaming sites via the remote terminal. The Examiner contends, however, that Paravia teaches

this aspect of the invention, and that it would have been obvious to combine Wiltshire and

Paravia to arrive at the claimed invention.

Claims 39-62 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over the

combination of Wiltshire and U.S. Patent No. 6,001,016 to Walker (“Walker”). With respect to

independent claims 39, 52, and 62, the Examiner states that Wiltshire discloses each element of

these claims except for the collection of outcome data from the gaming machineslocatedin the

gaming establishment. The Examiner contends, nevertheless, that Walker teaches this aspect of
the invention, and that it would have been obvious to combine Wiltshire and Walkerto arrive at

the claimed invention.

Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections on the basis that, even if there is

motivation to combine the above references (which there is not), significant claim features and

limitations are still missing from the proposed combinations.

Arguments in Support of the Claims

Applicant’s invention, as recited in amended independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62,is

directed to a remote gaming method, and a computertherefor, where players at gaming terminals

located outside a gaming establishment may play gaming machines located inside the gaming

establishment. Outcome data is randomly generated by each gaming machine ofthe “plurality

CHICAGO 321887v2 47079-00077
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of gaming machines”. In this regard, the remote gaming method (and computertherefor) of the

claimed invention may be considered to be decentralized.

Wiltshire’s video gaming system, on the other hand,is centralized. In Wiltshire, a

central server/host computer executing a gaming program provides all the wagering game

content to a plurality of client/terminal computers. See, e.g., col. 2, lines 35-44. Nowhere does

Wiltshire (or any otherart of record) disclose or suggest a remote gaming method (or computer

therefor) involving a plurality of gaming machines,asrecited in the claimed invention.

Because of the defects in Wiltshire, the Examiner has resorted to the concept of a

functional equivalent to reject the claims. In a previous communication, Applicant explained

that a functional equivalent must be recognized in thepriorart. This recognition must NOT be
the Examiner’s own recognition, but must instead be found in the prior art. See MPEP 2144.06.

In other words, Wiltshire or another prior art reference of record must state that a centralized

video gaming system (i.e., a system where all the gaming content are provided by a single

computer) is functionally equivalent to a decentralized gaming system (i.¢., a system where each

gaming machine provides its own gaming content).

The Examiner has respondedbyreferring to statement from Wiltshire’s background:

“Since a physical embodiment of various games have been re-implement (sic) into

microcomputer-based video gamingstations for the last 20 years (Wiltshire-background), it is

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art would (sic) recognize that gaming machine can be

re-implementedinto a video gaming system, ...” Office Action, page 9, lines 5-8.

Exactly how the above statement supports the Examiner’s functional equivalency

position is unclear to Applicant. The use of the term “microcomputer-based”to differentiate the

games from the past necessarily means that those games are NOT microcomputer-based(i.e.,

those games used real dice, cards, wheels, etc.). However, Applicant’s gaming machines ARE

microcomputer-based. Therefore, to the extent the Examiner compares Applicant’s gaming

machines to non-microcomputer-based games from the past, the comparison is flawed.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that the Examiner has still failed to meet the

standard for raising a functionally equivalentrejection.

As demonstrated above, Wiltshire’s comment regarding the games from the past has,

at best, a neutral effect on Applicant’s remote gaming method (and computer therefor).

CHICAGO 321887v2 47079-00077
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Wiltshire’s other comments, however, clearly distinguish a centralized video gaming system

from Applicant’s decentralized gaming method (and computer therefor):

However,in all of these non-website-based systems the gaming program is executed in
whole or in part on the individual gaming station. As a result, each gaming station
becomes expensive to manufacture. Because the physical structure of the gamingstation
is designed to accommodate a particular game, multiple gaming stations require
additional hardware and, therefore, further increase the cost of a cluster of these stations.

In addition, since the games are executed on individual gaming stations, modifications
and upgrades to the gaming programs require access to the individual gamingstations,
which renders the gaming stations inaccessible to the patron during the modification
and/or upgrade process.

Wiltshire, col. 2 lines 6-18.

As can be seen, Wiltshire plainly teaches that a centralized video gaming system is

far superior to gaming systems in which the gaming program is executed on the individual

gamingstation, as in the case of Applicant’s gaming method (and computer therefor). Having

clearly taught away from decentralized gaming systems, Applicant respectfully submits that

Wiltshire cannot now be used to support a completely contrary position, as urged by the

Examiner.

Moreover, there are significant advantages to Applicant’s gaming method (and

computer therefor) that are not available in Wiltshire (or any other art of record). For example,

players who favor a specific gaming machine at the gaming establishment would be able to

select/play that very same gaming machine(i.e., same floor location, same bank, same cabinet,

same processor, etc.) from their home. See, e.g., claim 39. Thus, consider a person from

Southern California who hasjust retumed from a Las Vegas gaming establishment where he/she

especially enjoyed playing one particular gaming machine from amongst a plurality gaming

machines. With the claimed gaming method (and computer therefor), the person can go online

and select/play the very same gaming machine he/she enjoyed playing in the Las Vegas gaming

establishment.

In addition, as the Examiner is no doubt aware, many players of wagering games

believe strongly in luck and are often sentimental or superstitious about a certain gaming

machine. Oftentimes, these players will return to the same physical gaming machine,believing

that doing so will bring them luck. Moreover, players frequently trade stories and rumors with

each other about certain gaming machinesthat have performedparticularly well (or not so well).

With applicant’s gaming method (and computer therefor), these players have the option of going

4
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home and remotely selecting/playing the very same gaming machinethat is the object of the

sentiments, superstitions, or rumors. Such an optionis not available with the centralized gaming

system of Wiltshire.

Accordingly, based on the foregoing, evenif there is motivation to combine Wiltshire

with Paravia and/or Walker in the manner urged by the Examiner, the resulting combination

wouldstill not produce the claimed invention. Therefore, withdrawal of the rejections against

independent claims 37-39, 52, and 62 is respectfully requested.

As for dependent claims 40-51 and 53-61, although they may recite independently

allowable subject matter, these claims depend from the independent claims and are therefore

allowable for at least the same reasons. Accordingly, withdrawal of the rejections against the

dependentclaimsis also respectfully requested.

CONCLUSION

In view of the above, Applicant believes each of the presently pending claims in this

application is believed to be in immediate condition for allowance.

Dated December30, 2005 Respectfully submitted,

By .
Daniel G. Nguyen

Registration No.: 42,933
JENKENS & GILCHRIST, A PROFESSIONAL

CORPORATION

225 W. Washington, Ste. 2600
Chicago,Illinois 60606-3418
(713) 951-3354
(713) 951-3314 Facsimile
Attorneys For Applicant
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APPENDIX

Claims 1-36. (Cancelled)

37. (Previously Presented) A remote gaming method compnising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gamingsite on a global computer network connected

to said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gaming

site;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance from a plurality of gaming

machineslocated at a gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal

being located outside said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wagerfor playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at said remote terminal for

said selected game, said outcome data being generated by one of said plurality of

gaming machines at said gaming establishment and relayed to said gamingsite

through a gaming server connected to said gamingsite.

38. (Previously Presented) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote

terminal, and a gaming site on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a

gaming establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment,

said gamingsite being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via

said remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global

computer network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of a plurality of gaming machines

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being

generated for a gameselected according to said game selection information, said

plurality of gaming machinesbeing located at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcomedata at said gaming server; and

transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gaming site for display to

said player on said remote terminalin text or graphical form.
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39. (Previously Presented) A method for playing a gaming machine located inside a gaming

establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gaming site on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming

server for collecting outcome data from gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a gaming machineat said gaming establishment using said remote terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected gaming machine;

receiving outcome data, including game outcome, at said remote terminal resulting from

a play of said gaming machine; and

generating a payoutif said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeatsaid remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome

data to simulate a display of said game outcomeon said remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcomedata includesa reel position.

43, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

44, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving outcome data from a plurality of gaming machines for remoteplay.

45, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome

data includes receiving player preferences.
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48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a

reel position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome

information to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of

receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from

the server initiating gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 39 wherein said game outcome results from
the manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.

52. (Previously Presented) A remote computer for the remote play of a local gaming machine

located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote computer

being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a gaming

site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote computer
comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to:

receive information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines located within said

gaming establishment from a gaming server,

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of local gaming machines for remote

play;

receive a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a local play of each said selected local

gaming machine; and

generate a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcome includesa reel position.
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54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of

local gaming machines for remoteplay.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of

receiving information includes receiving player preferences.

58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

59, (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of

using said payout data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome

comprises information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further

comprising the operation of using said outcome data to display said reel position at said remote

location.

61.|(Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations

of: receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said

player.
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62. (Previously Presented) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of gaming machines linked by a gaming server, said

remote computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by said

gaming server comprising:

meansfor receiving information identifying a plurality of local gaming machines each

engaged in play within said gaming establishment,

meansfor transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said

plurality of local gaming machines for information transfer,

meansfor receiving a text or graphical outcomeresulting from a play of said selected

local gaming machines; and

for generating a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

Advisory Action 09/688,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.
Beforethe Filing of an Appeal Brief Examiner Art Unit

Alex P. Rada 3713 |
--The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLYFILED 03 January 2006 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
1. KX] The reply wasfiled after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same dayasfiling a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonmentof

this application, applicant musttimely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which
places the application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or
(3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply mustbefiled within one of the
following time periods:

a) O The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) X The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action,or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whicheveris later. In no

event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note:If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO
MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee have
beenfiled is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amountof the fee. The appropriate extension fee under 37
CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally setin the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b)
above,if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of the final rejection, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. [] The Notice of Appeal wasfiled on . Abriefin compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 mustbefiled within two months of the date
offiling the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.
Since a Notice of Appeal has beenfiled, any reply must befiled within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37(a),

AMENDMENTS

3. CJ The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date offiling a brief, will not be entered because
(a)C] They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below),
(b)[_] They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);EI They are not deemedto place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or
(a They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding numberoffinally rejected claims.

NOTE: . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).
4.) The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5.1) Applicant's reply has overcomethe following rejection(s):
6. ] Newly proposed or amendedclaim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling

the non-allowable claim(s).
7. EX] For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s): a) [] will not be entered, or b) (J will be entered and an explanation of

how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected: 37-62.
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. CL The affidavit or other evidencefiled after a final action, but before or on the date offiling a Notice of Appeal will not be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons whythe affidavit or other evidence is necessary
and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

9. ( Theaffidavit or other evidencefiled after the date offiling a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the dateoffiling a brief, will not be
entered becausetheaffidavit or other evidence failed to overcomeall rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons whyit is necessary and was notearlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1).

10. [J The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11.BJThe request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOTplacethe application in condition for. ance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

12: DJ Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08 or PTO-1449) Paper N
13. [J Other:

M. THAI
SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

CBT

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 7-05) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper Na. 20060120
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No.

Continuation of 11. does NOTplace the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant conteds that the claimed invention is
directed toward a remote gaming method and a computertherfore, where players at gaming terminal located outside a gaming
establishment may play gaming machineslocated inside the gaming establishment.
The definition of the word "remote" is separated by an interval or space greater than usual. Wiltshire discloses communication pathways
that are remote having any type of local area, wide area, or global communication pathways, including the Internet and th World Wide
Web(col. 5, lines 31-33). Thus Wiltshire is capable of a remote gaming method and a computer, where players at gaming terminals
located outside (remote) a gaming establishment playing gaming mahcines located inside the gaming establishment.Applicant contends
that the examinerhasfailed to meet the standard for raising a functinally equivalent rejection.
The examiner notes that the statement usedin the office action on page 9, lines 5-8 was to make a point that physical gaming machines
were re-introcudes as video based gaming machine, which is very commin and very well knownin industry today. As noted in the Final
office action, when a gaming machinecalculates the game results on the gaming machine at a gamingsite, the functional equivalent to
that would be a gaming machine running a program and the calculations are carried out on a sever located at a gaming a site and routed
back to the gaming machineat the gaming site. The only difference is the gaming results are calculated on the server and
communicated back to the gaming machine instead of calculating the gaming results at the gaming machineitself. If you take the same
computer based video gaming machine and place that video game program on a homePC,the only things that have changed are how
the program (results and calculations) are being communicated and how wagers are accepted and payouts awarded. Therefore, a
host/server computer executing a casino game program is functionally equivalent to a gaming machine in a gaming establishment..
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JAN 03 2005 Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT
&. # (PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
Shridhar P. Joshi Confirmation No: 3225

x Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3714
|

~ Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada
J For: METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER
NETWORK

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS AF
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Responsive to the Final Office Action mailed November 2, 2005, reconsideration and

allowance ofthe present application is respectfully requested in view ofthe following remarks.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page

2 ofthis paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 2 of this paper.
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Applicant hereby appeals to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences from the last decision of the examiner. 
 The fee for this Notice of Appeal is (37 CFR 41.20(b)(1))

Applicant claims smail entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee shown
above is reduced byhalf, and the resulting fee is: $

[x] A checkin the amountofthe fee is enclosed.
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Deposit Account No. 10-0447 .
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[| applicant /inventor. f », ‘0 Sf
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METHOD OF PAYMENT(checkall that apply)

Check [| Credit Card [_ Money Order [| None[]Other(please identify):
[x|Deposit Account Deposit Account Number; 10-0447 Deposit Account Name:__Jenkens & Gilchrist, a Professional Corporation

For the above-identified deposit account, the Director is hereby authorized to: (check all that apply)

Chargefee(s) indicated below[]Charge fee(s) indicated below, exceptforthefiling fee
Charge any additional fee(s) or underpayment of [x] Credit any overpaymentsfee(s) under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17

FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES
FILING FEES SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEES

Small Entity Small Entity Small Entity
Application Type Fee ($) Fee ($) ee Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) Fees Paid ($)

Utility 300 150 500 250 200 100

Design 200 100 100 50 130 65
Plant 200 100 300 150 160 80

Reissue 300 150 500 250 600

Provisional 200 100 0 0 0

2. EXCESS CLAIM FEES Small Entity

Fee Description Fee ($)Fee($)
Each claim over 20 (including Reissues) 50 25

  

 

 
  

 
 

 
For FY 2005

  

Each independentclaim over 3 (including Reissues) 200 100

Multiple dependent claims 360 180

Total Claims Extra Claims Fee (3) Fee Paid ($) Multiple Dependent Claims
62 -62= x Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)

Indep. Claims Extra Claims Fee (3) Fee Paid ($)
4 -7= x

3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets of paper (excluding electronically filed sequence or computer
listings under 37 CFR 1.52(e)), the application size fee due is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each additional 50
sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

TotalSheetsExtraSheetsNumberofeachadditional50orfractionthereofFee($) FeePaid($)
- 100 = {50 (round up to a whole number) x

4. OTHER FEE(S) Fees Paid ($)

Non-English Specification, $130 fee (no smallentity discount)

Other (e.g., late filing surcharge): 1251 Extension for response withinfirst month 120.00
1401 Notice of appeal 500.00

SUBMITTED BY

Name(PrintType)] Daniel G. Nguyen Date March 2, 2006
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PTO/SB/22 (12-04)
Approved for use through 7/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Pagby ork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessif displays a valid OMB control number.
FYEXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a)|Docket Number(Optional)

FY 2005 47079-00077
(Fees pursuant to the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (H.R. 4818).)

Application Number 09/688501 Filed October 16, 2000

METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK

 
 

 
  
  
  For

Art Unit 3714 Examiner A. P. Rada

This is a request underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period forfiling a reply in the above
identified application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

  
  

  
  

  
 

Fee Smail Entity Fee

One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $60 $ 120.00

[__] Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $450 $225 $
[_] Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1020 $510 $

[__] Four months(37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1590 $795 $
[__] Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(6)) $2160 $1080 $  

 [| Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.  Acheckin the amountof the fee is enclosed.

[| Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038is attached.
 

  
 [] The Director has already been authorized to chargefees in this application to a Deposit Account.  
 The Directoris hereby authorized to charge any fees which maybe required, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account Number 10-0447

(Dep. Acct. Ref.: 47079-00077 — D.Burnham)

  
 
 
 

| am the [| applicant/inventor.
[| assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 42,933

  
 

  attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.
Registration numberif acting under 37 CFR 1.34  

 
 

~  

March 2, 2006
Date

(713) 951-3354
Telephone Number

 
 Signature

Daniel G. Nguyen
Typed or printed name

 

 
 

 

  
  

NOTE: Signaturesofall the inventors or assignees of record ofthe entire interest or their representative(s} are required. Submit multiple forms if more
than one signature is required, see below.  
 [] Total of 1 forms are submitted.

03/07/2006 HAHHED! 00000017 09688501

Oe FC:i251 120.00 OP

CHICAGO 325684v1 47079-00077
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.usplo.gov

 
09/688,501 10/16/2000 Shridhar P. Joshi 47079-00077 3225

JENKENS & GILCHRIST, P.C. RADA,ALEX P
225 WEST WASHINGTON
SUITE 2600

CHICAGO, IL 60606 3713

DATE MAILED:03/07/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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J

Application No, Applicant(s)

. 09/688,501 JOSHI, SHRIDHAR P.

interview Summary Examiner Art Unit

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

 
(1) Alex P. Rada. (3)Corbett Coburn (Primary).

(2) Daniel G. Nquyen. (4) .

Date of Interview: 01 March 2006.

Type: a) Telephonic b)(_] Video Conference
c)L] Personal [copy given to: 1) applicant 2) applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)L] Yes—e)LJ No.
If Yes, brief description:

Claim(s) discussed: 37 and 52.

Identification of prior art discussed: Wiltshire et al_ Walker et al, and Karmarkar.
 

Agreementwith respect to the claims f)] was reached. g)LJ] was not reached. h)[X N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreedto if an agreement was
reached,or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANTIS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OFTHIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVERIS LATER, TO
FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Recordof Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

 
 Examiner Note: You must sign this form unlessit is an. : wd a: :

Attachmentto a signed Office action. Examiner's signature,if required
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) . Interview Summary Paper No. 20060301
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Summary of Recordof Interview Requirements

Manualof Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of recard in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedatthe interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presentedat the interview as
warranting favorable action mustbefiled by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendanceof applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
anyalleged oral promise, stipulation, or understandingin relation to which there is disagreement or doubt. 

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete throughthe failure to record the substanceof interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographicalerrors or unreadablescript in Office actionsorthe like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Recordis required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placedin the right hand portion ofthefile, and tisted on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication.If additional correspondence from the examineris notlikely before an allowanceorif other
circumstancesdictate, the Farm should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form providesfor recordation of the following information:
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)

- Nameof applicant
- Nameof examiner
— Date of interview

- Type ofinterview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
- Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
-  Anindication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
—  Anindication whether an agreement was reached andif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementasto allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

- The signature of the examiner who conductedtheinterview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substanceof the interview of each case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and properrecordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general! results or outcomeof the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should sendaletter setting forth the examiner's version ofthe
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place theindication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substanceof the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 09/688,501

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreedto if an
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Applicant further elaborated on the claimed invention. Applicant
faxed proposed amendmentsfor discussion. The examinernoted that the Wiltshire reference would still meet the
proposed amended claims. The examiner suggested language alongthe lines of the server and the physical gaming
machine co-existing or within the same gaming establishment. The proposed language might overthe reference
Wiltshire pending further searching and consideration. The examineralso noted the Karmarkar reference to applicant.
Proposed arguments and amendments would be taken into consideration uponfilling a response pending further
consideration and searching.
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. FEB-23-2006 18:44 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO: USPTO P.1'6

 

  
 Jenkens & Gilchrist pom

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

140) MCKINNEY DALLAS, LEAS
SUITE 2600

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77010-4034

   

  
Lox AnGeuns, CALJPORNIA

  
PASADENA, Cal JPORNIA

  

FROM ‘THE DESK OF: (713) 951-3300 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Daniel G. Nguyen FACSIMILE (71.3) 953-3314
(713) 981-3354 WASHINGTON, D.C.
 

 

www.jenkens.com

 RECIPIENT COMPANY Fax No. PHONE No.
Examiner Alex P. Rada §71-273-4452 §71-272-4452  

  
 
 
  

 

* MESSAGE *

Examiner Rada, 

| would be grateful for a telephone interview to discuss these proposed clalm amendments at your convenience. |
would like to talk specifically about the main benefit derived from the claimed invention, namely, that a person would be
able to leave a casino, go home to anothercity or state, and still play the same gaming machine he/she played while in
the casino. This aspect would be particularly important if the person developed a special affinity for a specific gaming
machine while he/she was in the casino. | don't think this benefit would be possible with the prior art references of
record, .

      

 
 

| Danie! G. Nguyen

 
     
  

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIATLTY

The information contained in and transmitted with this facsimile is

1. SUBJECT TO THE ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE;
2. ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT; OR
3. CONFIDENTIAL.

It is tended only for the individual or entity designated above, You arc hereby notified that any dissernination, distribution,copying, or use ofor reliance upon the information contained in and wansmitted with this facsimile by or to anyone other than therecipient designaled above by the sender is unauthorized and strictly prohibited. Lf you have received this facsimile in error, pleasenotify Jenkens & Gilchrist, a professional corporation by telephone at (713) 951-3300 immediately, Any facsimile erroneouslytransmitted to you should be immediately retumed to the sender by U.S. Mail, or if authorization is granted by the sendcr, destroyed.
       
   

  Time: 6:35 PM Date: February 23,2006 Emp #: 3986 Billing #: 47079-00077 Total Pages (+ Cover): 6
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FEB-23-2086 18:44 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO: USPTO P.2’6

Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT
(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Patent Applicatonot: .
Shridhar P. Joshi Confirmation No: 3225

Application No.: 09/688501 Art Unit: 3714
Filed: October (6, 2000 Examiner: Alex P. Rada.

Bor. METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING
DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER
NETWORK
pp

PROPOSED AMENDM ENTS FOR TELEPHONE INTERVIEW

Claims 1-36. (Cancelled)

37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:
uecessing, via a remote terminal, 4 gaming site on a global computer network connected to

said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gamingsitc;
| selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance from a plurality of physicalgaming

machines located at a gaming cstablishment for remote play, said remote terminal
being located outside said gaming establishment,ssid_physical saming machines
playable byaplayer at saidsamingestablishments

placing, via said remote terminal, a wagerfor playing said selected game; and
receiving randomly-generated text or graphical oulcome dala at said remote terminal for said

| selected gume, said outcomedata being generated by one of said plurality ofphysigal
gaming machines at said gaming establishment and relayed to suid gaming site
through a gaming server connected to said ganvingsite.

38. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote terminal,
and a gamingsite on a global computer network, suid gaming server being located at a gaming

PAGE 26° RCVD AT 2/23/2006 7:41:36 PM [Eastern Standard Time] * SVR:USPTO-EFXRF-(/6 * DNIS:2734452 * CSID:7139513346* DURATION (mm-ss):01-54
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. FEB~23-2085 18:44 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO:USPTO P.3’6

Application No.: 09/688501 Docket No.: 47079-Q0077USPT
establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gamingestablishment, said gaming
site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection
information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via said
remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global computer
network;

| randomly generating outcome dala at one of a plurality of physicalgaming machines
communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being generated
for a game selected according to said game selection information, said plurality of

Iyyainidplaver atsuidearringestablishment:
receiving said outcome data at said gaming server; und

| physicalgaming machines being located at said gaming establishment,andplayabic
iransmitting said outcome data fromsaid gaming server to said gaming sitc for display to

suid player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.

39. (Currently Amended) A method for playing a physical_gaming machine located inside a
gaming establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing. a communication link between said remote terminal and a gaming site on &
global computer network, said gaming site in Communication with a gaming servcr

| for collecting outcome cata from physicalgaming machines located inside the
gaming establishment,

| selecting a physicalgaming machine at said gaming establishment using said remote
terminal;

| , making a wager to play the selected physical gaming machine;
receiving outcome duty, including game aulcome, at said remote terminal resulting from a

| play of said physicalgaming machine; and
generating a payoutif said game oulcome meets predetermined criteria.

40, (Previously Presented) The methed of claim 39 wherein said autcome data compriscs
informacion identifying the value of said payout, and further comprising the step of using said
payaut information to simulate a display of said game outcome at said remote location.

CHICAGO 321 887v2 6707-10077
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FEB-23-2086 18:45 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO: USPTO P.4/6

Application No.: 09/688501 Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT

4). (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said cutcome data
to simulute a display of said game outcome on said remote terminal.

42, (Previously Presented) ‘The method of claim 39, wherem said selected gaming machine
comprises a slot machine and wherein said game oulcome data includes a reel position.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine
comprises a video poker machine including a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 whercin said step of receiving outcome dala
includes receiving outcomedata[rom a plurality of gaming machines for remote play.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step ofreceiving oulcome data
includes receiving 2 gaming machine identifier.

46, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein suid step of receiving outcome data
includes receiving a gaming muchine type.

47, (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome dla
includes receiving player preferences.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein suid selected gaming machine
comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcame voniprises information identifying a reel
position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcome information
ta display said rec] position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further mcluding the steps of receiving a
player identificr, and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game oulcome results from the
server initiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcome results from the
manual game play on the selected gamting machine.

rad
CHICAGO321887v2 47079-00077
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FEB-23-2086 18:45 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO: USPTO P.5’6

Application No.: 09/688501 Docket Nu.; 47079-00077USPT
52, (Currently Amended) A remote computer for the remote play of aphysicalgaming machine (egiestre ——3)
located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, “the remore” computer”
being located outside said gaming, establishment, suid remote computer connected to a gaming site
through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote conrputer
contprising:

a microprocessor,

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said
microprocessor, and -

said microprocessor being operative with said instructions in said memory to: ___ (Watetediioat
receive information identifying a plurality of physical.gaming machines located within said_.

gaming cstablishment from a gaming server,saidphysiew)sumingmachine playable
by.aployer.ntsaidgamingestablishment, cone

; : - . . . . . . { Deleted: tocul
transmit data sclecting of at least onc said plurality ofghysicalgaming machines for remote <0 b=

play; . . ; . _ -[Deteted: toa! :receive a text or graphical outcome resulting froma local play of eachsaid selected physical|. ~ nee
gaming machine; and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predetermined criteria.

53, (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming
machine campris¢s a slot machine and wherein said outcome includes 4 reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computerof claim32 wherein aid operation of receiving
information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of local gaming

machines for remote play.

5§. {Previously Presented) The remote computer ofclaim 52 wherein said uperation of receiving
information includes receiving a gaming machineidentificr.

$6. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operationofreceiving
information includes receiving a gaming machine type.

. 5%, (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation ofreceiving
infennation includes receiving player preferences,

4
CHICAGO 32 1887V2 47079-00077
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FEB-23-2006 18:45 FROM: JENKENS&GILCHRIST 7139513346 TO:USPTO P,6’6

Application No.: 09/68850! Docket No.: 47079-QQ0077USPT
$8, (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming
machine comprises a video poker machine including 4 display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises
data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of using said payout
data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remote location.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim $2 wherein suid outcome comprises
informationidentifying a rcel position of suid selected gaming machine; and further comprising the
opcrauon of using said outcome data 10 display said reel position at said remote lacation.

61. {Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operations of:
receiving a player identifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification ofsaid player.

62. (Currently Amended) A remole computer Ipcated outside a gaming establishment, said
gamingestablishment having # plurality of physical gaming machines linked by a gaming s¢rver,
said remote computer connected to a gamingsite through a global computing network served by
said gaming server comprisin“ang pre Se

means for receiving information identifying a plurality ofghysical_gamingnmachines each. 2ne
engaged in play byapayer within said gaming estabjishment;

means for transmitting data from said remote computer for selceting at least one of said
 

_-( Deleted:io: - 7

| plurality of physicalgaming machinesfor information transtér; . ooo Deletedcysmeans for receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said sclected eg. (Deleted: locat i

| phygigalgaming machines;andeee eee ee~
fot generating 4 payout if said oulcome meets predclermincdcriteria.

CHICAGO 32188 7¥2 47079-00077
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a)4
A

Docket No.: 47079-00077USPT

(PATENT)

 
 
 [hereby certify that this paper (along with any paper referred to as being attachedor enclosed) is being deposited with the U.S. Postal Service on the date shown

below with sufficient postage as First Class Mail, in an envelope addressedto:
‘| Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.«

 
  

  
 

 
 
 

q., ated: April 7, 2006 Signature: Daniel G. Nguyen

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ag
> In re Patent Applicationof:

Bradley A. Rose

 

Application No.: 09/688501 Group Art Unit: 3714

Filed: October 16, 2000 Examiner: A. P, Rada

For. METHOD OF TRANSFERRING GAMING

. DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER

° NETWORK

; TRANSMITTAL LETTER

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

Enclosed are the following items for filing in connection with the above-referenced
Patent Application:

1. Statement of substanceofinterview (6 pages) _
2. Acknowledgementpostcard

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any deficiency in the fees filed, asserted
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during the telephone interview.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTSDISCUSSED DURING TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 

Claims 1-36. (Cancelled)

37. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method comprising:

accessing, via a remote terminal, a gamingsite on a global computer network connected to

said remote terminal;

providing, via said remote terminal, personal identification information to said gamingsite;

selecting, via said remote terminal, a game of chance from a plurality of physical_gaming

machines located at a gaming establishment for remote play, said remote terminal

being located outside said gaming establishment,_said_ physical gaming machines

playable by a player at said gaming establishment;

placing, via said remote terminal, a wagerfor playing said selected game; and

receiving randomly-generated text or graphical outcomedata at said remote terminal for said

selected game, said outcomedata being generated by oneofsaid plurality of physical

gaming machines at said gaming establishment and relayed to said gamingsite

through a gaming server connected to said gamingsite.

38. (Currently Amended) A remote gaming method using a gaming server, a remote terminal,

and a gaming site on a global computer network, said gaming server being located at a gaming

establishment, said remote terminal being located outside said gaming establishment, said gaming

site being provided on said global computer network, the method comprising:

receiving, at said gaming server, personal identification information, game selection

information, and wager information from a player accessing said gamingsite via said

remote terminal, said remote terminal being connected to said global computer

network;

randomly generating outcome data at one of a plurality of physical_gaming machines

communicatively coupled to said gaming server, said outcome data being generated

for a game selected according to said game selection information, said plurality of

physical gaming machines being located at said gaming establishment_and_playable

by said player at said gaming establishment;

receiving said outcomedata at said gaming server; and

2
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transmitting said outcome data from said gaming server to said gamingsite for display to

said player on said remote terminal in text or graphical form.

39. (Currently Amended) A method for playing a physical gaming machine located inside a

gaming establishment from a remote terminal located outside the gaming establishment comprising:

establishing a communication link between said remote terminal and a gamingsite on a

global computer network, said gaming site in communication with a gaming server

for collecting outcome data from physical gaming machines located inside the

gaming establishment;

selecting a physical gaming machine at said gaming establishment using said remote

terminal;

making a wagerto play the selected physical gaming machine;

receiving outcome data, including game outcome,at said remote terminal resulting from a

play of said physical gaming machine; and

generating a payoutif said game outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said outcome data comprises

information identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the step of using said

payout information to simulate a display of said game outcomeat said remote location.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 further comprising using said outcome data

to simulate a display of said game outcome on said remote terminal.

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome data includesa reel position.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a video poker machineincluding a display for displaying a poker hand.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said step of receiving outcome data

includes receiving outcomedata from a plurality of gaming machines for remoteplay.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data

includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.
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46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data

includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44 wherein said step of receiving outcome data

includes receiving player preferences.

48. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said selected gaming machine

comprises a slot machine and wherein said game outcome comprises information identifying a reel

position of said gaming machine; and further comprising the step of using said outcomeinformation

to display said reel position on said remote terminal.

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 and further including the steps of receiving a

playeridentifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from the

serverinitiating game play on the selected gaming machine.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39 wherein said game outcomeresults from the

manual gameplay on the selected gaming machine.
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52.|(Currently Amended) A remote computer for the remote play of a leeal-physical gaming

machine located within a gaming establishment and connected to a gaming server, the remote

computer being located outside said gaming establishment, said remote computer connected to a

gaming site through a global computing network served by said gaming server, said remote

computer comprising:

a microprocessor;

memory connected to said microprocessor and including instructions for controlling said

microprocessor; and

said microprocessorbeing operative with said instructions in said memoryto:

receive information identifying a plurality of feealphysical gaming machines located within

said gaming establishment from a gaming server,_said physical gaming machine

playable by a playerat said gaming establishment;

transmit data selecting of at least one said plurality of decal-physical_ gaming machines for

remote play;

receive a text or graphical outcome resulting from a local play of each said selected Jeeal

physical gaming machine; and

generate a payoutif said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.

53. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a slot machine and wherein said outcomeincludesa reel position.

54. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation ofreceiving

information includes receiving information selecting at least two of said plurality of local gaming

machinesfor remoteplay.

55. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation ofreceiving

information includes receiving a gaming machineidentifier.

56. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation ofreceiving

information includes receiving a gaming machinetype.

57. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said operation of receiving

information includes receiving player preferences.

5
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58. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said selected gaming

machine comprises a video poker machine includinga display for displaying a poker hand.

59. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises

data identifying the value of said payout; and further comprising the operation of using said payout

data to simulate a display of said outcomeat said remotelocation.

60. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 wherein said outcome comprises

information identifying a reel position of said selected gaming machine; and further comprising the

operation of using said outcomedatato display said reel position at said remote location.

61. (Previously Presented) The remote computer of claim 52 further including the operationsof:

receiving a playeridentifier; and transmitting said player identifier for identification of said player.

62. (Currently Amended) A remote computer located outside a gaming establishment, said

gaming establishment having a plurality of physical gaming machineslinked by a gamingserver,

said remote computer connected to a gaming site through a global computing network served by

said gaming server comprising:

means for receiving information identifying a plurality of tecal-physical gaming machines

each engagedin play by a player within said gaming establishment;

means for transmitting data from said remote computer for selecting at least one of said

plurality of tecatphysical gaming machinesfor information transfer;

meansfor receiving a text or graphical outcome resulting from a play of said selected leeat

physical gaming machines; and

for generating a payout if said outcome meets predeterminedcriteria.
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L REAL PARTYIN INTEREST

The real party in interest is WMS Gaming Inc., assignee of the above-referenced

application, having a place ofbusiness at 3401 North California Avenue, Chicago,Illinois 60618.
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Il. RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

There are no other appeals or interferences that will directly affect or be directly affected

by or have a bearing on the Board ofPatent Appeals and Interferences in the present appeal.
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Wl. STATUS OF CLAIMS

Currently pending 37-62 have been rejected and are the claims being appealed. Claims

1-36 have been cancelled. No claims have been allowed.
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